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GENERAL INFORMATION

1.0 GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

NATIONAL DIPLOMA (ND)

PROGRAMME GOAL:

The National Diploma (ND) in Hydrology and Water Resources Management is aimed at producing diplomates with sound
knowledge and skills to effectively manage the water resources potentials of the Nigerian economy. It would enable them
acquire technological and professional skills necessary for employment and job creation in various areas of hydrology and
water resources management, such as river basin development, watershed management, erosion and sedimentation control,
urban drainage system management, aquatic plant and animal resources management, environmental resources and sanitation
management, managing  of hydro-power stations, environmental disaster and risks analysis amongst others. 

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES:

On completion of this course, the ND diplomates should be able to:

 Employ the operational knowledge involved in hydrological and water resources management in analysing sediment
and  water  quality  samples  and  computing  sediment  discharge  and  sediment  yield  from  catchment  reservoir
sedimentation and water quality characteristics and studying effects of main pollutants;

 Maintain data necessary in  managing water projects such as dams, reservoir, underground and surface water resources;

 Apply basic principles of conventional/ electronic instrumentation and computers and the basic principles of computer
programming and data processing in the monitoring of public water supply and associated health risk mitigations;

 Predict geomorphological changes within the drainage basin system for decision making/ planning purposes;

 Maintaining  data  records,  carrying  out  pre-processing  and  transmitting  data  in  appropriate  formats  necessary  in
predicting  and controlling flood risk, drought and disaster management;

 Operating  and  maintaining  various  types  of  equipments  used  for  measuring  meteorological  and  hydrological
parameters as well as  collecting data necessary for the design, construction and operations of hydrologic structures; 



 Understand general aspects of ground water flow, ground water recharge and extraction including hydrological and
water quality aspects, and assisting in carrying out pumping tests; 

 Preparing water resources account of a river basin and;

 Maintain and manage gauging stations for stream flow measurements,  handling equipments and observing stations
using different techniques.

  2.0       MINIMUM ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

          The academic requirements for admission into the ND Hydrology and Water Resources Management programme are: 

(i)    Five (5) credit GCE  (O level), SSCE and NECO at not more than two sittings. The five subjects must  include  English
Language, Mathematics, Physics or Geography and any other two Science subjects Plus  at least passes in Chemistry and Biology.

 (ii) Five credit  passes in  an NBTE recognized preliminary National  Diploma course offered in a  Polytechnic or similar  post
secondary technical institution.  The credit passes must include Mathematics, Geography and Physics

3.0    PROJECT

Every ND student is required to successfully complete a relevant project in Hydrology and Water Resources Management during
his/her final year.

4.0 CURRICULUM

The curriculum consists of four main components.  These are:

i. General Studies courses
ii. Foundation Courses
iii. Professional Courses
iv. Supervised Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES)

The  General  Studies  component  shall  include  courses  in  Science  and  Technology  related  programmes,  English  Language,
Computer/ICT,  Entrepreneurship  Education  and  Educational  Psychology;  Citizenship  Education  (the  Nigerian  Constitution),
Sociology, and Entrepreneurship. The General Studies component shall account for not more than 10-15% of total contact hours for
the programme.

Foundation courses include courses in English Language, Languages, and Basic Computer Applications. The number of hours will
account for about 10-15% of the total contact hours.



Professional Courses are the core Hydrology and Water Resources Management Courses which give the student the theoretical and
practical skills needed to practice in hydrology and water resources management. These may account for between 70-80% of the
contact hours.

5.0      CURRICULUM  STRUCTURE  OF  THE  ND  PROGRAMME  IN  HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

The structure of the ND programme consists of four semesters of Classroom, Laboratory and Studio activities in the institution. Each
semester shall be of 17 weeks duration made up as follows:  15 contact weeks of teaching (Lecture and Practical Exercises), and 2
weeks for Tests, Quizzes, and Examinations, and Registration.  

6.0 ACCREDITATION

The National Diploma (ND) in Hydrology and Water Resources Management shall be accredited by NBTE before the diplomates can
be awarded the Diploma Certificate. Details about the process of accrediting a programme for the award of the ND are available from
the Executive Secretary, National Board for Technical Education, Plot ‘B’, Bida Road, P.M.B. 2239, Kaduna, Nigeria or the Board’s
website at www.nbte.ng.org.

7.0  CONDITIONS FOR THE AWARD OF THE DIPLOMA

Institutions offering accredited programmes shall award the  National Diploma (ND) to candidates who have successfully completed
the programme after passing prescribed course work, examinations and diploma project.  Such candidates should have completed a
minimum of 72 semester credit units.

The Diplomas shall be classified as follows on a 4-point grading system:

Distinction     -  CGPA of 3.50 and above

Upper Credit – CGPA of 3.00 – 3.49 

Lower Credit – CGPA of 2.50 – 2.99

Pass              - CGPA of 2.00 – 2.49 

8.0 GUIDANCE NOTES FOR TEACHERS TEACHING THE PROGRAMME



8.1 The new curriculum is drawn in course units.  This is in keeping with the provisions of the National Policy on Education which
stresses the introduction of the semester credit units, which will enable a student who so wishes to transfer the units already
completed  in an institution to another of similar standard.

8.2 In designing the units, the principle of the modular system by product has been adopted thus making each of the professional
modules,  when completed,  to provide the student with technical  operative skills,  which can be used for job creation and
employment purposes.

8.3 As the success of the credit unit system depends on the articulation of programmes between the institutions and industry, the
Curriculum  Content  has  been  written  in  behavioral  objectives,  so  that  the  expected  performance  of  the  student  who
successfully completed the courses of the programme is clear to it.  There is  a slight departure in the presentation of the
performance based curriculum which requires the conditions under which the performances are expected to be carried out and
the criteria for the acceptable levels of performance to be stated.  It is a deliberate attempt to get the staff of the department
teaching the programme to write their  own curriculum stating the conditions existing in their  institution under which the
performance can take place and to follow that with the criteria for determining an acceptable level of performance.   The
Academic Board of the institution may vet departmental submission on the final curriculum.  The aim is to continue to see to it
that a solid internal evaluation system exists in each institution for ensuring minimum standards and quality of education in the
programmes offered throughout the polytechnic and other specialized institution such as the Hydrology and Water Resources
Management sector system.

8.4 The teaching of the theory and practical work should, as much as possible, be integrated.  Practical exercises, especially those
in professional courses and studio work should not be taught in isolation from the theory.  For each course, there should be a
balance of theory to practice.

9.0 GUIDELINES ON SIWES FOR ND THAT HAS MORE THAN TWO ND PROGRAMMES AS ITS PRE-REQUISITE

9.1 For the smooth operation of the SIWES the following guidelines shall apply.

a. Institution  offering  the  ND  programme  shall  arrange  to  place  the  students  in  industry.   By  the  end  of  the  second
semester/first year of the programme, six copies of the master list showing where each student has been placed shall be
submitted to the Executive Secretary, NBTE, who shall, in turn authenticate the list and forward it to the Industrial Training
Fund, Jos.

b. The Placement Officer should discuss and agree with industry on the following
i. A task inventory of what the student is expected to experience during the period of attachment.  It may be wise to

adopt the one already approved for each field by the industry based supervisor.  
ii. The evaluation of the student by the industry based supervisor and the institution-based supervisor.
iii. The final grading of the student during the period of attachment should be weighted more on the evaluation by

industry-based supervisor.



c. The Supervised Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) shall be for a minimum of three months in the relevant
Industry.

9.2 Evaluation of Students during the SIWES 

In the evaluation of the student, cognizance should be taken of the following items:

i. Punctuality
ii. Attendance
iii. General Attitude to Work
iv. Respect for authority
v. Interest in the field/technical area
vi. Technical competence as a potential technician in his field.
vii. Team work

9.3 Grading of SIWES 

To ensure uniformity of grading scales, the institution should ensure that the uniform grading of students work which has been
agreed to by all polytechnics is adopted.

9.4 The Institution Based Supervisor 

The institution-based supervisor should initial the log book during each visit.  This will enable him to check and determine to
what extent the objectives of the scheme are being met and to assist students having any problems regarding the specific
assignments given to them by their industry-based supervisor.

9.5 Frequency of Visit 

Institution should ensure that students placed on attachment are visited within one month of their placement.  Other visits shall
be arranged so that:

1. There is another visit six weeks after the first visit; and
2. Final visit in the last month of the attachment

9.6 Stipend for Students in SIWES

The rate of stipend payable shall be determined from time to time by the Federal Government after due consultation with the
Federal Ministry of Education, the Industrial Training Fund and the National Board for Technical Education (NBTE).



9.7 SIWES as a Component of the Curriculum 

The completion of SIWES is important in the final determination of whether the student is successful in the programme or not.
Failure in the SIWES is an indication that the student has not shown sufficient interest in the field or has no potential to
become a skilled technician in field.  The SIWES should be graded on a fail or pass basis.  Where a student has satisfied all
other requirements but failed SIWES he may only be allowed to repeat another four months SIWES at his/her own expense.

10.0   CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The ND Hydrology and Water Resources  Management course prepares students for career in the following areas which include:

 Private Industry and Professional Consulting Firms
 National Inland Waterways Authority
 River Basin Development Authority
 State Water Corporations/Boards
 Water Drilling Companies 
 Water Resource Consulting Firms
 National Emergency Management Agency
 Federal/State Ministries of  Water Resources and Rural Development
 Federal/State Environmental Protection Agencies
 Watershed Management
 NGOs. (JICA, UNESCO, WATERAID, UNICEF, World Bank)
 Hydro Power Stations
 National Water Resources Institute
 Erosion and Sedimentation Control Agencies
 Water based Security outfit
 Nigerian Hydrological Service Agencies (NIHSA)
 Nigeria Erosion and Watershed Management Project (NEWMAP)
 Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC)
 Federal and State Ministries of Works and Housing
 Nigerian Maritime and Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA)
 Nigeria Integrated Water Resources Commission
 Federal and States Ministries of Agriculture
 National Environmental Standard and Regulation Enforcement Agency



11.0 QUALIFICATION OF THE IMPLEMENTERS OF THE CURRICULUM

Since there are few hydrologist specialist that are to implement the curriculum, those in water resources and allied disciplines such as
Geographers,  Environmental  Resources  Managers,  Hydrogeologist,  Water  Resources  Engineers  with  relevant  qualifications  and
cognate experience should be considered. Years of teaching experience in the industry as well as selected certificates will be an added
advantage. Additional qualifications in the field will also be an added advantage.

CURRICULUM TABLE

     First Semester

No.
Course
Code 

Course Title
Contact
Hours

Hours Per Week Credit
UnitsTheory Practical Total

1 *GNS 101 Use of  English 30 2 0 2 2

2 HWR 111 Basic Hydrology  1 45 2 1 3 3

3    *GNS 112 Physics I  45 1 2 3 3

4    MTH 112 Algebra and Elementary Trigonometry 30 2 0 2 2

5 HWR  112
Map Reading and Photo Interpretation

30 1 1 2 2

6    MEC 112 Technical Drawing 45 1 2 3 3

7    ICT 119  Introduction to Computing (ICT) 45 1 2 3 3

     8 **GNS111 Citizenship Education I 30 2 0 2 2

     9   HWR 113 Hydro-Chemistry 30 1 1 2 2

    10   HWR 114  Physical Geography 30 1 1 2 2

                    Total Hours Per Week 360 14 10 24 24



*See General Studies syllabus           **See Citizenship Education syllabus               *** See NBTE Syllabus

Second Semester

No.
Course
Code 

Course Title
Contact
Hours

Hours Per Week Credit
UnitsTheory Practical Total

1
*GNS 102 Communication in English I

30 2 0 2 2

2  HWR 121 Hydro Statistics 45 3 0 3 3

4 HWR 122 Basic Hydraulic 45 1 2 3 3

5
HWR  123 Introduction  to  Geographic  Information

System
30 1 1 2 2

6    HWR 124 Basic Hydrology 11 45 2 1 3 3

7    MTH 122
Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry

30 2 0 2 2

8    HWR 125 Introduction to Hydrometeorology 30 2 0 2 2

9 HWR 126 Introduction to Hydrogeology 30 2 0 2 2

10    HWR  101 Basic Principles in  Surveying  45 1 2 3 3

11    HWR 128   SIWES 15 0 1 1 1

                                                Total Hours Per Week 345 16 7 23 23

*See General Studies syllabus                                                                        ** NBTE Standard Syllabus available             



Third Semester

No. Course
Code 

Course Title Contact
Hours

Hours Per Week Credit
Units

Theory Practical Total

1 HWR 231
Introduction to Water Resources Management

1

45 2 1 3 3

2 HWR 232
Introduction to Hydro Data Processing

45 1 2 3 3

3 HWR 233 Introduction to Watershed Mangement 45 1 2 3 3

4 **BAM Introduction to Entrepreneurship 45 2 1 3 3

5 HWR 234 Water Quality Assessment 60 2 2 4 4

6 HWR 235 Introduction to Hydrometry 45 1 2 3 3

7 HWR 236 Research Methodology in Hydrology 45 3 0 3 3

8 HWR 237 Field Trip 15 0 1 1 1

Total 360 12 11 23 23

Total  Hours  Per  Week 23

*See General Studies syllabus                                                              **See Entrepreneurship Development syllabus



 Fourth Semester

No. Course
Code 

Course Title Contact
Hours

Hours Per Week Credit
Units

Theory Practical Total

1 *GNS 202 Communication In English II 30 2 0 2 2

2 HWR 241
Water Resources Management II

45 2 1 3 3

3 HWR 242 Hydrological Analysis and Forecasting 30 1 1 2 2

4 HWR 243 Geographic  Information  System  and  Remote
Sensing

30 1 1 2 2

5 HWR 244 Introduction  to  Water  Supply  and   Waste
Water Technology

60 2 2 4 4

HWR 245 Technical Report Writing 30 2 0 2 2

6     **BAM Practice of Entrepreneurship 45 1 2 3 3

7 HWR 245 Project 90 0 6 6 6

                                  Total Hours Per Week 360 11 13 24 24

*See General Studies syllabus          ** NBTE Standard Syllabus available



BASIC HYDROLOGY 1

Programme:    National  Diploma  in  Hydrology  and  Water
Resources Management

Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 4

Course Title:       Basic Hydrology I HWR 111 Theoretical:  2 hours/week 

Semester: 1st Pre-requisite:  Practical: 2 hours /week 

Goal: the course is designed to provide the learner with the
basic knowledge hydrology and its applications.

General Objectives:

On Completion of this course the students will be able to

1.  Understand the definition, scope and field of application of hydrology
2.  Understand the branches and brief history of the development of the science of hydrology
3.  Understand the hydrological cycle and the mechanisms that drive it
4.  Understand the concept of surface run off, its components and its measurements 
5.  Understand precipitation, its mechanisms and measurement
6. Understand unit hydrograph, its components and methods of separating stream flow components 
8. Understand stream flow and its measurements
9. Understand ground water, types, ground water storage and measurement
10. Understand the meaning of flood, its estimation, impacts on human activities and control



Course Title:  Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 4
 Basic Hydrology 1 HWR 111 Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Semester: 1st Practical:  2     hours /week

Theoretical Content         Practical Content

General Objective 1.0: Understand the meaning, scope and field of applications of hydrology 

Week
Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s Resources Specific  Learning
Outc
omes

Teacher’s activities Evaluation

1-2
1.1 Define  and  outline  the  branches  and

scope of  hydrology Outline the field
of  applications  of  hydrology,  the
techniques  of  hydrology   and  the
problems of applied  hydrology

1.2 Outline  the  brief  history  of  the
development of the field of hydrology

1.3 Discuss the role of the hydrologist in
integrated development

1.4 Explain  the  concept  of  contaminants
hydrology

State  the
different
definitions
of
hydrology,
the
branches
and explain
the  various
field  of
application
s  of
hydrologic
al
knowledge
and  the
problems
of  applied
hydrology

Charts,
White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector 

Illustrate
hydrology
branches and field
of  application  of
hydrology.

Demonstrate  the
role  of  the
hydrologist  in
integrated
development  and
show  concept  of
contaminants
hydrology 

Guide students
in the Illustration

of hydrology
branches and field
of application of

hydrology.

In  the
demonstration  of
the  role  of  the
hydrologist  in
integrated
development  and
show  concept  of
contaminants
hydrology 

Define
hydrology
and  List
the field of
application
of
hydrologic
al
knowledge
.

General objective 2.0:Understandthe Hydrological cycle and the mechanisms that drive it



3-4 2.1 Explain  the  concept  of  hydrological
cycle

2.2  identify  the  components  of  the
hydrological cycle.

2.3 Describe  the  mechanisms  that
drive  the  hydrological  cycle  and
explain  the  concept  of  the
hydrological equation.

2.4 Outline  the  relevance  of  the
hydrological cycle to the study of
hydrology 

Explain the
concept  of
the
hydrologic
al  cycle
with the aid
of  diagram
and
identify the
mechanism
s  that
control  the
hydrologic
al cycle.

Charts,

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop,  chat
or table,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

a. Illustrate  the
hydrological
cycle 

b. Show   the
mechanisms
that drive it 

c. Illustrate  the
components
of  the
hydrological
cycle  and  its
relevance  to
hydrological
studies.

a. Draw  the
hydrological
cycle  on  the
board; 

b. With  the  aid  of
illustrations
explain  the
drivers  of  the
hydrological
cycle 

c. Show  the
relevance  of  the
hydrological
cycle to the study
of hydrology.

Draw  the
hydrologi
cal  cycle
and
explain
its
drivers.
Also  ask
them  to
state  the
relevance
of  the
hydrologi
cal  cycle
to  the
study  of
hydrolog
y.

General Objective 3.0:Understand the concept of surface runoff

5-6
3.1 Explain  the  meaning  of  surface

runoff and the components of surface
runoff or   stream flow

3.2 Explain  the  components  of  surface
runoff and the methods of estimating
surface runoff.

3.3 State the factors affecting runoff.

Explain  the
meaning  of
surface  run-
off  and
identify  the
factors
affecting
surface  run-
off  and
explain  the
concept  of

White board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Differentiate
components  of
surface runoff, 

Show the 
characteristics of 
estimating surface 
runoff and the 
factors affecting 
runoff.

Show the concept of
surface  runoff,  its
components  and  the
factors  affecting  run
off  and  the  method
of  surface  runoff
estimation.

Give
class quiz
to
evaluate
the
students
understan
ding.



surface water
estimation 

General Objective 4: Understand Precipitation and the mechanisms that drive it

7-8
4.1 Define  precipitation  and  state  its

different forms

4.2 Discuss the mode of formation of the
different types of precipitation

4.3 Explain the method and instruments
used in measuring precipitation

4.4 Discuss the drivers of precipitation

Define
precipitation
and  describe
the  mode  of
precipitation
formation.
Describe  the
method  and
instrument of
measuring
precipitation.

White board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Draw  the  mode  of
formation  of
precipitation.

Practice the use of the
instruments  used  in
measurement  of  the
different  forms  of
precipitation  and  how
they are used. 

Guide  the
students on how
to  use  typical
instruments used
in  measuring
precipitation.

Define
precipitat
ion  and
describe
the  mode
of
precipitat
ion
formation
.

General Objective 5.0: Understandthe unit of hydrograph

9-10

5.1 Identify the different components of
hydrograph and its application

5.2 Explain  the  systematic  unit  of
hydrograph

5.3 Explain  how  the  stream  flow
components can be separated

Explain  the
meaning  of
hydrograph
and  identify
the
components
of
hydrograph
and  its
applications.

White board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Show  hydrograph  to
explain the meaning.

Illustrate  the
components  of
hydrograph 

Explain the methods of
separating stream flow.

Explain
hydrograph  and
identify  the
components  of
hydrograph  as
well  as  the
methods  of
separating
stream  flow
components.

Explain
the
meaning
of
hydrogra
ph  and
identify
the
compone
nts  of
hydrogra
ph and its
applicatio
ns -

General Objective 6.0: Understand the measurement of stream flow



11

6.1 Highlight  the  different  methods  of
measuring stream flow.

6.2 Explain stage discharge rating curve
and  the  procedures  in  establishing
rating  curves  on  logarithmic  paper
and discharge rating at stations with
shifting control.

6.3 Explain  the  relationship  between
slope stage discharges.

6.4 Explain  the  relevance  of  keeping
streamflow  records  (useful  in
evaluating  total  water  supply,
forecasting  flooding  events,
designing  hydraulics  structures,
computing  sediments  loads  of
streams)

6.5 Outline the different types of gauges
used  in   recording  stream  flow
(manual  gauges,  water  stage
recorders,analogue  recorders,  digital
recorders,  float  type  recorders,
pressure  gauge  and  acoustic  level
gauge)

Explain  the
methods and
instruments
of
measuring
stream  flow
and  state
discharge
curve 

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Identify the methods of
measuring stream flow

Determine  the velocity
of  water  using  current
meter 

Determine the methods
of water storage.

Demonstrate
the  use  of
current  meter,
float  and
velocity  rod  in
measuring
stream flow.

Explain
the
methods
and
instrument
s  of
measuring
stream
flow  and
state
discharge
curve

General Objective7.0:Understand the concept of ground water, types and ground water storage and measurement

  12-13 7.1 Explain the concept of ground water
occurrence and the concept of aquifer
and  types of aquifers

7.2 Explain  the  principles  of  ground
water  fluctuations  and  the
relationships  between  ground  water

Explain  the
concept
ground
water  and
identify  the
types  of

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead

Determine  the
discharge  from
different well 

Determine methods of
estimating  ground
water  resources.

show  the
methods  of
estimating
ground  water
discharge  and
the  methods  of
ground  water

 

-DO-



and surface water.

7.3 Explain the principle of ground water
flow  and  differentiate  between  the
transmissibility  of  confined  and
unconfined aquifer.

7.4 Explain  the  principle  of  well
hydraulics  and the  principle  of  well
construction and spacing. 

7.5 Describe the purpose and approaches
of ground water exploration.

7.6 Explain the hydraulic of open well

vii.  Discuss  the  methods  of  evaluating
ground water resources

aquifer.
Describe the
concept  of
transmissibi
lity  and  the
methods  of
estimating
ground
water
resources.

projector Differentiate  between
confined  and
unconfined aquifer  as
methods  of  ground
water storage.

storage.

General Objective 8.0:Understand flood estimation and control

  

14-15

8.1 Discuss  the  meaning  of  flood  and
highlight

8.2 the  different  types  of  flood;  and
explain the causes of flood

8.3 Discuss the approaches to floods and
flood hazard management

8.4 Explain soil conservation measures

8.5 Explain flood control approaches

Explain  the
meaning  of
flood  and
discuss  the
socio-
economic
impacts  of
flood  as
well  as  the
methods  of
flood
control

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Identify flood sites 

Show  the  possible
impacts of flood

 Determine  the
methods  of  flood
control

Explain different
types of flood, 

show the effects
of  flood  on
human activities

Determine  the
possible
methods  of
flood control.

Explain
the
meaning
of  flood
and
discuss the
socio-
economic
impacts  of
flood  as
well as the
methods
of  flood



control

NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course Code: MTH 112 Contact Hours: 2 – 0 - 0

Subject/Course:   Algebra And Elementary Trigonometry Theory:      2  hours/week

Year: ND I Semester: 1st Pre-requisite: Practical:   0 hours/week

Goal: this course is designed to acquaint the learner with the theories of logarithms and surds and their applications in
manipulating expressions

General Objectives

On completion of this course the student will be able to:
1.0 Understand the laws of indices and their application in simplifying algebraic expressions.
2.0 Understand the theory of logarithms and surds and their applications in manipulating expressions.
3.0 Understand principles underlying the construction of charts and graphs.
4.0 Know the different methods of solving quadratic equations.
5.0 Understand permutation and combination
6.0 Understand the concept of set theory
7.0 Understand the properties of arithmetic and geometric progressions
8.0 Understand the binomial theorem and it=s application in the expansion of expressions and in approximations.
9.0 Understand the basic  concepts  and manipulation of  vectors  and their applications  to the solution of  engineering

problems.
10.0 Understand the concept of equations and methods of solving different types of equations and apply same to

engineering problems.
11.0 Understand the definition, manipulation and application of trigonometric functions.





COURSE: Algebra And Elementary Trigonometry     COURSE CODE: MTH 112 CONTACT HOURS: 2 – 0 -0  

Course Specification:     Theoretical Content  2 hrs/week

WEEK General Objective 1.0: Understand laws of indices and their applications in simplifying algebra expressions

Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1.1 Define indices
1.2 Establish  the  laws  of

indices
1.3 Solve  simple  problems

using  the  laws  of
indices.

Illustrate  with  good
examples activities in
1.1  to  1.3  and  solve
problems.

 Assess  the
student

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  

General Objective 2.0: Understand Theory of logarithms surds and their applications in manipulating expression
2.1 Define logarithm

2.2 Establish the four basic
laws of logarithm

2.3 Solve  simple  logarithm
problem

2.4 Define natural logarithm
and common logarithm.

2.5 Define  characteristic
and mantissa

Guide  the students to
solve
logarithmic
and  surd
related
problems and
Simplify
numerical
expressions
using  log
tables e.g.

              e.g. 18 D =

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

   2 - 3

2.6 Read  the  logarithmic
table for given numbers

2.7 Simplify  numerical
expressions  using  log
tables e.g.

              e.g. 18 D = 3%4JPC2 Λ
MB, find  D  when  J  =
0935,

              e.g. θ = 35, P = 1.6

               106, C = 55, M = 0
0025. π = 3.142

2.8 Apply  logarithm  in
solving  non-linear
equations.

e.g. y = axn;  logy = log a + n log
x;   y = bcx, logy = logb
+ xlogc;         Y = a +
bxn ,

2.9 Define surds

2.10 Reduce  a  surd  into  its
simplest form

2.11 Solve  simple  problems
on surds

3%4JPC2 Λ
MB, find  D
when  J  =
0935,

              e.g. θ = 35, P
= 1.6

               106, C = 55,
M = 0 0025.
π = 3.142

2.8 Apply
logarithm  in
solving  non-
linear
equations.

e.g. y = axn;   logy =
log a + n log
x;    y = bcx,
logy = logb +
xlogc;         Y
= a + bxn ,

2.9 Define surds

2.10 Reduce  a
surd  into  its
simplest
form

2.11 Solve  simple
problems on surds

charts, etc.

General Objective 3.0: Understand Principles underlying the construction of Charts and graphs



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

3.1 Construct  graphs  of
functions fractions such
as Y = ax +b,n = 1,2 Y =
CST  (a+x)  Y  =  axk,
including  cases  of
asymbles

3.2 Apply  knowledge  from
3.1  in  determination  as
laws from experimental
data.

Ask  the  students  to
draw  graphs,
Construct  graphs  of
functions  fractions
such.

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  

General Objective 4.0:    Know the different methods of solving quadratic equations
4.1 Solve  quadratic

equations  by
factorization

4.2 Solve  quadratic
equations by method of
completing squares.

4.3 Solve  quadratic
equations by formula

4.4 Discriminate the roots.

4.5 Form  equations  whose
roots  are  given  in
different methods.

Solve  quadratic
equations  by
factorization

Solve  quadratic
equations  by
method  of
completing
squares.

Solve  quadratic
equations  by
formula

Discriminate  the
roots.

Form  equations
whose roots are given

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

in different methods.

General Objective 5.0: Understand Permutations and Combinations

5.1 Define permutation

5.2 State  examples  of
permutations

5.3 Define combination

5.4 State  examples  of
combination

5.5 Establish  the  theorem
nPr = n !/[  (n-r)!]giving
examples

              e.g. number of ways of
collecting  two out  of  8
balls

Explain permutation

Permutations,

 combination

with  examples 

Establish the theorem
nPr = n !/[  (n-
r)!]giving
examples

              e.g. number
of ways of collecting
two out of 8 balls

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  

General Objective 6.0:  Understand the concept of set theory
6.1 Establish nCr = nCn B r.

6.2 Define sets, subsets, and
null sets

6.3 Define  union,  inter-
section  and  completion
of sets

6.4 Draw Venn diagrams to
demonstrate  the
concepts in 6.1 and  6.3
above.

Establish  nCr =  nCn B
r.

Explain sets, subsets,
and null sets

Explain  union,  inter-
section  and
completion
of sets

Draw Venn diagrams
to

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

6.5 Calculate  the  size  or
number of elements in a
given set.

demonstrate
the  concepts
in  6.1  and
6.3 above.

6.5 Calculate  the
size  or  number  of
elements  in  a  given
set.

charts, etc.

General Objectives 7.0:   Understand the properties of arithmetic and geometric progressions

 8  -  9

7.1 Define  an  Arithmetic
progression (A.P.)

7.2 Obtain  the  formula  for
nth term and the first n
terms of an A.P.

7.3 Give  examples  of  the
above e.g.  find the 20th

term of the series e.g. 2
+ 4 + 6 + Y..  Find also
the series of the first 20
terms.

7.4 Define  a  geometric
progression (G.P.)

7.5 Obtain  the  formula  for
the nth term and the first
n  terms  of  a  geometric
series.

7.6 State  examples  of  7.5
above  e.g.  given  the

Take  the  students
through  an
Arithmetic
progression
(A.P.)

Obtain  the  formula
for  nth  term
and  the  first
n terms of an
A.P.

Giving  examples  of
the  above
e.g.  find  the
20th term  of
the series e.g.
2  +  4  +  6  +
Y..  Find also
the  series  of
the  first  20
terms.

Explain  a  geometric

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

sequences  1/3,  1,3  Y
find  the  20th term  and
hence the sum of the 1st

20 terms.

7.7 Define Arithmetic Mean
(AM)  and  Geometric
Mean (G.M.)

7.8 Define  convergence  of
series.

7.9 Define  divergence  of
series.

progression
(G.P.)

7.6 State
examples  of  7.5
above  e.g.  given  the
sequences  1/3,  1,3 Y
find the 20th term and
hence the sum of the
1st

General Objectives 8.0: Understand the binomial theorem and its application in the expansion of expressions and in approximations.
8.1 Explain  the  method  of

mathematical induction

8.2 State  and  prove  the
binomial  theorem  for  a
positive integral index.

8.3 Expand  expressions  of
the forms

              (x + y)2, (x2 B  1)s

applying  binominal
theorem 

8.4 Find the coefficient of a
particular  term  in  the
expansion  of  simple
binomial expressions.

8.5 Find the middle term in

Explain  the
importance  and
application  of  the
theorem.

State  and  prove  the
binomial
theorem for a
positive
integral
index.

Expand  expressions
of the forms

  (x  + y)2,  (x2 B  1)s

applying
binominal
theorem 

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

the  expansion  of
binomial expression

8.6 State  the  binomial
theorem  for  a  rational
index.

8.7 Expand  expressions  of
the form:

              (1 + x)-1, (1 B x)2 , (1 B
x)-a    applying  binomial
theorem

8.8 Expand  and
approximate
expressions of the type

              (1.001)n, (0.998)n, (1 +
x) 2,  (1 B x)a   to a stated
degree  of  accuracy
applying  |  scalar
expressions.

State  the  binomial
theorem for a
rational
index.

Expand  expressions
of the form:

              (1 + x)-1, (1
B  x)2  ,  (1  B
x)-a   applying
binomial
theorem

Expand  and
approximate
expressions
of the type

              (1.001)n,
(0.998)n,  (1 + x) 2,  (1
B  x)a    to  a  stated
degree  of  accuracy
applying  |  scalar
expressions.

9.1 State the definitions and
representations  of
vectors.

9.2 Define a position vector.

9.3 Define unit vector

Apply the techniques
of  vectors  to  solve
various problems

State  the  definitions
and
representatio

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

9.4 Explain  scalar  multiple
of a vector

9.5 List  the  characteristics
of parallel vectors

9.6 Identify  quantities  that
may  be  classified  as
vector e.g. displacement
velocity,  acceleration,
force etc.

9.7 Compute  the  modulus
of  any  given  vector  up
to 2 and 3 dimensions.

9.8 State  the  parallelogram
law in solving problems
including  addition  and
subtraction of vectors

9.9 Apply the parallelogram
law in solving problems
including  addition  and
subtraction of vectors.

9.10 Explain  the  concept  of
components of a vector
and  the  meaning  of
orthogonal components.

9.11 Resolve a vector into its
orthogonal components.

9.12 List  characteristics  of
coplanar  localized

ns of vectors.

Define  a  position
vector.

Explain  unit vector

Explain  scalar
multiple of a vector

  classified as vector
e.g.
displacement
velocity,
acceleration,
force etc.

Compute  the
modulus  of
any  given
vector  up  to
2  and  3
dimensions.

State the 
parallelogra
m law in 
solving 
problems 
including 
addition and 
subtraction 
of vectors

Apply  the

Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

vectors.

9.13 Define  the  resultant  or
composition of coplanar
vectors.

solving  problems  including
addition and subtraction
of vectors.

9.10 Explain  the  concept  of
components of a vector
and  the  meaning  of
orthogonal components.

9.11 Resolve a vector into its
orthogonal components.

9.12 List  characteristics  of
coplanar localized vectors

parallelogra
m  law  in
solving
problems
including
addition  and
subtraction
of vectors.

Explain  the
concept  of
components
of  a  vector
and  the
meaning  of
orthogonal
components.

Resolve a vector into
its
orthogonal
components.

List characteristics of
coplanar
localized
vectors.

9.14 Compute  the  resultant
of  coplanar  forces
acting  at  a  point  using
algebraic  and  graphical
methods.

Apply the techniques
of  vector  to  solve
various problems

Compute  the
resultant  of

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

9.15 Apply the techniques of
resolution  and  resultant
to  the  solution  of
problems  involving
coplanar forces.

9.16 Apply  vectoral
techniques  in  solving
problems  involving
relative velocity.

9.17 State the scalar  product
of two vectors.

9.18 Compute  the  scalar
product  of  given
vectors.

9.19 Define the cross product
of the vector product or
two vectors.

9.20 Calculate  the  direction
ratios of given vectors.

coplanar
forces  acting
at  a  point
using
algebraic  and
graphical
methods.

Apply the techniques
of  resolution
and  resultant
to  the
solution  of
problems
involving
coplanar
forces.

Applyv  ectoral
techniques  in
solving
problems
involving
relative
velocity.

State  the  scalar
product  of
two vectors.

Compute  the  scalar
product  of
given
vectors.

notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

9.21 Calculate  the  angle
between  two  vectors
using the scalar product.

Define  the  cross
product  of
the  vector
product  or
two vectors.

Calculate  the
direction
ratios  of
given
vectors.

Calculate  the  angle
between  two  vectors
using  the  scalar
product.

General Objectives 10.0:     Understand the Concept of equations and apply same to engineering problems

13 - 14

10.1 Explain  the  concept  of
equation,  i.e.  A  =  B
where  A  and  B  are
expressions.

10.2 List  different  types  of
equations:-  Linear,
quadratic, cubic, etc.

10.3 State examples of linear
simultaneous  equations
with two unknowns and
simultaneous  equations
with  at  least  one
quadratic equation.

10.4 Apply  algebraic  and

Ask  the  student  to
solve  various
equations  as
indicated  in  section
10

solving  two
simultaneous
equations
involving  a
linear
equation  and
a  quadratic
equation.

Apply  the  algebraic

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

graphical  methods  in
solving  two
simultaneous  equations
involving  a  linear
equation and a quadratic
equation.

10.5 Apply the algebraic and
graphical  methods  in
solving  two
simultaneous  quadratic
equations.

10.6 Define a determinant of
nth order.

10.7 Apply  determinants  of
order 2 and 3 in solving
simultaneous  linear
equations.

and graphical
methods  in
solving  two
simultaneous
quadratic
equations.

Define a  determinant
of nth order.

Apply  determinants
of  order  2  and  3  in
solving  simultaneous
linear equations

General Objectives 11.0:     Understand the definition, manipulation and application of trigonometric functions
11.1 Define  the  basic

trigonometric  ratios,
sine, cosine and tangent
of an angle.

11.2 Derive  the  other
trigonometric  ratios;
cosecant,  secant  and
cotangent  using  the
basic  trigonometric
ratios in 11.1 above.

Define  and  Derive
the  trigonometric
ratios and identities

Derive  the  other
trigonometric
ratios;
cosecant,
secant  and
cotangent
using  the
basic
trigonometric

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books, lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

  



Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

11.3 Derive  identities
involving  the
trigonometric  ratios  of
the form; Cos2 θ+Sin2 θ
= 1, Sec2 θ = 1 + tan2 θ,
etc.

11.4 Derive  the  compound
angle  formulae  for  sin
(A+B),  Cos  (A+B)  and
Tan (A+B).

ratios in 11.1
above.

Derive  identities
involving  the
trigonometric
ratios  of  the
form;  Cos2

θ+Sin2 θ = 1,
Sec2 θ = 1 +
tan2 θ, etc.

Derive the compound
angle  formulae  for
sin  (A+B),  Cos
(A+B)  and  Tan
(A+B).

charts, etc.

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination
will make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.



Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code:  HWR 112 Credit Hours:  2

Course:   Map  Reading  and  Photo
Interpretation

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week

Semester: Practical: 

Course Main Aim/Goal:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1.0 understand the scope and content of water shed management and its basic concepts
2.0 Understand conversion from different scales
3.0 Understand  directions and bearing
4.0 understand contour lines and  its uses
5.0 understand  the interpretation and uses of human based maps
6.0 Understand  the uses and interpretation of physical maps
7.0 Understand  estimation of different geographical dimensions on map
8.0 understand the basics of photo interpretation
9.0 understand the principle of object identification



Programme:  NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course:  Map Reading and Photo Interpretation Course  Code:

HWR 112
CH/CU Hour: 2

Goal:
General Objectives 1.0:  understand the scope and content of water shed management and its basic concepts
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Define map
2.1 Explain  the  types

of maps
3.1 Describe  uses  of

map  :  route
finding,  military
uses,  civil
engineering works,
game  and  sport,
etc

Explain  the
types of maps

Describe  uses  of
map  :  route
finding,  military
uses,  civil
engineering  works,
game and sport, etc

White board,
Marker, 
duster,
Laptop, 
video,
overhead
projector, 
Topographical
maps
Thematic
 maps

Classify  different
types of maps

Show  the
different types of
maps 
Analyse  their
uses

Highlight  the
uses of maps

General Objectives 2.0: Understand conversion from different scales
2 1.1 Define  scales  :

linear  scale,
fraction  scale  and
statement scale

2.1 Explain  the
processes of  scale
conversion

Explain scales :
linear  scale,
fraction  scale
and  statement
scale

Explain  the
processes of  scale
conversion

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector.
1:50,000
topographical
sheet

Demonstrate  the
conversion  from
one  scale  type  to
the other

Demonstrate  the
conversion  from
one scale type to
the other

Convert  from
one  scale  to  the
other

General Objectives: 3.0 Understand  directions and bearing
3 3.1 Explain   the

different
directions:
Magnetic  north
and true north

Explain   the
different
directions:

Magnetic
north  and

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead

show  the
directional
information  on the
map

Explain   the
directional
information  on
the map

What  is  the
difference
between the true
north  and
magnetic  north



3.2 Explain  bearing
and directions

3.3 Discuss the uses of
direction  and
bearing

true north
Explain  bearing
and directions
Discuss the uses of
direction  and
bearing

projector,
1:50,000
topographical
sheet

Calculate  the
bearing  of  one
location  from
another

Calculate  the
bearing  of  one
location  from
another

Calculate  the
bearing  of  5
locations  on  the
map  from
another.

General Objectives 4.0:  understand contour lines and  its uses
4-5 4.1 Define contour lines

4.2 Explain  the  methods
of  representing  relief
features on the map

4.3 Explain contour lines,
contour  intervals,
contour  directions,
etc.

4.4 Explain intervisibility
4.5 Explain  long  profile

and cross profile

Explain  contour
lines
 the  methods  of
representing  relief
features  on  the
map

Explain  contour
lines,  contour
intervals,  contour
directions, etc.
Explain
indivisibility
Explain  long
profile  and  cross
profile

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
1:50,000
topographical
sheet

illustrate  the
different  contour
lines 

Show
topographical
maps  with
different  contour
intervals. 

Calculate  the
contour  intervals
on the given map
Calculate  long
and cross profile

General Objectives 5.0: understand  the interpretation and uses of human based maps
6-7 5.1 Explain the use of

different  human
based    maps:
Settlement  Maps,
land  use  maps,
transport maps, etc

Explain  the  use  of
different  human
based    maps:
Settlement  Maps,
land  use  maps,
transport maps, etc

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Land use map,
transport map,
Settlement
maps,

Analyze  human
features on maps

Interpret  human
features  on  the
map

Calculate  the
area  of  different
land  use  on  the
map
Estimate  using
cyclamate  index
the  number  of
circuits  in  the
network

General Objective 6.0: Understand  the uses and interpretation of physical maps
8 6.1 Explain the use of

different  physical
Explain  the  use  of
different  physical

White board,
Marker,

Analyse  physical
based  features  on

Interpret
physical  based

Calculate  10
properties  from



based  maps:
topographical
maps,  geological
maps,  climatic
maps,
hydrographical
maps  

based  maps:
topographical
maps,  geological
maps,  climatic
maps,
hydrographical
maps  

duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Topographical
maps,
Geological
map,  climatic
maps,
hydrographic
maps

the maps features  on  the
map

the  topographic
sheet  given
calculate  the
wind  speed  and
irection  in  the
map given

General Objectives: 7.0:  Understand  estimation of different geographical dimensions on map.
9-10 7.1 Explain  methods

of  calculating
geographical
areas-  graphical
methods  and  the
use of instruments.

7.2 Explain  the  use
methods  of
estimating
geographical  lines
on maps

7.3 Explain  the
methods  of
estimating
geographical dots.

Explain
methods  of
calculating
geographical
areas- graphical
methods  and
the  use  of
instruments.

Explain  the  use
methods  of
estimating
geographical  lines
on maps
Explain  the
methods  of
estimating
geographical dots.

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Topographical
maps,
Geological
map,  climatic
maps,
hydrographic
maps,
Planimeter,
graph sheets

7.1 Identify  the
various
geographic
al
dimension

Show  and
demonstrate  the
estimation  of
regular  and
irregular  shapes,
lines from , dots
on maps

 Calculate  the
total  stream
length  of  the
selected
drainage basin.

Calculate  the
drainage  basin
size

General Objectives 8.0:  understand the basics of photo interpretation
10-12 8.1 Explain  the  mode

of  energy
propagation  in  the
electromagnetic
spectrum.

8.2 Explain  different

Explain  the
mode of energy
propagation  in
the
electromagnetic
spectrum.

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,

Identify  the
different  types  of
aerial photo

Show  the
different types of
aerial
photographs  and
their features

List  the  features
and
distinguishing
the  different
types  of  aerial
photography



types  of  aerial
camera

8.3 Explain  what  is
flight  lines,  Focal
length,  Centre
point

8.4 Explain  the  types
of  aerial
photograph:
panchromatic  and
coloured;  vertical,
oblique  and  high
oblique 

8.5 Discuss  the
features  of  aerial
photograph

Explain  different
types  of  aerial
camera
Explain  what  is
flight  lines,  Focal
length,  Centre
point
Explain  the  types
of  aerial
photograph:
panchromatic  and
coloured;  vertical,
oblique  and  high
oblique 
Discuss  the
features  of  aerial
photograph

Aerial
photographs,
Mirror
Stereoscope,
Hand
Stereoscope

General Objectives 9.0: understand the principle of object identification
13-14 9.1 Explain  the

principles of object
recognition  on
aerial photograph :
shape,  size,  tone,
pattern,  shape  ,
texture

9.2 Discuss the factors
assisting  in  photo
interpretation

9.3 Discuss the uses of
aerial photography

Explain  the
principles  of
object
recognition  on
aerial
photograph  :
shape,  size,
tone,  pattern,
shape , texture

Discuss the factors
assisting  in  photo
interpretation
Discuss the uses of
aerial photography

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Aerial
photographs,
Mirror
Stereoscope,
Hand
Stereoscope

Demonstrate  the
operations  of  the
objects used in the
interpretation  of
aerial photograph

Show  the
procedure  for
interpreting
features  on  the
aerial photos

Highlight  with
reference  to  the
map  given  the
principles  of
object
identification.
Using  relevant
example  list  the
relevance  of
aerial  photo
interpretation  to
water  resources
management



NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course  Code:
MEC 112

Contact Hours: 1-0-3

Subject/Course: Technical Drawing Theoretical: 1  hours/week

Year: 1                         Semester: 1 Pre-requisite:  - Practical:      3   hours /week
Goal: this course is designed to provide the learner with knowledge of drawing instruments, equipment and materials used in
construction of shapes.

General Objectives

1.0 Know different drawing instruments, equipment and materials used in technical drawing.
2.0 Know Graphical Communication.
3.0 Know the construction of simple geometrical figures and shapes.
4.0 Know Isometric and Oblique Projections.
5.0 Know single orthographic projections.
6.0 Understand the intersections of regular solids.



Course: Technical Drawing
Course Code:  MEC 112 Contact Hours: 1-0-3

Theoretical:   1  hours/week

Year:  One        Semester: One Pre-requisite:  - Practical:        3 hours /week
Theoretical Content Practical Content
General Objective 1.0:  Know different drawing instruments, equipment and materials used in technical drawing.

Week/s
Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s activities Resources Specific Teacher’s
a
c
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s

Evaluation

 1 – 2
1.1Identify  the  different  types

of      drawing instruments,
equipments     and materials.

1.2 State the uses of the various
instruments, equipments and
materials.

1.3 State  the  precautions
necessary

1.4 Use each of the items in 1.1
above.

1.5Maintain  the  various
instruments       and
equipments.

 Show  the
students    all
drawing
instruments:
Drawing  set;  T-
Square;  Drawing
board;  Set
squares; Types of
pencils (H to B). 

 Explain  the  uses
of  drawing
instruments.

Instruction
al Manual.

Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard
,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

Us  Use  each  of
the
following
items

Black board
ruler (1m) 

Black board
Tee-Square
Black board

compass
Blackboard
protector

Adjustable
set-square

60 set
square

Carryout  the
use  of  the
following
items.
Black board
ruler (1m) 

Black board
Tee-Square
Black board

compass
Blackboard
protector

Adjustable
set-square

60 set square
45 set square
French curve

State  the  uses  of  the
various        instruments,
equipments  and
materials use for technical
drawing



charts, etc. 45 set
square
French

curve set
Templates
Complete
drawing

table.

in . Maintain the
various
instruments
and
equipment

set
Templates
Complete
drawing

table.

Carryout  the
maintenance
of  the
various
instruments
and
equipments.

General Objective 2.0:   Know Graphical Communication



2.1 Explain  graphics  and
different         types  of
graphic presentation.

2.2  Illustrate  the  various
convention     present in
graphical  productions  of
construction  lines,
finished lines, hidden and
overhead  details
projections,  centre  lines,
break lines, dimensioning
of  plane,  elevation  and
sections of objects.

2.3 State  the  various
standards  of  drawing
sheets.

2.4 Print  letters  and  figures
of  various  forms  and
characters.

2.5 Illustrate  conventional
signs,  symbols  and
appropriate  lettering
characters.

 Explain
technical
lettering  in
capital  and
small  letters,
using, free hand
and  using  letter
stencils.

 Identify   the
various standard
sheets A0 –A4

Instruction
al Manual.

Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard
,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
board,  flip
charts, etc.

Layout  of
drawing
sheets  with
the
following
(a)  Margins
(b)  Title
block etc

 
 Illustrate  in
drawing  the
various
types  of
lines  based
on  BS  308
1972 Part 2.

Set  drawing
area  on  A1
paper with a
title  block
and  the
boarder
lines. 

 
Draw
convention
al signs and
symbols

 

Carryout
layout  of
drawing
sheets

Carryout
drawing  of
various types
of  lines
based  on  BS
308 1972

Demonstrate
drawing  area
on  A1  paper
with  a  title
block and the
boarder lines.

Carryout
drawing  of
conventional
signs  and
symbols.

Explain  graphics  and
different         types  of
graphic presentation.

General Objective 3.0:  Know the construction of simple geometrical figures and shapes.
3 – 6 3.1 Explain the purpose of  Discuss  the

various types of
Instruction   



      geometrical construction in 

            drawing.

information
required  for
writing
technical report.

 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

 Give examples

 Give
assignments

al Manual.

Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard
,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

General Objective 4.0:  Know Isometric and Oblique Projections.

7 - 10 

4.1  Mention  main  sources  of
data. 
4.2 Discuss techniques of data
      collection: 

a. Laboratory.
b. Field

survey/measurement.
c. Questionnaire.
d. Oral interviews. 

 Explain
techniques
involved  in
sourcing data

 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

 Give examples

 Give
assignments

Instructional
Manual.

Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
board,  flip
charts, etc.

  

General Objective 5.0:  Know single orthographic projections.
5.1 Explain how to present data
in a

 Explain  to
student  on

Instructional
Manual.

  



11 - 12      manner suitable for writing
      technical  report  in  the
following
     form: Tables, Graphs, Charts,
     bars. 
5.2 Input information into
      computer.
5.3 Print out results. 

techniques
involved  in
presenting
information/
data

 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

 Give examples

 Give
assignments

Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

General Objective 6: Understand the intersections of regular solids.
13 - 15

6.1 6.1  Explain  interpretation  or
intersections of solids.

6.2  Draw  the  lines  of
intersections  of  the
following  regular  solids
and  planes  in  both  first
and third angles.

a. Two  square-prisms
meeting at right angles.

b. Two  dissimilar  square
prisms  meeting  at  an
angle.

c. Two  dissimilar  square
prisms  meeting  to  an
angle

Explain
interpretation  or
intersections  of
solids  and planes  in
both  first  and  third
angles

a. Ask  students  to
give  examples
of  intersection
of solids

b.Ask  students  to
construct:

c. a.Two  square-
prisms  meeting
at right angles

d.Two  dissimilar
square  prisms
merely at “

Recommende
d  textbooks.
Whiteboard,
dust,  Marker,
lecture  notes,
drawing sets

  



d. A  hexagonal  prism
meeting a square prism at
right  angles.

e. Two  dissimilar  cylinders
meeting at an angle

f. Two  dissimilar  cylinders
meeting  at  right  angle,
their centres not being in
the same vertical plane.

e. Two  dissimilar
square  prisms
meeting 60

f. An  hexagonal
prism meeting a
square prism 

g.Two  dissimilar
cylinders
meeting  at  an
anglef.  Two
dismal cylinders
meeting at right
angle,  then
centres  at  long
in  the  same
vertical place

h.As in 6.2
ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination
will make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.

Competency: Students to acquire skills in technical report writing.



NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY
AND  WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: ICT 119 Contact Hours:  1 – 0 - 2

Subject/Course: Introduction to Computing Theoretical: 1  hours/week

Year: 1                      Semester: 2 Pre-requisite:  Practical: 2 hours /week

Goal: this course is designed to provide the learner with knowledge of computer system software using word, graphics and spread
sheets package.

General Objectives

1.0 Know history and uses of a computer system.
2.0 Know Windows operating system.
3.0 Understand file management in Windows/ Mac OS, concept of a software packages and printing.
4.0 Know Word-Processing packages. 
5.0 Know graphic packages. 

6.0 Know spreadsheet package.

7.0 Know the use of a database package.

8.0 Know how to use the internet to retrieve and upload information.



Course:  Introduction
to Computing

Course Code: ICT 119 Contact Hours:  1 – 0 - 2

Theoretical:   1  hours/week

Year:    Semester: Pre-requisite:  Practical:     2 hours /week
Theoretical Content Practical Content

General Objective 1.0: Know history and uses of a computer system.
Week/s Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
activities

Resources Specific
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s activities Evaluation



    

   1 - 2

1.1 Define what  is
meant  by  a
computer.

1.2 Know  the
history  of
computer
development
(briefly)

1.3 State  the  uses
of  computers
and understand
the  impact  of
the  PC  on
computer
technology.

1.4 Differentiate
between
hardware  and
software

1.5 Explain   the
input-process-
output
algorithm
(hardware)

a. Central
processor

b. Input
mechanisms

c. Output
mechanisms

d. Central
processor

e. Input
mechanisms

 Explain
what  is
meant  by a
Computer?

 Narrate  the
history  of
Computer
developme
nts.
(Briefly)

 Explain  the
uses  of
computers
and   the
impact  of
PC on the
society:
home,
office, 

banks etc.

Explain   the
input-process-
output
algorithm
(hardware)

g. Central
process
or

h. Input
mechan
isms

i. Output
mechan
isms

j. Central

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



1.6  Explain  how data
is stored

a. RAM
b. ROM
c. Fixed discs
d. Removable

discs
1.7  Understand  the
concept  of  an
operating system

a. PC-DOS/MS-
DOS

b. Windows
c. Linux
d. Unix
e. PC-DOS/MS-

DOS
f. Windows
g. Linux
h. Unix

Explain  the
need  for  data
storage.
Dismantle  a
computer
system  and
show  the
students  the
RAM  card,  the
Hard  Disk  and
the Processors.

Explain  the
concept  of  an
operating
system.

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  



General Objective 2.0: Know Windows operating system
 

3 

2.1 Discuss  the
advantage  of
the  Windows
Operating
System

2.2 Explain  the
need  for  data
storage.
Dismantle  a
computer
system  and
show  the
students  the
RAM card, the
Hard Disk and
the Processors.

2.3 Explain  the
concept  of  an
operating
system.

Discuss  the
advantage
of  the
Windows
Operating
System

Explain  the
need  for
data storage.
Dismantle  a
computer
system  and
show  the
students  the
RAM  card,
the  Hard
Disk and the
Processors.

Explain  the
concept  of  an
operating
system.

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

 Access
computers
correctly through
Windows
operating
system.

a. Open/Cl
ose  a
window

b. Program
Manager

c. Button
bars/scro
ll
bars/men
u bars

d. Moving
from one
window
to
another

e. Open/Cl
ose  a
window

f. Program
Manager

g. Button
bars/scro
ll
bars/men
u bars

h. Moving
from one

.

Demonstrate  the
windows menu and tools.
Each  student  must  be
given  an  opportunity  to
start  a  computer,
open/close  the  window
operating  system,
understand  the  program
manager  and  move
around  in  the  windows
environment.

Discuss the advantage of
the  Windows  Operating
System



window
to
another

General Objective 3.0:  Understand file management in Windows/ Mac OS, concept of a software packages and printing.

4
.1  Define  file
management;

a. Creating a file
and folder

b. Manipulating
files  (moving,
copying,
saving,
deleting)

c. Print manager
d. Creating a file

and folder
e. Manipulating

files  (moving,
copying,
saving,
deleting)

Print manager

Explain  .1
Demonstrate
file
management;

Creating  a  file
and folder
Manipulating
files  (moving,
copying, saving,
deleting)
Print manager
Creating  a  file
and folder
Manipulating
files  (moving,
copying, saving,
deleting)

Print
manager

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

3.1  Demonstrate
file management;

Creating  a  file
and folder
Manipulating
files  (moving,
copying,  saving,
deleting)
Print manager
Creating  a  file
and folder
Manipulating
files  (moving,
copying,  saving,
deleting)
Print manager

Show  the  process  of
creating  a  file,
manipulating the file and
use of the print manager
to print documents.

Creating a file and folder
Manipulating  files
(moving,  copying,
saving, deleting
 with  Pentium  IV, 2GB
RAM,  80GB HDD  with
optical  drive,  1.5GHz
Processor,  Windows  or
Mac OS).

Laser  Jet  Printer  (at  a
maximum  of  4  students
to 1 printer).

1 Ream of A4 papers to
10 students.

4 tonners per printer  per
semester.



3.2  Demonstrate  the
concept  of   software
packages;

a. MS Office
b. Lotus

Smartsuite
c. MS Encarta
d. MS Office
e. Lotus

Smartsuite
MS Encarta

Explain  the
concept  of
software
packages;

a. MS
Office

b. Lotus
Smartsu
ite

c. MS
Encarta

d. MS
Office

e. Lotus
Smartsu
ite

MS
Encarta

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

3.2  Demonstrate
the  concept  of
software
packages;

f. MS
Office

g. Lotus
Smartsui
te

h. MS
Encarta

i. MS
Office

j. Lotus
Smartsui
te

k. MS
Encarta

Load MS Office with the
students and describe the
various  packages  that
make  up  MS  Office.
Load  MS  Encarta  and
discuss  its  use  with  the
students.

Creating a file and folder
Manipulating  files
(moving,  copying,
saving, deleting)
 (with  Pentium IV, 2GB
RAM,  80GB HDD  with
optical  drive,  1.5GHz
Processor,  Windows  or
Mac OS).

Laser  Jet  Printer  (at  a
maximum  of  4  students
to 1 printer).

1 Ream of A4 papers to
10 students.

4 tonners per printer  per
semester.

General Objective 4.0:  Know Word-Processing packages.

5 - 6 

1 Describe the use of
word-processing
package  such  as  MS
Word  (or  equivalent
standard)

a. Entering text
b. Formatting

text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)

c. Creating  and
Saving  text
files

Explain  the  use
in  using  word-
processing
package such as
MS  Word  (or
equivalent
standard)

Entering text
Formatting  text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)

a. Creatin
g  and

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

4.1  Demonstrate
the  ability  in
using  word-
processing
package  such  as
MS  Word  (or
equivalent
standard)

Entering text
Formatting  text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)

b. Creating

 Install MS Word.
 Identify the different

features  of  the
software.

 Ask students to type
a  short  document
and save it.

 Ask students  to  edit
a  document  and
carry  out  a  spelling
check.

 Demonstrate  the use
of tables.

 Plot  graphs  and

Creating a file and folder
Manipulating  files
(moving,  copying,
saving, deleting)

-  (with Pentium IV,
2GB RAM, 80GB
HDD with optical
drive,  1.5GHz
Processor,
Windows  or  Mac
OS).

- Laser  Jet  Printer
(at a maximum of
4  students  to  1
printer).



d. Editing  and
moving text

e. Importing
objects

f. Spelling  and
Grammar
Checking

g. Creating  and
manipulating
tables,  text
boxes,
equations

h. Printing
i. Entering text
j. Formatting

text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)

Saving
text
files

Editing and
moving
text

Importing
objects
Spelling  and
Grammar
Checking
Creating  and
manipulating
tables,  text
boxes,
equations
Printing
Entering text
Formatting  text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

and
Saving
text files

Editing  and
moving text

Importing
objects
Spelling  and
Grammar
Checking

Creating and
manipulatin
g tables, text
boxes,
equations
Printing

Entering text
Formatting  text
(emboldening,
font  size,
italicising)
Creating  and
Saving text files
Editing  and
moving text
Importing
objects
Spelling  and
Grammar
Checking
Creating  and
manipulating
tables,  text
boxes, equations
Printing

charts. - 1  Ream  of  A4
papers  to  10
students.

- 4  tonners  per
printer  per
semester.

General Objective 5.0:  Know graphic packages. 



7 - 8 

5.1  Describe  the
ability  in  using
graphic  package  such
as  Corel  Draw  (or
equivalent standard)

a. Drawing tools
b. Text  as

graphics
c. Creating  and

saving  image
files

d. Editing  and
moving
images

e. Importing  and
exporting
graphics

f. Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility

g. Creating  and
manipulating
images  (re-
sizing etc)

h. Image  file
standard
(JPEG,  PCX,
GIF etc)

Printing

Explain  the
ability  in  using
graphic package
such  as  Corel
Draw  (or
equivalent
standard)

Explain  the
various  tools
Text as graphics
Creating  and
saving  image
files
Editing  and
moving images
Importing  and
exporting
graphics
Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility
Creating  and
manipulating
images  (re-
sizing etc)
Image  file
standard (JPEG,
PCX, GIF etc)

Printing

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

5.1  Demonstrate
the  ability  in
using  graphic
package  such  as
Corel  Draw  (or
equivalent
standard)

Drawing tools
Text as graphics
Creating  and
saving  image
files
Editing  and
moving images
Importing  and
exporting
graphics
Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility
Creating  and
manipulating
images (re-sizing
etc)
Image  file
standard  (JPEG,
PCX, GIF etc)
Printing
Drawing tools
Text as graphics
Creating  and
saving  image
files
Editing  and
moving images
Importing  and

 Load Corel Draw.
 Show features of the

software.
 Show  creating  and

saving of images.
 Edit saved images.
 Export  the  graphics

to other packages.
 Show how to re-size

images.

 Maximum  of  4
students   to  1
computer

 Maximum  of  4
computers  to  a
printer  except  when
a Net work is in use.

 1 Ream of A4 papers
to 10 students.

 4  Ink  cartridges  per
printer per semester.



charts, etc. exporting
graphics
Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility
Creating  and
manipulating
images (re-sizing
etc)

a. Image
file
standard
(JPEG,
PCX,
GIF etc)

b. Printing
General Objective 6: Know spreadsheet package. 

9 - 11
Describe  the  uses
spreadsheet  package
such as MS Excel (or
equivalent standard).

a. Setting up the
worksheet

b. Entering data
c. Formatting

data  (decimal
places,  alpha-
numeric)

d. Creating  and
saving
worksheets

Creating  a
formula

Explain
variouse  the
ability  in  using
a  spreadsheet
package such as
MS  Excel  (or
equivalent
standard).

Setting  up  the
worksheet
Entering data
Formatting  data
(decimal places,
alpha-numeric)
Creating  and
saving
worksheets

Creating
a

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

Demonstrate  the
ability in using a
spreadsheet
package  such  as
MS  Excel  (or
equivalent
standard).

Setting  up  the
worksheet
Entering data
Formatting  data
(decimal  places,
alpha-numeric)
Creating  and
saving
worksheets
Creating  a
formula in cells
Importing

 Load MS Excel.
 Show features of the

software.
 Create  a  worksheet

and edit it.
 Show how to format

a work space.

 Practise  the  use  of
computer  in  a
maximum  of  4
students   to  1
computer

 Maximum  of  4
computers  to  a
printer  except  when
a Net work is in use.

 1 Ream of A4 papers
to 10 students.

 4 Ink cartridges per 
 printer per semester.



worksheet
Creating  and
manipulating
graphical
representations of data

a. Printing
b. Setting up the

worksheet
c. Entering data
d. Formatting

data  (decimal
places,  alpha-
numeric)

e. Creating  and
saving
worksheets

f. Creating  a
formula  in
cells

g. Importing
objects

h. Exporting  the
worksheet

Creating and

formula

worksheet
Explain  the
ways  of
Creating  and
manipulating
graphical
representations
of data
Printing
Setting  up  the
worksheet
Entering data
Formatting  data
(decimal places,
alpha-numeric)
Creating  and
saving
worksheets
Creating  a
formula in cells
Importing
objects
Exporting  the
worksheet

Creating
and

Instructional
Manual.
Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc

objects
Exporting  the
worksheet
Creating  and
manipulating
graphical
representations
of data
Printing
Setting  up  the
worksheet
Entering data
Formatting  data
(decimal  places,
alpha-numeric)
Creating  and
saving
worksheets
Creating  a
formula in cells
Importing
objects
Exporting  the
worksheet
Creating  and
manipulating
graphical
representations
of data

a. Printing

 Load MS Excel.
 Show features of the

software.
 Create  a  worksheet

and edit it.
Show  how  to  format  a
work space

Explain  the  ways  of
Creating  and
manipulating  graphical
representations of data
Printing
Setting up the worksheet
Entering data
Formatting data (decimal 
places, alpha-numeric

General Objective 7: Know the use of a database package. 

12 - 13
Describe the ability in
using   a  database
package  such  as  MS
Access/MySQL  (or
equivalent standard)

Explain  the  use
of   a  database
package such as
MS
Access/MySQL

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,

Demonstrate  the
ability in using  a
database package
such  as  MS
Access/MySQL

 Load  MS
Access/MySQL.

 Show  the  features
and  working  of  the
software.

Explain  the  use  of   a
database package such as
MS  Access/MySQL  (or
equivalent standard)

 Maximum  of  4



a. Drawing tools
b. Text  as

graphics
c. Creating  &

saving  image
files

d. Editing  &
moving
images

e. Importing  &
exporting
graphics

Windows

Creating  &
manipulating  images
(re-sizing etc)

a. Image  file
standards
(JPEG,  PCX,
GIF etc)

b. Printing
c. Drawing tools

Text as

a. graphics
b. Creating  &

saving  image
files

c. Editing  &
moving
images

(or  equivalent
standard)

Drawing tools
Text as graphics
Creating  &
saving  image
files
Editing  &
moving images
Importing  &
exporting
graphics
Windows

Explain  process
in  Creating  &
manipulating
images  (re-
sizing etc)
Image  file
standards
(JPEG,  PCX,
GIF etc)
Printing
Drawing tools
Text as graphics
Creating  &
saving  image
files
Editing  &
moving images
Importing  &
exporting
graphics
Windows

lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

Instructional
Manual.
Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint

(or  equivalent
standard)

Drawing tools
Text as graphics
Creating  &
saving  image
files
Editing  &
moving images
Importing  &
exporting
graphics
Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility
Creating  &
manipulating
images (re-sizing
etc)

h. Image
file
standard
s (JPEG,
PCX,
GIF etc)

i. Printing
j. Drawing

tools
k. Text  as

graphics
l. Creating

& saving
image
files

m. Editing
&

 Use  students  record
as example and enter
the  records  in  the
structure  query
modify  and  produce
typical report.

 Show  how  to  index
and  sort  files  in
alphabetical order. 

students  to  1
computer.

 MySQL Software.
 Maximum  of  4

computers  to  a
printer  except  when
a Net work is in use.

 1 Ream of A4 papers
to 10 students.

 4  Ink  cartridges  per
printer per semester.



d. Importing  &
exporting
graphics

e. Windows
‘Clipboard’
facility

f. Creating  &
manipulating
images  (re-
sizing etc)

g. Image  file
standards
(JPEG,  PCX,
GIF etc)

Printing

‘Clipboard’
facility
Creating  &
manipulating
images  (re-
sizing etc)
Image  file
standards
(JPEG,  PCX,
GIF etc)
Printing

Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc

moving
images

n. Importin
g  &
exportin
g
graphics

o. Window
s
‘Clipboa
rd’
facility

p. Creating
&
manipul
ating
images
(re-
sizing
etc)

q. Image
file
standard
s (JPEG,
PCX,
GIF etc)

r. Printing
General Objective 8: Know how to use the internet to retrieve and upload information.

14 – 15 Exemplify how to use
the internet to retrieve
and  upload
information.

a. World  Wide
Web (WWW)

b. Download

Explain  how  to
use  the  internet
to  retrieve  and
upload
information.

World  Wide
Web (WWW)

Instruction
al Manual.
Recomme
nded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,

Demonstrate  how
to use the internet
to  retrieve  and
upload
information.

World  Wide  Web
(WWW)

Show students how to 

 surf the Internet.
 Write  and send an

email.
 

 Maximum  of  4
students   to  1
computer

 Maximum  of  4
computers  to  a
printer  except  when
a Net work is in use.



information
c. Paste retrieved

information
into  an
appropriate
application

d. Use  e-mail  to
send  and
receive
messages.

e. National  and
international
e-mail

f. E-mail
attachments
(sending  &
receiving)

g. World  Wide
Web (WWW)

h. Download
information

i. Paste retrieved
information
into  an
appropriate
application

j. Use  e-mail  to
send  and
receive
messages.

k. National  and
international
e-mail

E-mail  attachments
(sending & receiving)

Download
information
Paste  retrieved
information into
an  appropriate
application
Use  e-mail  to
send  and
receive
messages.
National  and
international  e-
mail
E-mail
attachments
(sending  &
receiving)
World  Wide
Web (WWW)
Download
information
Paste  retrieved
information into
an  appropriate
application
Use  e-mail  to
send  and
receive
messages.
National  and
international  e-
mail
E-mail
attachments
(sending  &
receiving)

Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, flip
charts, etc

Instructional
Manual.
Recommende
d textbooks, e-
books,  lecture
notes, 

Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc

Download
information

Paste  retrieved
information  into
an  appropriate
application

Use  e-mail  to
send  and  receive
messages.
National  and
international  e-
mail
E-mail
attachments
(sending  &
receiving)
World  Wide  Web
(WWW)
Download
information
Paste  retrieved
information  into
an  appropriate
application
Use  e-mail  to
send  and  receive
messages.
National  and
international  e-
mail
E-mail
attachments
(sending  &
receiving)

 1 Ream of A4 papers
to 10 students.

 4  Ink  cartridges  per
printer per semester.

 Internet connectivity.



ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will
make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.

Department/Programme:   NATIONAL  DIPLOMA  IN
HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course Code: GNS 111 Contact Hours: 2 – 0 - 0

Subject/Course:   Citizenship Education I Theory:      2  hours/week

Year: ND I Semester: 1st Pre-requisite: Practical:   0 hours/week

Goal: this course is designed to acquaint the learner with knowledge of Nigerian constitution.

General Objectives:

1.0 Understand the Constitution of Nigeria
2.0 Understand the federal system of government in Nigeria
3.0 Know the constitutional rights and obligations of Nigerian citizens
4.0 Understand Citizenships
5.0 Understand fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy in Nigeria



PROGRAMME: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course: Citizenship Education I Course Code:    GNS 111 Contact Hours  2HRS/WEEK

Course Specification: Theoretical Content:  2 hrs Practical Content:  hrs

General Objective:  Understand Constitution

Week General Objective 1.0: Understand the Constitution of Nigeria

Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources Specific Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Resources



1-4

1.1   Explain the term constitution

1.2   Distinguish the different types of
constitution

1.3   Highlight some provisions of an
International Constitution

1.4    Explain  the  effectiveness  of
International Constitution

1.5    Explain  the  supremacy  of  the
Nigerian  Constitution  to  other
laws with emphasis  on the 1989
constitution

1.6   Evaluate  the  main  parts  of  the
Nigeria Constitution

1.7   Draft  a  constitution  for  an
association

1.8  Trace the historical development
of the Nigerian Constitution

1.9  Discuss the merits and demerits
of  each  of  the  Nigerian
constitutions

1.10 Explain the concept of  “rule of
law”

1.1 Explain the
term constitution  and to
the  different  rules  of
constitution  and
 explain the effectiveness
of  International
Constitution 

1.2  Explain  Nigerian
Constitution  to  other
laws.

1.3  Identify  the  main  parts
of  the  Nigerian
Constitution.

1.4 explain  how  to  draft  a
constitution by drafting a
constitution  for  an
association

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,
flip
charts,
etc.

  

General Objective:  2.0  Understand the federal system of government in Nigeria
5-7 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluatio
n

2.1  Describe a federation Explain the term federation and
differentiate between a 

Instructional   



2.2  Distinguish  a federation  from a
confederation 

2.3  Outline the basis for the federal
system in Nigeria

2.4  Examine  the  evolution,  structure
and  functions  of  the  federal
system in Nigeria.

2.5  Analyse the relationships among
the  three  tiers  of  government  in
Nigeria

2.6   Evaluate  the  revenue  allocation
formula in operation in Nigeria

2.7   Compare  and  contrast  other
federation with Nigeria

federation  and  a
confederation 

a. to define the functions of
the  federal  system  in
Nigeria  and  the
relationship among the 
three tiers of government

b. to  evaluate  the  revenue
allocation  formula
operation in Nigeria.

Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,
flip
charts,
etc.

General Objective:  3.0  Know the constitutional rights and obligations of Nigerian citizens
8-9 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluatio
n

3.1   Examine the significance of rights
and obligations in Nigeria

3.2  Assess  government’s protection  of
fundamental  rights  as  contained  in
the Nigerian constitution

3.3   Evaluate  the  responsibilities  and
duties  of  Nigerian  citizenships  and
the benefits for performing them

3.4 Assess the responsibilities and duties
of constituted authority to the people

Explain after which you will
ask  the  students  to
identify  the
responsibilities and duties
of Nigerian citizenship

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,

  



3.5   Evaluate  the  responsibilities  and
duties of government to the   People Magnetic

Board,
flip
charts,
etc.

Week General Objective 4.0:  Understand Citizenships
10-12 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluatio
n

4.1   Discuss  the  significance  of
citizenship

4.2  Analyse the principles and benefits
of citizenship

4.3  Explain the difference in the modes
of acquiring citizenship

4.4  Evaluate the merits and demerits of
each type of citizenship

4.4  Analyse  the basis for the acquisition
and  withdrawal  of  Nigerian
citizenship

4.5     Examine  the  benefits  derivable
from Nigeria citizenship

Explain  the  principles  and
benefits of citizenship 

 Analyze  the  basis  for  the
acquisition and withdrawal of
Nigerian citizenship

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,
flip
charts,
etc.

  

Week General Objective  5.0:  Fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy in Nigeria



Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluatio
n

13-15 5.1  State the fundamental obligations of
government  as  provided  in  the
constitution

5.2  Explain the general provisions of the
fundamental objectives and directive
principles of state policy

5.3   Explain  the  political,  economic,
social  and  education  policies  of
Nigeria

5.4  Explain the directive principles and
policy  of  the  Nigerian  government
on culture, the mass media, national
ethics and duties of the citizen

5.5  Assess  the  conformity  observance
and application  of  the fundamental
objectives  and  directive  principles
of state policy by governments and
people of Nigeria.

5.6  Recommend  improvements  on the
provision conformity,    

       observance and application of the
fundamental                   

       objectives and   directive principles
of state policy

5.1 Discuss  with
examples 
the  directive
principles and 
policy of the Nigerian
principles  of  state
policy 

5.2 Government  on
cultures, the
mass  media,  national
ethnics 
and  duties  of  the
citizen.

5.3-5.6   Assess  the
conformity  observance
and  application  of  the
fundamental  objectives
and  directive  principles
of  state  policy  by
governments  and people
of Nigeria.

5.6   Recommend
improvements  on  the
provision conformity,    

       observance  and
application  of  the
fundamental                   

       objectives  and
directive principles of

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoi
nt
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,
flip
charts,
etc.

  



state policy
ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will make up
for the remaining 60% of the total score.



Programme:   ND HWR Course Code: Credit Hours:

Course: Hydro Chemistry HWR 113
Theoretical:  hours/week

2
Year: Semester: Pre-requisite: Practical:  hours /week 3

Goal: this course is designed to provide the learner with the principles and applications of Gravimetric Analysis

General Objectives
1.0 Understand the Analytical Process

2.0 Understand the physical/chemical principles involved in separation methods

3.0 Understand the Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

4.0 Understand the principle of Titrimetric Analysis, including the use of non-aqueous solvents

5.0 Understand the principles and applications of Gravimetric Analysis



Course: Hydro  Chemistry Course Code: STC 123 Credit Hours
Theoretical:  2 hours/week

Year: Semester: Pre-requisite: Practical:  3 hours /week
Theoretical
Content

Practical Content
General Objective 1.0: Understand the Analytical Process

Wee
k
/s

Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s
activities

Resources Specific
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’
s
activities

Evaluation

1

2

1.1Relate the issues involved with sample
collection and storage. Discuss how to
obtain a representative sample.

1.2Describe the techniques used in sample
preparation.

1.3Explain ‘Fitness for purpose’ and
relevant technique characteristics: limit
of detection, limit of quantization,
sensitivity, and selectivity.

1.4Explain the three methods of
calibration: external standards, internal
standards and standard additions.

1.5 use the method of least squares to
calculate a straight line through data
points

Explain sample
collection and
storage. Discuss how
to obtain a
representative
sample.
Describe  the
techniques used in
sample preparation.
Explain ‘Fitness for
purpose’ and relevant
technique
characteristics: limit
of detection, limit of
quantization,
sensitivity, and
selectivity.

1.6Explain the
three methods

Blackboard,
chalk

Blackboard,
chalk,
calculators

Calibration of
a pipette– use
of lab
glassware and
analytical
balance

Practical use of
linear
regression

Explain;
introductio
n to
general
apparatus,
demonstra
tion n of
correct
method of
operation

Student
guidance

Balance,
50
and/or 25
ml
pipettes,
pipette
fillers,
weighing
containers
, table of
density vs.
temperatu
re for
water,
thermome
ter s

Rulers,
calculators



General Objective 2.0: Understand the physical/chemical principles involved in separation methods
Wee
k
/s

Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s
activities

Resource
s

Specific
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’
s
activities

Resource
s

3
2.1 Define chromatography as a means of

separating
2.2 mixtures by the distribution of its

components between a stationary and a
mobile phase in adsorption and
partition chromatography.

2.3 Describe paper and silica gel
thin layer chromatography

2.4 Describe column chromatography over
silica gel

2.5 Describe gas chromatography
2.6 Distinguish between adsorption

chromatography and partition
chromatography

2.7 Define partition coefficient and retention
time

2.8 Define the terms Rf and Rv (retention

Explain with
relevant
examples and give
assignments.

Define
chromatography as a
means of separating

mixtures by the
distribution of its
components
between a
stationary and a
mobile phase in
adsorption and
partition
chromatography.

Describe
paper and

Classroom
Resources 
Chromatog
ra
phic
column,
thin layer
plate,
mixture of
components

Separate
mixture
into its various
components
using silica gel
TLC and
column
chromatograph
y

Demonstrat
e
and let the
student
practice
the
separation
of a
mixture

Define
chromatogra
phy as a
means of
separating
mixtures
by the
distribution
of its
component
s between
a
stationary
and a
mobile
phase in
adsorption
and

4
2.8  Describe the technique of solvent extraction
2.9  Explain why it is more efficient to extract a
       solute from a solution by using two or more
       portions of an immiscible solvent than to
use
       the same total volume in one bulk.

2.10 Describe the functioning of soxhlet 
        extraction.
2.11 Differentiate between batch and continuous
         extraction.

Explain and illustrate
with relevant
examples

Describe the technique
of solvent extraction
  Explain why it is
more efficient to
extract a
       solute from a
solution by using two
or more
       portions of an

Classroom
Resources
Solvents
extraction
apparatus

Determine the
extent of
extraction of a
material from
one phase into
a second phase
applying the
principle of
partition law.

Demonstrat
e
and allow
students to
apply
some
principles

Describe the
technique of
solvent
extraction
 Explain why
it is more
efficient to
extract a
       solute
from a
solution by
using two or
more



5
2.12 Describe methods for the detection of 
         colourless

material in paper and thin layer
chromatography and solvents in GC.

2.13   Describe the chemical form of an acidic
or basic ion exchange resin.

Explain with
relevant
examples and give
assignments

Classroom
resources

Identify
colourless
material in
paper and thin
layer
chromatograp

Demonstrat
e
and let the
students
practice
the

Paper and
thin layer
chromatogr
am phic
equipment



ionic units with ions in the surrounding
solution.

2.14  Explain the terms selectivity
coefficient 

colourless
materials

6
2.15 State that the abilities of a resin to

exchange ions  with those in dilute
solution increases as the change on the
solvated ions increases.

2.16 Define the terms bed volume and
exchange capacity.

2.17 Describe the process of re-generating an
ion exchange resin.

2.18 Describe laboratory and industrial
applications of ion exchange resins.

Explain and illustrate
with relevant
examples.

State that the
abilities of a resin to
exchange ions  with
those in dilute
solution increases as
the change on the
solvated ions
increases.
Define the terms bed
volume and
exchange capacity.
2.19 Describe the

Classroom
Resources
Ion
exchange
column
solvents

Set up an ion
exchange
column and
use it to
separate a
chlorophyll

Demonstrat
e
and allow
the
students
to carry
out the
separation

7 2.20  Explain electrophoresis,
discussing  electrophoresis
mobility and Stokes
equation

2.21 Discuss Electro  osmosis,
apparent mobility and
theoretical plates

2.22 Describe the experimental
set-up for capillary

Explain and illustrate
with relevant
examples

Classroom
Resources
Agar or
agarose gel,
citrate and
ammonium
acetate

Investigation of
pH dependence
of
electrophoresis
of natural
anthocyanine
dyes (or similar
experiment)

Demonstrat
e
and allow
students
to repeat

,

8 2.22 Describe HPLC chromatography
2.23 Discuss normal phase HPLC and 
        reverse phase HPLC
2.24  Discuss retention time, peak
shape, 
         peak broadening and peak 
          integration

Explain and illustrate
with relevant
examples

Classroom
Resources
HPLC,
soft
drinks,
ammonium
acetate,
glacial
acetic acid,

Analysis of
additives in
soft drinks by
HPLC

Demonstrat
e
and allow
students
to test
own
samples

Describe
HPLC
chromatogra
phy
2.23
Discuss
normal
phase
HPLC
and 



General Objectives: 3.0: Understand the Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

9
3.1 Explain the limitations of

analytical methods.
3.2 Define accuracy.

Explain and illustrate
with appropriate

Classroom
resources,

Treat various
experimental

Demonstrat
e
and allow

Calculators



1
0

1
1

3.3 Explain the two methods of measuring
accuracy-absolute and relative error.

3.4 Define precision.
3.5 Express absolute precision statistically,

namely: deviation from the median and
standard deviation and relative standard
deviation), variance and the range.

3.6 Explain the two main classes of error viz:-
(a) systematic or determinate errors (b)
random or indeterminate errors. Discuss
gross errors.

3.7 List and explain the different forms of
systematic errors, namely operational and
personal errors, instrumental and reagent
errors, method errors, additive and
proportional errors.

3.8 Explain ways by which errors can be
minimized, such as calibration of apparatus,
and application of corrections, running a
control determination, and use of
independent methods.

3.9 Understand how to calculate propagated
errors over an analysis

3.10 Explain the meaning of significant figures.
3.11 List examples of significant figures.
3.12 Explain normal distribution (Gaussian)
3.13 List and explain the three methods of testing

results, namely:- student’s t test and the F
test; and the chi-square distribution

3.14 Apply statistical test to specific analytical
problems.

3.15 Understand outlier tests: Dixon’s Q and
Grubb’s tests.Explain the number of parallel
determinations (repetitive determination)
needed in results for analysis.

Explain the two methods of
measuring accuracy-absolute
and relative error.

Define precision.
Express absolute precision
statistically, namely: deviation
from the median and standard
deviation and relative standard
deviation), variance and the
range.
Explain the two main classes of
error viz:- (a) systematic or
determinate errors (b)   random
or indeterminate errors. Discuss
gross errors.
List and explain the different
forms of systematic errors,
namely operational and personal
errors, instrumental and reagent
errors, method errors, additive
and proportional errors.
Explain ways by which errors
can be minimized, such as
calibration of apparatus, and
application of corrections,
running a control determination,
and use of independent
methods.

3.16 Understand how to
calculate propagated
errors over an analysis

3.17 Explain the meaning of
significant figures.

3.18 List examples of
significant figures.

3.19 Explain normal
distribution (Gaussian)

3.20 List and explain the three
methods of testing results,

calculators

Classroo
m
materials

Classroo
m
resources,
statistical
tables,
calculators
Calculator
s,
statistical
tables

Apply
statistical
tests to
specific
analytica
l
problems

Demonstrat
e and allow
students to
repeat with
another
experiment

Demonstra
te and
allow
students to
repeat with
another
experimen
t

Explain the
two
methods of
measuring
accuracy-
absolute
and relative
error.

Define
precision.
Express
absolute
precision
statistically,
namely:
deviation
from the
median and
standard
deviation
and relative
standard
deviation),
variance and
the range.



General Objective 4: Understand the principles of Titrimetic Analysis

12 4.1 Explain meaning of titrimetic analysis Explain meaning of
titrimetic analysis

Classroom Standardisation
of

Demonstrat
e4.2 Describe the basic principle of titrimetic

analysis
Describe the basic
principle of titrimetic
analysis
Discuss the
determination of end
points
Discuss the use of
indicators
Discuss the use of pH
and conduct metric
methods
Discuss different
types of titrations such
as acid/
base,
oxidation/reduction,
complexiometric, and
non aqueous solvents

Relate the strength of
acids and bases to the
solvent medium
(levelling effect).
Classify solvents as
amphiprotic
(amphoteric,
protophilic,
protogenic and
approtic.
List solvents used in
non-aqueous titration

c acid,
sodium
carbonate,
sulphuric
acid,
screened
methyl
orange
indicator,
aspirin
tablets,
sodium
hydroxide,
bunsens,
phenol red
indicator

HCl with
sodium

and allow
4.3 Discuss the determination of end points carbonate students to
4.4 Discuss the use of indicators standard

solution
Repeat

4.5 Discuss the use of pH and conduct metric
methods Standardisa

4.6 Discuss different types of titrations such
as acid/

HCl with
base, oxidation/reduction,
complexiometric, and

carbonate
non aqueous solvents standard

solution

4.7 Relate the strength of acids and bases to
   Analysis of

13 solvent medium (levelling effect). aspirin by back Analysis of
aspirin by 
back
titration

4.8 Classify solvents as amphiprotic
(amphoteric,

titration
protophilic, protogenic and approtic.

4.9 List solvents used in non-aqueous titration
4.10 Explain autoprotolysis
4.11 List basic and acidic titrants used for

non-aqueous media
4.12 Explain why non-aqueous titration is

applicableto acids and bases weaker than water
4.13 List applications o titrations in non-

aqueousmedia

General Objective 4.0: Understand the principles and applications of gravimetric analysis

14-15
Gravimetric Analysis

5.1 Explain the meaning of
gravimetric analysis.

5.2 Describe precipitation as

Explain with relevant
examples and give
assignments

Classroom
resources

Determine
chloride ion,
calcium as
calcium

Guide the
students
to carry
out

Explain the
meaning of
gravimetri
c analysis



5.3 Explain co-precipitation, pot-
precipitation and

digestion.
5.4 Relate the effects of 4.3 above

to the purity of the precipitate.
5.5 Outline the conditions necessary

for precipitation

etc in natural
samples in the
laboratory.
- Determine
nickel as
nickel
dimethyl-
glyoximate to
show the use
of organic
substances in

listed

Determine the
percentage of
water of
crystallization
in Barium
chloride,
magnesium

Assessment: Give details of assignments to be used:
Coursework/ Assignments  Course test 10%; Practical 40%;   Examination  50%

Recommended Textbooks & References:
J.N. Miller and J.C. Miller. Statistics and Chemometrics for Analytical Chemistry. Fourth Edition. Prentice Hall. 2000.
D.C. Harris. "Quantitative Chemical Analysis", 6th Edition, Freeman, New York. 2002.
D.A. Skoog, D.M. West & F.J. Holler. "Fundamentals of Analytical Chemistry", 7th edition. Saunders and Holt, New York. 1996
R. Kellner, J.-M. Mermet, M. Otto & H.M. Widmer (eds.). "Analytical Chemistry"
Wiley-VCH, Chichester. 1998 Some labs are from The Journal of Chemistry
Education



Programme:  NATIONAL  DIPLOMA  IN
HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT  Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 5

Course Title:  Hydro Statistics HWR 121 Theoretical:  2 hours/week 

Semester: 2nd Pre-requisite:  Practical: 3 hours /week 

Goal: the course is designed to accustom the learner with procedures for collecting and summarizing hydro statistical data

General Objectives:

On Completion of this course the students will be able to:

1.0 Understanding the nature of hydro statistical data, their types and uses.

2.0 Understand the procedures for collecting and summarizing hydro statistical data

3.0 Understand the methods of hydro-data compilation and presentation.

4.0 Understand the methods of estimating missing data in hydrological data analysis.

5.0 Understand the methods of predicting the occurrences of hydrological hazards. 



Title:  HYDRO-STATISTICS. Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 5

HWR Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Semester: Three Practical:  3    hours /week
Theoretical Content Practical Content
General Objective 1.0:  Representation of Hydrological Data

Week/s Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s
activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s activities Evaluation

 General Objective 1.0: Introduction to Hydrostatistics

1-3 1.1 Define statistics  and identify the
various sources of statistical data.

1.2 State  the  uses  of  statistical  data
and  explain  the  types  of
measurement scales

1.3 Describe the measures of central
tendencies-mean,  mode  and
median  (both  grouped  and
ungrouped)

1.4 Describe  the  measures  of
dispersion-  standard  deviations,
variance,  co-efficients  of
variation  etc  including  their
merits and demerits. 

Define
statistics
and  explain
the  sources
of  statistical
data  and
their  uses.
Describe the
methods  of
measuring
central
tendencies
and
dispersions.

Video tabs
,Overhead
projector
White
Chalk
board. 

a. Highlight  the
different  methods
calculating  central
tendencies  for  both
grouped  and
ungrouped  data
including  the
measures  of
dispersions.

a. Exposed  the
students  on  the
methods  of
calculating
central
tendencies  and
dispersion,
stressing  their
application  in
hydrological
research.

Describe
the
measures
of  central
tendencies
-mean,
mode  and
median

General Objective 2.0: Procedure of collecting Hydrostatistical data

2.1 Describe  the  methods  of  hydro a. Explain  the Explain



4-5 data  collection  (Census,  sample
survey, experiment, observational
study,)

2.2 Explain the steps in planning and
conducting surveys and state  the
characteristics  of  well  designed
and well conducted surveys

2.3 Explain the meaning of sampling
and  describe  relevant  sampling
terminologies-population,
samplings  frame,  target
population etc

2.4 Describe  the  different  types  of
sampling  methods  (probability
and  non  probability)  with
examples and the sources of bias
in sampling and surveys

Explain  the
meaning  of
sampling,
types  of
sampling
methods
with
examples  

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector 

a. Show  different
sampling
methods  and
terminologies 

b.  Differentiate
between
probability  and
non  probability
sampling
methods.

meaning  of
sampling  and
distinguished
between
probability
and  non
probability
sampling. 

sampling  and
describe
relevant
sampling
terminologies
-population,
samplings 

General  Objective  3.0:  Methods  of  hydrological  data  compilation,  summarisation  and
presentation

6-7 3.1 Identify  the  methods  of  hydro-
statistical methods compilation and
presentation  (charts,  pictorial,
tables, graphs, diagrams)

3.2 Describe the methods of presenting
hydro-data  using  any  of  the
aforementioned stating their  merits
and demerits.

3.3 Outline the methods of constructing
and  interpreting  graphical  displays
of  distributions  of  univariate  data

Describe
the
methods
of
constructi
ng  and
interpretin
g
graphical
displays
of

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector.
PPT  slide
show,
White
board. 

a. Student   should be
able  to  explain  the
methods  of
constructing  and
interpreting
graphical  displays
of univariate data 

Describe  th
methods  of
constructing  and
interpreting
univariate  data as
well  as  methods
of  summarizing
univariate data.

Outline  the
methods  of
constructing
and
interpreting
graphical
displays  of
distributions
of  univariate
data (dot plot,



(dot  plot,  histogram,  cumulative
frequencies plot etc)

3.4 Describe  the  methods  of
summarizing  distributions  of
univariate  data  (measuring  centre:
median,  mean;  measuring  spread:
range,  interquartile  range  and
standard  deviation;  measuring
positions:  quartiles,  percentiles,
standardized scores)

univariate
distributio
ns 

histogram,
cumulative
frequencies
plot etc)

General Objective 4.0 : Probability theory and their applications in hydrology

8-9
4.1 Define probability and describe the

methods of interpreting  probability
including  long  run  relative
frequency interpretation and the law
of large numbers.

4.2 Explain  the  addition  rule,
multiplication  rule,  conditional
probability and independence

4.3 Differentiate  between  discrete,
binomial,  Poisson  and  normal
distributions  and  explain  their
applications to hydrological studies
or systems 

Describe
the
methods
and
instrumen
ts   of
measuring
stream  or
river flow

Differenti
ate
between
discrete,
binomial,
Poisson
and
normal
distributio
ns  and

Video
tabs,
Overhead
projector,
PTT  slide
show. 

Video
tabs,
Overhead
projector,
PTT  slide
show. 

a. Measure  stream
or river flow and
water  levels  and
describe  the
techniques  of
acquisition  of
river  stage  or
discharge data.

a. Discuss  the
techniques  of
acquisition  of
river  stage
data

b. Measure
stream  or
river
discharge.

Define
probability
and  describe
the  methods
of
interpreting
probability
including
long  run
relative
frequency
interpretation
and  the  law
of  large
numbers



explain
their
applicatio
ns  to
hydrologi
cal studies
or
systems 

General Objective 5.0: Estimation of Missing Data in Hydrology and Water Resources

10-12 5.1 Explain the meaning and sources of
missing  data  in  hydrology  and
water resources studies.

5.2 Describe  the statistical  methods  of
estimating  missing  data  in
hydrology  and  water  resources
(Least  Square  method,  Cumulative
Deviations method, Likelihood ratio
test,  Run  test,  Inverse  distance
method  Arithmetic  mean  method
etc). 

5.3  Inferential  statistics  and  tests  of
significance in hydrodata using Chi-
square  test  for  goodness  of  fit,
Spearman’s  ranked  correlation,  t-
distributions,  analysis  of  variance
and simple regression analysis

Explain
the
concept of
missing
data  and
their
sources  in
hydrology
and  water
resources
managem
ent.
Calculate
missing
data using
any  two
of  the
known
methods   

Video
tabs,
Overhead
projector,
White
Board. 

Video
tabs,
Overhead
projector,
PTT  slide
show. 

Identify  the  sources  of
missing  data  and  also
calculate  missing  data
using  any  two  of  the
known methods.

 Define  missing
data  and  identify
the  sources  of
missing  data  in
hydrology  and
water  resources
management.

  

2.  Compute
missing  data
using  any  of  the
known methods.

 
Explain  the
meaning  and
sources  of
missing  data
in  hydrology
and  water
resources
studies
identify  the
sources  of
missing  data
in  hydrology
and  water
resources
management.



General Objective 6.0: Estimation of Variability of Hydrologic Data 

13
6.1 Explain variability

6.2 Define  the  various  measures  of
variability  (range,  quartile
deviation,  percentile  range,  mean
deviation,  variance  and  standard
deviation).

6.3 Compute and interpret results using
any  hydrometeological  data   for
ungrouped and grouped data.

6.4 State the properties of variance.

6.5 Compute the variance and standard
deviations in hydrology data.

Explain
variability
and
describe
the
methods
of
estimating
statistical
variability
using
hydrologic
al  data.
Calculate
variability
in
hydrologic
al data. 

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector 

illustrate  the  techniques  of
acquisition,  validation  and
processing  of  ground  water
data

illustrate  the   techniques  of
acquisition and processing of
other  data  used  in  water
resources  planning  and
management

show techniques
of  acquisition,
validation  and
processing  of
ground  water
data

show techniques
of  acquisition
and  processing
of  other  data
used  in  water
resources
planning  and
management

Compute
and
interpret
results
using  any
hydromete
ological
data   for
ungrouped
and
grouped
data.

14-15
General Objective 7.0: Methods of Predicting Hydrological Hazards

7.1 Define hydrological hazards. Define
hydrological
hazards  -Do-

Demonstrate  hydrological
hazards with examples 

 Identify statistical methods
of  predicting  hydrological
the occurrence of hazards.

Demonstrate
hydrological
hazards  and  the
methods  of
predicting  their
occurrence.

Define
hydrologic
al and Give
examples
of
hydrologic
al hazards

7.2 Give  examples  of
hydrological hazards.

Mention
examples  of
hydrological
hazards     



     -Do-           -Do-   -Do
7.3 predict  hydrological  hazard

using  appropriate  statistical
procedure   (Poisson
distribution,  Monte  Carlo
analysis)

Identify  the
methods  of
predicting
hydrological
hazards

Show ways  of  Identify  the
methods  of  predicting
hydrological hazards

Show  ways  of
Identify  the
methods  of
predicting
hydrological
hazards

Explain
different
methods  of
predicting
hydrologic
al hazards

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total

Theoretical 20 20 40

Practical 20 40 60%

Total 100%

HWR 233 Introduction to Basic Hydraulics 20hrs

Definition and units; hydrostatics: pressure and its measurements, pressure diagrams; open channel hydraulics; steady and non steady
flow, uniform and non-uniform flow, application of Bernoulli’s equation, Chezy and Manning formulas, measuring devices: flumes,
notches, weirs and orifices, backwater effect and bifurcation effect; flow in pipes; sediment transport and river-bed processes.



Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 122 Credit Hours:20

Course: Basic Hydraulics Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 2

Semester: 3 Practical: 3



Goal: the course is designed to provide the learner with knowledge of units and its and  application for Force, Area, Pressure
in hydrology.

Course Main Aim/Goal:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On Completion of this course the students will be able to
1.0 Understand the units for Force, Area, Pressure and also be able to define hydrostatics and pressure 
2.0 Understand the open channel flow and calculation for channel parameters
3.0 Understand the meaning of laminar and non-laminar flow, steady and non-steady flows, uniform and non-uniform flows
4.0 Understand Bernoulli’s equation and its’s application
5.0 Understand the Chezy’s , Manning’s formular
6.0 Understand measuring devices, such  as flumes, notches, weirs and orifices
7.0 Understand the effects of backwater and bifurication
8.0 Understand the pipe flow and calculation of pipe flow parameters
9.0 Understand the sediment transport and river-bed processes



Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: Basic Hydraulics Course Code: HWR 122 CH/CU  Hour:

20
Goal: Theoretical:2 Practical: 3
General Objectives 1.0: Understand Pressure and Hydrostatics
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1.1 Define  pressure  and
hydrostatics

Explain  in
details  the
meaning  of
pressure  and
hydrostatics

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Exemplify pressure
and hydrostatics

Demonstrate
practically
pressure  and
hydrostatics

Define:
Pressure
Hydrostatics.

General Objectives2.0:  Understand the meaning of laminar and non-laminar flow, steady and non-steady flows, uniform and non-
uniform flows

2.1 Define types of flow in
pipes

2.2 Define laminar flow
2.3 Define turbulent flow
2.4 Explain  Reynolds

number
2.5 Explain  in  details

steady  and  ono-steady
flows,
Uniform  and  uniform
flow

Explain  in
details  the
different types of
flows

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Exemplify  the
different  types  of
flows

Demonstrate
types  of  flow
experimentally

Verify  types  of
flow
experimentally

Differentiate
between types of
flows 

Solve  simple
problems  using
on  types  of
flows.

General Objectives 3.0: Understand Bernoulli’s equation and its’s application
3.1 State  continuity

equation,
Explain  in
details  the

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead

Use  graph  to
explain  in  details

Practically  show
the   momentum

Define
Bernoulli’s



momentum equation
and  Bernoulli’s
Theorem.

continuity
equation,
momentum  and
Bernoulli’s
equation

projector the  continuity
equation,
momentum  and
Bernoulli’s
equation

equation   in
relationship  to
Bernoulli’s
equation

equation

General Objectives 4.0: Understand the Chezy’s  and Manning’s formular

4.1 Explain the Chezy’s
and  Manning’s
formula

Explain  the
Chezy’s  and
Manning’s
formula

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Show   in  details
the  Chezy’s  and
Manning formula

Experiments  on
Manning’s
coefficient

Determine  the
Manning’s
coefficient

General Objectives 5.0: Know about flow through office weirs etc
5.1 Explain  the

application  of
ventri-meter  and
pitot tube

5.2 Explain  flow
through notches and
weirs.

5.3 Identify  the flow in
small  and  large
orifices

5.4 Establish
relationship between
flow  rate  and
pressure difference

Explain  the
application  of
ventri-meter  and
pitot tube

Explain  flow
through  notches
and weirs.

Identify the flow
in  small  and
large orifices

Establish
relationship
between  flow
rate and pressure
difference

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Differentiate
between  Venturi
and pitot tube,
Notches and Weirs,
Small  and  Large
Orifices

Laboratory
experiments  on
Venturi,  pitot
tube,  notches,
weirs,  small  and
large notches

Differentiate
between  Venturi
and pitot tube,
Notches  and
Weirs,
Small  and Large
Orifices

General Objectives 6.0: Understand the different types of flow in pipes
6.1 Explain  head  losses

in  pipe  (i.e.
roughness

Explain  head
losses  in  pipe
(i.e.  roughness

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Calculate  the  head
losses  in  pipes,
Due  to  sudden

Laboratory
experiments  on
determination  of

Calculate  major
and  minor  head
losses in pipe



coefficients)

6.2 Explain  local  losses
in pipes, i.e. sudden
expansion  and
contraction,  bends,
valves, gates, etc. in
shear flow situation.

coefficients)

Explain  local
losses  in  pipes,
i.e.  sudden
expansion  and
contraction,
bends,  valves,
gates,  etc.  in
shear  flow
situation

Contraction  &
Expansion,  at
bends, valves, etc.

major and minor
head losses

General Objectives 7.0: Understand backwater effect and bifurcation effect
7.1 Explain  the  effect

which  a  dam or
other  obstruction  or
construction  has  in
raising  the  surface
of  the  water
upstream from it.

7.2 Explain the effect of
bifurcation  on  a
river

Explain  the
effect  which
a  dam or
other
obstruction
or
construction
has in raising
the  surface
of  the  water
upstream
from it.

Explain  the
effect  of
bifurcation  on  a
river

White  board
for writing
Projector  and
PPT  slide
shows.
Related  text
books  and
current
journals in the
field  of
hydrology and
water resource
management

a. Explain  in
details  the
effect  of
backwater  on
dams  or  other
obstruction.  

Laboratory
experiments  on
back water

Explain What do
you  understand
by  Back  water
and bifurcation

General Objectives 8.0: Understand the sediment transport and river-bed processes
8.1 Define   Sediment

transport study
8.2 Explain   River  bed

processes

Define
Sediment
transport
study

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  board

a. show  in
details  the
sediment
transport

Demonstrate  in
details  the
sediment
transport  and

What is sediment
transport study?
a. What  do

you

https://definedterm.com/a/definition/50390
https://definedterm.com/a/definition/50390


Explain   River
bed processes

for writing
Projector  and
PPT  slide
shows.
Related  text
books  and
current
journals in the
field  of
hydrology and
water resource
management

and  river
bed
processes

river  bed
processes

understand
by  River
bed
processes?

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total
Theoretical 20 20 40
Practical 20 40 60%
Total 100%



Programme:  NATIONAL  DIPLOMA  IN
HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 123 Credit Hours: 5

Course:  Introduction to Geographic Information
System (GIS) 

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 1

Semester: 2nd Practical: 4
Goal: the course is designed to provide the learner with basic introduction to GIS

Course Main Aim/Goal:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1.0:  understand basic introduction to GIS
2.0:  Understand Geographical Information Concepts and Spatial Model
3.0:  Understand Geographic data in computing
4.0: Understand  data acquisition and processing
5.0: Understand  Spatial databases
6.0: Understand  Spatial  data infrastructure
7.0:  Understand Remote sensing application



Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
Course: Introduction to Geographic Information System (GIS) Course Code: HWR 123 CH/CU Hour:
Goal:
General Objectives 1.0:  Introduction to GIS
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1.1 Define  GIS  and  its
functionality:
concepts,
components,  scope
and application; 

1.2 Explain  relationship
of GIS to other field
i.e.  Atmospheric
sciences,
meteorology  and
oceanography.
Identify various GIS
and  their
components

Define  GIS  and
its  functionality:
concepts,
components,
scope  and
application; 
Explain
relationship  of
GIS  to  other
field  i.e.
Atmospheric
sciences,
meteorology and
oceanography.
Identify  various
GIS  and  their
components

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  Board,
Marker, duster
and  Power
point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

Interpret  the basic
concept of GIS

Translate   the
basic
components  of
GIS:
Computer
hardware  and
software  as  well
as  their
functionality

Define  GIS  and
its  functionality:
concepts,
components,
scope  and
application; 

General Objectives 2.0: Geographical Information Concepts and Spatial Model
2 Describe  the  Conceptual

models  of  spatial
information;  alternative
representation  of  spatial
information.

Explain
Conceptual
models of spatial
information;
alternative

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  Board,
Marker, duster

Use the application
of GIS

Exposing  the
cadets  to  GIS
laboratory  and
Image
processing

Describe  the
Conceptual
models  of
spatial
information;



representation  of
spatial
information

and  Power
point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

equipments alternative
representation of
spatial
information.

General Objectives 3.0: Geographic data in the computer
3 3.1 Describe  the  ways

in which spatial data
may  be  efficiently
coded  into  a
computer  system  to
support  the
operation of GIS; 

3.2 Explain  the
topology  and  its
utilization;  data
quality  and  data
exchange standards

3.3 Identify  various
geographic  data
formats:  ”Open”
format (XML, GML
SVG);  Perform
basic  data
conversion
functions;  raster  to
vector  and  vice-
versa.

Describe  the
ways  in  which
spatial  data  may
be  efficiently
coded  into  a
computer system
to  support  the
operation  of
GIS; 
Explain  the
topology  and  its
utilization;  data
quality  and  data
exchange
standards
Identify  various
geographic  data
formats:  ”Open”
format  (XML,
GML  SVG);
Perform  basic
data  conversion
functions;  raster
to  vector  and
vice- versa.

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  Board,
Marker, duster
and  Power
point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

Demonstrate  the
application of GIS,
data  conversion
and its functions

Exposing  the
cadets to
GIS  laboratory
and  Image
processing
equipments.
Perform  basic
data  conversion
functions;  raster
to  vector  and
vice- versa using
Arc  GIS
software  or
QGIS.

Describe  the
ways  in  which
spatial  data  may
be  efficiently
coded  into  a
computer  system
to  support  the
operation of GIS

General Objectives 4.0: Data acquisition and processing
4 4.1 Identify  Sources  of Identify  Sources Video  tabs  , Understanding  the At  the Explain  methods



Geographic data;
4.2 Explain  methods  of

data  collections  and
providers;  data
acquisition (manual,
semi  automatic,
automatic),

4.3 Explain  the
processes  of
preliminary  data
processing,  data
storage retrieval and
display;  data
capture,  Geo-
referencing, storage,
update,  retrieval,
query  and  output
operations on spatial
data sets: 

4.4 Explain  Data
visualization
techniques;  select
appropriate
visualization
techniques  for  a
specific problem.

of  Geographic
data;
Explain  methods
of  data
collections  and
providers;  data
acquisition
(manual,  semi
automatic,
automatic),
Explain  the
processes  of
preliminary  data
processing,  data
storage  retrieval
and display; data
capture,  Geo-
referencing,
storage,  update,
retrieval,  query
and  output
operations  on
spatial data sets: 
Explain  Data
visualization
techniques;
select
appropriate
visualization
techniques  for  a
specific problem.

Overhead
projector
Describe  the
ways in which
spatial  data
may  be
efficiently
coded  into  a
computer
system  to
support  the
operation  of
GIS

application of GIS,
data  processing
and storage

laboratory,
demonstrate how
GIS  data  are
acquired  using
different  GIS
data  acquisition
instruments

of  data
collections  and
providers;  data
acquisition
(manual,  semi
automatic,
automatic),

Explain  the
processes  of
preliminary  data
processing,  data
storage  retrieval
and display;

General Objectives 5.0: Spatial databases
5.1 Explain  Relational Explain Video  tabs  , Understanding  the At  the Explain



database
5.2 Identify  structural

differences  between
spatial  and  non-
spatial  databases;
conceptual,  logical
and  physical
modeling  of  spatial
databases; 

5.3 design  and  build  a
spatial  database;
describe  and  use
spatial  query
languages:  concept
and  design
principles  of
metadata,  database
structuring;
formulate  database
queries using GIS.

Relational
database
Identify
structural
differences
between  spatial
and  non-  spatial
databases;
conceptual,
logical  and
physical
modeling  of
spatial
databases; 
design and build
a  spatial
database;
describe and use
spatial  query
languages:
concept  and
design principles
of  metadata,
database
structuring;
formulate
database  queries
using GIS

Overhead
projector
White  Board,
Marker, duster
and  Power
point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

application of GIS,
data  processing
and storage as well
as designing a GIS
data base.

laboratory,
demonstrate how
GIS  data  are
acquired  using
different  GIS
data  acquisition
instruments, data
storage
processes  and
data  base
creation

Relational
database
structural 

Give  the
differences
between  spatial
and  non-  spatial
databases;
conceptual,
logical  and
physical
modeling  of
spatial databases;

General Objectives 6.0: Spatial  data infrastructure
15 6.1 Explain  spatial  data

infrastructure;
6.2 List   means  of

facilitating  and

Explain  spatial
data
infrastructure;
List   means  of

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  Board,

show  GIS  data
structure  and
means  of  sharing
such data

demonstrate how
GIS  data  are
acquired  using
different  GIS

Explain  spatial
data
infrastructure;



coordinating
exchange  and
sharing spatial data.

6.3 Explain the Concept
of  Geometrical
principles  of
imagery (air photos,
satellite image); 

6.4 Explain  the  basic
topographic features
–  coastline;
continental shelf etc;

6.5 List Remote sensing
techniques
applicable  to
Bathymetry  and
Coastal mapping

facilitating  and
coordinating 

Explain  the
Concept  of
Geometrical
principles  of
imagery  (air
photos,  satellite
image); 

Explain the basic
topographic

Marker, duster
and  Power
point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Show   GIS  data
structure  and
means  of  sharing
such data

data  acquisition
instruments, data
storage
processes  and
data  base
creation  in  the
laboratory,

Demonstrate
how  GIS  data
are  acquired
using  different
GIS  data
acquisition
instruments, data
storage
processes  and
data  base
creation

List  means  of
facilitating  and
coordinating
exchange  and
sharing  spatial
data.

Explain  the
Concept  of
Geometrical
principles  of
imagery  (air
photos,  satellite
image); 

General Objectives  7.0: Remote sensing application
13 7.1 Describe  how  laser

and  radar  Altimetry
are  used  for  water
surface  mapping.
Describe  the  use  of
remote  sensing  for

Explain  how
laser  and  radar
Altimetry  are
used  for  water
surface mapping.
Explain  the  use

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
White  Board,
Marker, duster
and  Power

Show  GIS  data
structure  and
means  of  sharing
such data.

Display different
remote  sensing
images  and  air
photographs;
explain  their
application  in

Describe  how
laser  and  radar
Altimetry  are
used  for  water
surface mapping.



Oil  Spill  mapping;
Process  remotely
sensed  data  to
determine
Bathymetry  and
Map  Water  surface
features.

of  remote
sensing  for  Oil
Spill  mapping;
Process remotely
sensed  data  to
determine
Bathymetry  and
Map  Water
surface features.

point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and  Software,
aerial
photographs

remote sensing.

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total
Theoretical 20 20 40
Practical 20 40 60%
Total 100%



Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 124 Credit Hours: 3

Course:  BASIC HYDROLOGY II Pre-Requisite   HWR 111 Theoretical: Hours/Week 2

Semester: 2nd Practical:

Course Main Aim/Goal: This course is designed to enable students acquire the necessary knowledge in hydrology in hydrology cycle
and water balance .

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On completion of the course the student should:
1.0 Understand hydrology cycle and water balance.
2.0 Understand hydrological catchment and geomorphologic characteristics.
3.0 Understand hydrological process and interactions
4.0 Understand hydrological regimes.
5.0 Understand eco hydrology



Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: BASIC HYDROLOGY II Course Code: HWR 124 CH/CU Hour:
Goal: This course is designed to enable students understand basic hydrology.
General Objectives 1.0:  Understand hydrology cycle and water balance
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s Activities Evaluation

1-2 1.1 Explain
hydrological cycle.

1.2 Explain  water
balance

1.3 Explain  water
budget

1.4 Explain  negative
water balance

1.5 List  importance  of
water balance

1.1 Describe
water  cycle
with  the  aids
of  diagrams
and charts

1.2 Define  water
balance. 

1.3 Define  water
budget

1.4 Define
negative water
balance 

1.5 Explain water
1.6 balance

equation  and
use  it  to
calculate
water balance

Charts,
Diagrams
White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

Calculate  water
budget  using
available data

Teach  the  students
how  to  calculate
water  budget  using
available data

Draw
hydrological
cycle
Explain  water
balance  and
water budget

General Objectives 2.0: Understand hydrological catchment and geomorphological characteristics
3-4 2.1 Describe

Hydrological
Catchment 

2.1 Define
hydrological
catchment

White board
White  board
marker

Identify  different
types  of
catchment  from

Show  the  students
different  types  of
catchment  from

Describe
Hydrological
Catchment 



2.2 Explain
Geomorphological
characteristics

2.2 List  different
types  of
catchment

2.3 Define
geomorpholo
gy 

2.4 Describe  the
geomorpholo
gic
characteristic
s  of
catchments.

Overhead
projector
Maps, charts

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

maps  and
pictures

maps and pictures

General Objectives 3.0: Explain hydrological process and interaction General Objectives
5-9 3.1 Explain  the

followings  aspects
of  hydrological
processes
Precipitation
Evapotranspiration

3.2 Explain  Surface
run-off formation

3.3 Explain infiltration

Define
precipitation,
evapotranspiration

Explain  factors
affecting  evapo
transpiration

Explain  surface
run-off formation

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
Rain gauge
Hygrometer
Lysimeter

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

Field  trip  to

Demonstrate
methods  of
measuring  of
precipitation

Demonstrate
method  of
measuring  of
evaporation
using
psychomotor

Guide  students  to
Demonstrate
methods  of
measuring  of
precipitation

Demonstrate  method
of  measuring  of
evaporation  using
psychomotor

Show  students  how
to  measure  soil
moisture  using
feel method,
gravitational method,
tensiometer

Outline  four
factors
affecting
transpiration



3.4 Explain  soil
moisture

3.5 Explain
Groundwater flow

3.6 Explain  the
interactions
between
hydrological
processes.

Define infiltration
Describe capillary
action
Outline  factors
affecting
infiltration

Define  soil
moisture
Outline  factors
affecting  soil
moisture

Explain  nature
and  types  of
groundwater.
Describe effect of
surface water flow
on  groundwater
flow
Describe  the
interactions
between 
hydrological
processes

stream  or
river

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
Tensiometer

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

Tetrameter

Demonstrate
methods  of
measuring  of
surface  run-off
using  flow
gauge,  tracer
technique

Demonstrate
methods  of
measuring  of
surface  run-off
using  flow
gauge,  tracer
technique
Identify
equipment  and
demonstrate
method  of
measuring  of
infiltration

Demonstrate
method  of
measuring of soil
moisture
Demonstrate  the
use tetrameter for
finding
groundwater

Show  students  how
to  use  tetrameter  to
locate groundwater

Demonstrate
methods  of
measuring of surface
run-off  using  flow
gauge,  tracer
technique
Identify  equipment
and  demonstrate
method of measuring
of infiltration

Demonstrate  method
of measuring of soil
moisture
Demonstrate the use 
tetrameter for 
finding groundwater

Explain  soil
moisture

Explain  the
interactions
between
hydrological
processes.

General Objectives 4.0: Understand hydrological regimes.

10-12 4.1 Explain
hydrological

Define
hydrological

White board
White  board

Field  trip  to
identify

Show  students
different  type  of



regimes

4.2 Enumerate stream flow
characteristics,  e.g.
magnitude,  frequency,
duration,  timing  and
rate of changes of flow
etc

4.2 Explain  the  effect
of seasonal changes
on flow regimes

regimes

Describe  flow
regime
classification,
ephemeral,
intermittent,
perennial.
Enumerate  stream
flow
characteristics,
e.g.  magnitude,
frequency,
duration,  timing
and  rate  of
changes  of  flow
etc.

Explain the effect
of  seasonal
changes  on  flow
regimes.

marker
Overhead
projector

Field Trip

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

Field trip

hydrological
regimes  of
streams types

Field  trip  to
identify  various
stream types and
their
characteristics 

stream  types  as  it
relates  to  stream
flow

Show  students
different  stream
characteristics 

List  four
characteristic
of stream flow

Explain  the
effect  of
seasonal
changes  on
flow regimes

General Objectives 5.0: Understand eco hydrology.
13-14 Explain  the mechanism of

eco hydrology
Explain  the  effect  of
vegetation on hydrology 

Define  eco
hydrology
Describe  the
importance  of
forest  on
hydrological
regimes,  flood
and  erosion
control etc.

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
project  Show
the  effect  of
vegetation  on
hydrology 
or

Illustrate  the
mechanism  of
eco hydrology

Show  the effect
of  vegetation  on
hydrology 

Field trip to identify
effect  of  vegetation
on stream flow 

Field trip

Explain  the
mechanism  of
eco  hydrology
on vegetation.



Explain  the  effect  of
hydrology  on  animals
especially fishes

Explain the effect
of  hydrological
regimes  on
migratory  fishes
especially  as  it
affects
reproduction,
timing  of
migration  and
availability  of
food.

Identify  and
draw  locally
available
migratory  fishes
and shrimps

Name
migratory
fishes  and
shrimp  in
Nigeria

Department/Programme:   ND  Water  Resources
Engineering Technology

Course Code: MTH 122 Contact Hours: 2 – 0 - 0

Subject/Course:    Trigonometry  and  Analytical
Geometry

Theory:      2  hours/week

Year: ND II Semester: 1st  Pre-requisite: MTH 112 Practical:   0 hours/week

GOAL: This course is designed to provide basic concept of measurement and its application to Engineering problems.

General Objectives:

On completion of this course the student will be able to:
1.0 Understand the manipulation of Trigonometric Formulae and equations



2.0 Understand the concept of mensuration and its application to Engineering problems.

3.0 Understand concept of Analytical Geometry and their applications.

4.0 Know the different forms of conics such as ellipse, Parabola and hyperbola

ROGRAMME: 

COURSE: TRIGONOMETRY AND ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY COURSE CODE:   MTH 122 CONTACT HOUR:  2–0-0

Course Specification: Theoretical Content:   2 hrs Practical Content: 0hrs

General Objective 1.0:    Understand the manipulation of trigonometric equations

Week General Objective 1.0:  Understand the manipulation of trigonometric equations

Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Resources



1-3

1.1 Convert  sums  and  differences  of
trigonometric ratios to products:

         Sin A + Sin B = 2 Sin (A+B)Cos
(A+B)                                2

2
       Cos A + Cos B = 2 Cos (A+B)Cos

(A+B)                                 2
             2
1.2 Prove the sine and cosine formulae

of triangles
1.3 Solve  triangles  using  the  sine  and

cosine  formulae  e.g.:-  The  sides
a,b,c,  of  a  triangle  are  4cm,  5cm,
and  6cm  respectively.  Find  the
angles.

1.4 Calculate  angles  of  elevation  and
depression  using  trigonometric
ratios e.g.:- From the top of a tree
120m high an observer sees a boat
560m away.  Calculate the angle of
depression.

1.5 Compute  bearings,  heights  and
distances  of  inaccessible  objects
and projections, e.g. If a man walks
3km due N, and the 3km N.52o W.
How far is the of his starting point?
What  is  his  bearing  from  his
original position?

1.6 Derive half angle formulae for sin,
cos and tan.

1.7 Define inverse circular function.
1.8 Explain  inverse  circular  functions

graphically.
1.9 Solve  problems  involving  1.8  and

Illustrate  with  good
examples  activities  in  1.1
to  1.10  and  ask  the
students to solve problems
on them.

Prove the sine and cosine
formulae of triangles
Solve  triangles  using
the  sine  and  cosine
formulae  e.g.:-  The
sides  a,b,c,  of  a
triangle are 4cm, 5cm,
and 6cm respectively.
Find the angles.

Calculate angles of
elevation  and  depression
using trigonometric  ratios
e.g.:-  From  the  top  of  a
tree  120m  high  an
observer sees a boat 560m
away.  Calculate the angle
of depression.
Compute bearings, 
heights and

Derive  half  angle
formulae  for  sin,  cos
and tan.

Define  inverse
circular function.

Explain  inverse  circular
functions graphically.

Recommended
textbooks,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
Marker, etc

  



General Objective  2.0:  Understand the concept of mensuation and its application to engineering problems
4-5 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

Determine  the  areas  and  volumes
applying mid-ordinate rule.

Explain circular measure

2.2 State  the  relation  between  radians
and degrees

2.3 Prove  the  formulae  for  arc  length
and area of a sector.

2.4 Identify  segment  and  chord  of  a
circle.

Determine  the  area  of  a  segment
and the chord of length of a given
circle.

Calculate  the  surface  areas  and
volumes  of  simple  shapes  such  as
cylinder,  sphere  and  cone.  E.g.  A
solid  sphere  has  radius  8cm.
Calculate its volume.

2.7 Determine the areas and volumes of
irregular shapes applying Simpsons
rule.

2.8 Apply mid-ordinate rule to

Explain circular measure

2.2 State  the  relation
between  radians  and
degrees

2.3 Prove  the  formulae
for arc length and area
of a sector.

2.4 Identify  segment  and
chord of a circle.

Determine the area of
a  segment  and  the
chord  of  length  of  a
given circle.

Calculate  the  surface
areas and volumes of
simple shapes such as
cylinder,  sphere  and
cone.  E.g.  A  solid
sphere  has  radius
8cm.  Calculate  its
volume.

2.7 Determine  the  areas
and  volumes  of
irregular  shapes
applying  Simpsons

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,  Screen,
Magnetic  Board,
flip charts, etc.

a. Illustrate
with good 
examples
activities  in
2.1  to  2.8
and ask the
students  to
solve
problems
on them.

Assess the student

Guide
stude
nts
to
Illust
rate
with
good
exa
mple
s
activ
ities
in
2.1
to
2.8
and
ask
the
stude
nts
to
solve
probl
ems
on
them
.

Explain
circula
r
measur
e

State  the
relatio
n
betwee
n
radians
and
degree
s



rule.

2.8 Apply  mid-
ordinate rule to

Assess  the
student

General Objective 3.0:  Understand the concept of analytical geometry and their applications

6-11 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

3.1 Explain  two  dimensional  coordinate
systems:  Cartesian  and  Polar-
coordinate systems.

3.2 Explain  plotting  and  sketching  of
graphs  w.r.t.  the  two  coordinate
systems.

3.3 Relate  Cartesian  coordinate  to  polar
coordinates.

3.4 Explain the slope of a line in relation
to the above concepts in 3.3. above.

3.5 Explain the intercept of a line.

3.6 Derive the formula for the gradient of
line passing through two points.

3.7 Derive the equation of a straight line
given  the  gradient  and  the  co-
ordinates of a point.

3.8 Reduce a given linear equation to the
intercept form.

              x/a + y/b = 1

 Illustrate  the
activities  in  3.1  to
3.20  with  good
examples  and  ask
the students to solve
problems on them.  

Explain  two
dimensional
coordinate
systems:
Cartesian  and
Polar-coordinate
systems.

Explain  plotting  and
sketching  of
graphs  w.r.t.  the
two  coordinate
systems.

Relate  Cartesian
coordinate  to
polar coordinates.

Explain  the slope of a

Lecture  notes,
recommended
textbooks,
Whiteboards,
Marker,  duster
etc.

  



3.9 Determine the coordinates of the point
of intersection of two straight lines.

3.10 Define  locus

3.11 Derive the slope-intercept form of the
equation of a straight line:

              y = mx+c

3.12 Derive the point B slope form of the
equation of a straight line:

              y - y1 = m(x - x1)

3.13 Derive the double B point form of the
equations of the straight line:

               y - y1 = y2 - y1 (x - x1)

                           x2 - x1

3.14 Derive the perpendicular form of the
equation of a straight line

3.15 Solve examples of 3.11 to 3.14 above.

3.16 Find the angle (Q) between two lines
whose  slopes,  (m1,  and  m2)  are
Known: Q = tan (m2 B m1)/1 + m1 m2

3.17 Determine the conditions for two lines
to be parallel and to be perpendicular.

3.18 Derive  the  expression  for  the
perpendicular distance from a point to
a line.

line in relation to
the  above
concepts  in  3.3.
above.

Explain the intercept of
a line.

Derive the formula for
the  gradient  of
line  passing
through  two
points.

3.7 Derive  the
equation  of  a
straight line given
the  gradient  and
the  co-ordinates
of a point.

3.8 Reduce  a  given
linear  equation  to
the  intercept
form.

              x/a + y/b = 1

3.9 Determine  the
coordinates of the
point  of
intersection  of
two straight lines.

3.10 Define  locus

Recommended
textbook,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
Marker etc.



3.19 Draw a circle.

3.20 Derive  the  equation  of  a  circle  with
center at the origin and radius r.

3.21 Derive  the  equation  of  a  circle  with
center outside the origin.

3.22 State general equation of a circle.

3.23 Determine  the  coordinates  of  the
center  of  a  circle  from  a  given
equation of a circle.

3.24 Draw orthogonal circles

3.25 Find the equations of the tangent and
the normal at a point circle

3.26 List  illustrative  examples  of  each  of
3.20 to 3.25 above

3.11 Derive  the  slope-
intercept  form  of
the  equation  of  a
straight line:

              y = mx+c

Find  the  angle  (Q)
between two lines
whose  slopes,
(m1,  and  m2)  are
Known:  Q  =  tan
(m2 B m1)/1 + m1

m2

Determine  the
conditions for two
lines to be parallel
and  to  be
perpendicular.
Derive  the
expression for the
perpendicular
distance  from  a
point to a line.

Draw a circle.

Derive  the
equation  of  a
circle  with  center
at  the  origin  and



radius r.

Derive  the
equation  of  a
circle  with  center
outside the origin.

State  general
equation  of  a
circle.

Determine  the
coordinates of the

Illustrate  the  activities
in 3.21 to 3.26 and ask
the  students  to  solve
problems on them

Week General Objective 4.0: Know the different forms of conics such as ellipse, parabola and hyperbola
12-14 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

4.1 Define the Parabola

4.2 Derive  the  standard  equation  of  a
Parabola y2 = 4ax

4.3 State the properties of the parabola

4.4 Define the focal chord, axis and lotus
rectum of the parabola

4.5 Determine the equation of the tangent
and normal from a given point to the
parabola.

Illustrate  with  good
examples
activities in 4.1 to
4.19  and  ask  the
students  to  solve
problems on them.

 Assess  the

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,  Screen,
Magnetic  Board,
flip charts, etc.

  



4.6 Solve problems on parabola e.g. Write
down the equation of the parabola and
state its vertex if the focus B is (2,0)
and the direct  x = -2.

4.7 Define and ellipse

4.8 Derive the equation of an ellipse x2/G2

+ y2/b2 = 1

4.9 State the properties of the ellipse

4.10 Determine the equation of the tangent
and  the  normal  to  an  ellipse  from a
given point.

4.11 Define focal chord and axes of ellipse.

4.12 Solve problems on ellipses  e.g.  Find
the  length  of  the  axes  and  the
eccentricity for the ellipse: 4x2 + 9y2 =
36

4.13 Define the Hyperbola

4.14 Derive the equation of the Hyperbola

4.15 Identify  the  properties  of  the
Hyperbola.

4.16 Define asymptotes, chord, tangent and
normal to a hyperbola.

4.17  Solve  problems  on  hyperbola  e.g.
Find  the  foci  and  directrices  for
hyperbola:    x2/16 B y2/9 = 1

student

Define and ellipse

Derive the equation of
an ellipse x2/G2 +
y2/b2 = 1

State  the  properties  of
the ellipse

Determine the equation
of the tangent and
the  normal  to  an
ellipse  from  a
given point.

Define focal chord and
axes of ellipse.

Solve  problems  on
ellipses  e.g.  Find  the
length of the axes and
the eccentricity for the
ellipse: 4x2 + 9y2 = 36

Define the Hyperbola

Derive the equation of
the Hyperbola

Identify  the  properties

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks, e-
books, lecture

notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint

Projector, Screen,
Magnetic Board,
flip charts, etc.



4.18 Explain rectangular hyperbola

4.19 Determine tangent and normal to the
rectangular hyperbola.

of the Hyperbola.

Define
asymptotes,  chord,
tangent and normal to a
hyperbola.

4.17  Solve  problems
on hyperbola  e.g.
Find the foci  and
directrices  for
hyperbola:    x2/16
B y2/9 = 1

4.18 Explain
rectangular
hyperbola

4.19 Determine
tangent  and  normal  to
the  rectangular
hyperbola.

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will
make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.



Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR125 Credit Hours: 2

Course:   INTRODUCTION  TO
HYDROMETEOROLOGY

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 1:15 minutes

Semester: Practical: 45 Minutes
Goal: the course is designed to provide the students with information of the relationships between meteorology and hydrology 
Course Main Aim/Goal:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On Completion of this course the students will be able to:
1.0 Understand the relationships between meteorology and hydrology
2.0 Understand the water cycle
3.0 Understand the meteorological elements
4.0 Understand the various forms of precipitations
5.0 Understand the measurement of precipitation
6.0 Understand the precipitation analysis and integrated hydro-meteorological system
7.0 Understand the meteorological and hydrological forecasting



Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: INTRODUCTION TO HYDROMETEOROLOGY Course Code:

HWR125
CH/CU Hour:

Goal:
General Objectives 1.0: Understand the relationship between meteorology and hydrology
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s

Activities
Resources Specific

Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Discuss  the  relationship
between  meteorology  and
hydrology

1.2 Examine  the  general
principles of forecasting 

1.3 Explain  meteorological
forecasting 

1.4 Explain  hydrological
forecasting

Discuss  the
relationship
between
meteorology
and hydrology

Examine  the
general
principles  of
forecasting 

Explain
meteorological
forecasting 

Explain
hydrological
forecasting

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
MAN  Oron
Weather
Station  and
Automated
Weather
Station

Exposing  the
cadets to the real
life  situation
using
meteorological
and hydrological
instruments
available  in  the
Academy.

Demonstrate
how  to  do  it
through
practical
application.

Discuss  the
relationship
between
meteorology
and hydrology

Explain  the
general
principles  of
forecasting 

General Objectives 2.0: Understand the meteorological elements
2 2.1 State  the  effects  of  the State  the Video  tabs  , Describe  the Demonstrate Explain  the



following  on  weather  and
climate

a. Latitude and longitude
controls

b. Earth  rotation  and
revolution

c. Amount  of
distribution  and  type
of precipitation

d. Temperature
e. Wind-speed  and

direction
f. Humidity
g. air pressure
h. sky condition  (cloudy

and clear)

effects  of  the
following  on
weather  and
climate

Latitude  and
longitude
controls

Earth  rotation
and revolution

Amount  of
distribution
and  type  of
precipitation
Temperature
Wind-speed
and direction
Humidity
air pressure
sky  condition
(cloudy  and
clear)

Overhead
projector

uses  of  the
various
instruments  for
meteorological
measurement.

the uses of the
various
instruments
through
practical
application.

term
Meteorological
Station  and
Automated
Weather Station

General Objectives 3.0: Understand the water cycle
3 3.1 Explain   the  hydrologic

cycle and the importance of
accurate  meteorological
data  in  soil  and  water
conservation

Define  the
hydrologic
cycle.
Explain  what
meteorological
data is and  its
importance

Chalk  or
magic  board
cardboard
drawings,
slides.

illustrate  the
precipitation,
evaporation,
transpiration  and
evapotranspiration
as  they  apply  to
crop growth

Give  the
illustrations  of
the  items  in
relation  to
water
requirements
for  crop
growth

Chalk or magic
board
cardboard
drawings,
slides. 



General Objectives 4.0; Discuss the various forms of precipitations
4.1 Explain  the  types  and

mechanisms of formation
4.2 Describe the mechanisms of

formation of precipitation’s
stated above

4.3 Distinguish  between
various  forms  of
precipitation - drizzle,  rain,
glaze, sleet, show and hail.

4.4 Recognize  the  basic
instruments  for  the
measurement  of
precipitation.

4.5 Outline  the  working  and
operation  of  rain  gauges
such as recording and non-
recording gauge.

4.6 Outline  the  sources  of
errors  in  reading  these
instruments.

4.7 Explain  the  need  to
establish  a  network  of
gauge stations in an area.

4.8 Outline  the  sources  of
errors  in  reading  these
instruments.

4.9 Explain  the  need  to
establish  a  network  of

Explain  the
mechanisms of
formation  of
precipitation,
forms  of
precipitation, 
Lecture
Explain how to
take  readings
using  the  rain
gauge,
anemometer,
thermometer,
psychomotor,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Chalk  or
magic  board
cardboard
drawings,
slides.
Meteorological
measuring
instruments.

Use
meteorological
and  hydrological
instruments
available  in  the
Academy

 Take  accurate
meteorological
readings  using
various measuring
instruments

Demonstrate
the  use  of  the
instrument
through
practical
application.

Demonstrate
how  to  take
readings  with
rain  gauge,
anemometer,
thermometer,
psychomotor,
etc  and
supervise
students  to  do
the same

Explain  the
types  and
mechanisms  of
formation
Distinguish
between
various  forms
of  precipitation
-  drizzle,  rain,
glaze,  sleet,
show and hail



gauge stations in an area.

4.10 Describe the factors to be
considered  in  siting  or
locating gauges

General Objectives 5.0: Discuss the measurement of precipitation
5 5.1Calculate  monthly  and

annual  rainfall  figures,
mean  rainfall,  mean
monthly  temperature  and
relative humidity

5.1 Explain
how  to
calculate
the
necessary
figures
from
standard
meteorolog
ical data

Chalk  or
magic  board,
cardboard
drawings.
Standard  data
sets

calculate  the
monthly  rainfall,
temperature  and
relative  humidity
figures  from  data
sets  and  charts
and  how  such
information  can
be  used  in  crop
production

Supervise
students  in
calculating
monthly  and
annual  rainfall
figures  using
data collected.

show  how
such  data  can
be  used  to
manage  crop
production
systems

Explain  ways
to  calculate
monthly  and
annual  rainfall
figures,  mean
rainfall,  mean
monthly
temperature
and  relative
humidity

General Objectives 6.0: Understand the precipitation analysis and integrated hydro-meteorological system
6 6.1 )  Describe  forecasting

techniques  in  meteorology
and hydrology

6.2 Explain  the  term  numeric
weather  prediction  as  it
relates to forecasting

6.3 Describe  the  term  now
casting  (that  is  short  term
prediction

Describe
forecasting
techniques  in
meteorology
and hydrology

Explain  the
term  numeric
weather
prediction as it
relates  to

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

show   how  a
sound  prediction
can  be  done
numerically

Demonstrate
sound
prediction
using  weather
maps

Describe
forecasting
techniques  in
meteorology
and hydrology
Using
automated
weather station



forecasting

Describe  the
term  now
casting (that is
short  term
prediction

General Objectives 7.0: Understand the precipitation analysis and integrated hydro-meteorological system
7 7.1 Explain  precipitation

climatology

7.2 Differentiate  between
annual,  intra-annual  and
daily variations

7.3 Discuss  the  trends  in
precipitation  and  intensity
duration relationships

Explain
precipitation
climatology

Differentiate
between
annual,  intra-
annual  and
daily
variations

Discuss  the
trends  in
precipitation
and  intensity
duration
relationships

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
MAN  Oron
Meteorological
station  and
Automated
Weather
Station

Using  related
meteorological
measuring
instruments  to
measure
precipitation

Demonstrate
how  to  do  it
using
meteorological
measuring
instrument and
automated
weather
station

Explain
precipitation
climatology

Differentiate
between
annual,  intra-
annual  and
daily variations

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total

Theoretical 30 40 70%
Practical 10 20 30%



Department/Programme:   NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN
HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course  Code:  HWR
126

Contact Hours: 1 – 0 - 1

Subject/Course:    INTRODUCTION  TO
HYDROGEOLOGY

Theory:      1  hours/week

Year: ND II Semester: 2ND   Pre-requisite: Practical:   1 hours/week

1.0 Goal: The course is designed to familiarize student to the occurrences of ground water distribution and their uses.
General Objectives:

2.0 Understand the occurrences of ground water distribution and their uses.
3.0 Understand factors that affect water movement in soils.
4.0 Know the principles of groundwater investigation/exploration.
5.0 Understand the principles of groundwater exploitation.
6.0 Understand the chemical characteristics of groundwater.



PROGRAMME: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course:    INTRODUCTION  TO
HYDROGEOLOGY

Course Code: HWR 126 Contact Hours:  1 – 0 – 1

Course Specification: Theoretical Content:  1 hrs Practical Content: 1 hrs

Week

1-2

General Objective 1.0: Understand the occurrences of ground water distribution and their uses.

Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

1.1 Explain the occurrences of
groundwater 

1.2 Describe how groundwater
resources can be used.

1.3 Describe how groundwater
affects  engineering
construction.

Explain  the occurrences
of groundwater 
Explain  the  usage  of
groundwater 
Explain  how
groundwater  affects
engineering construction

Instructional
Manual.

Geological
maps,
geological
hammer,
GPS,
compass

Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc..

 illustrate  ground
water sources

 Visit  construction
sites

 Develop
practical
manual  for
fieldworks and
exercises  in
this course.

 Prepare
practical  as
indicated  in
the manual

 Develop
manual  and
filed  visit
guides

Explain  the
occurrences
of
groundwater
and uses.

Week General Objective 2.0:Understand factors that affect water movement in soils

3-6 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning Teacher Resources
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Outcome: Activities

 2.1 Name the factors that affect
the  movement  of  water  in
soils.

2.2   Define each of the factors
in 2.1 above.

2.3   Define aquifers

2.4   List  different  types  of
aquifers  (aquiclude,  aquitard,
aquifuge)

2.5   Illustrate  flow patterns  in
different types of aquifers.

 Explain  factors
affecting  the
movement of water
in soils.

 Explain  different
types of aquifer.

 Explain  flow
patterns in aquifers

Instructional
Manual.

Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture  notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc.

  

Week General Objective 3.0:   Know the principles of groundwater investigation/exploration.

Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Resources

7 3.1 List  the  different  types  of
groundwater  investigation
techniques

 Explain  different
types  of
groundwater
investigation
techniques.

Instructional
Manual.

 Recomm
ended
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard

 Collect  field  data
from  resistivity  and
other techniques.

 Interpret  field  data
using  manual  and
computer
interpretations

Guide  students  to
Carry  out
resistivity method.

Interpret field data

Explain   the
different
types  of
groundwater
investigation
techniques
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PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc.

8 3.2 Explain each of the types in
3.1 above, e.g, electrical and
electromagnetic   seismic
retraction etc.

 Explain  electrical
resistivity,  seismic,
electro-magnetic
etc,  filed  methods
and interpretation.

Instructional
Manual.

 Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc.

Demonstrate  and  collect
field data from resistivity
and other techniques. 

Interpret field data using
manual  and  computer
interpretation

Carry  out
resistivity method.

Interpret field data

Explain
types
electrical
and
electromagn
etic   seismic
retraction 

General Objective 4.0: Understand the principles of groundwater exploitation.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

9 4.1 Define water table
4.2 Explain  the  factors  that

affect aquifer yield.

 Explain water table
with diagram

 Solve  calculations
based  problem  to
illustrate  well
hydraulics.

 Instructional
Manual.

 Recommend
ed
textbooks, e-
books,
lecture
notes,

  Define water
table and 
explain  the
factors  that
affect
aquifer
yield.
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PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc

10 4.3 Illustrate  the  various
methods  of  ground  water
exploitation  e.g.  bore-hole,
shallow  wells,  deep  wells,
open  wells,  infiltration
galleries, artesian wells,.

Explain  the  various
methods  of  ground
water exploitation

Instructional
Manual.

Recommende
d textbooks, e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  Explain  the
various
methods  of
ground water
exploitation

   11 4.4 List  various  drilling
equipment

Explain  the  various
drilling  equipment  and
their uses

Instructional
Manual.

Recommende
d textbooks, e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip

Illustrate  List
various  drilling
equipment

Show  the
mechanism
of   the
operation
of  various
drilling
equipment 

Explain  the
various
drilling
equipment
and  their
uses
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charts, etc.

   12 4.5 Describe  methods  of
artificial recharge.

Explain  artificial
recharge

Instructional
Manual.

Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  Describe
methods  of
artificial
recharge.

General Objective 5.0:Understand the chemical characteristics of groundwater.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Resources

   13

5.1 Name  the  sources  of
impurities in groundwater

5.2 Identify  the  causes  of
specific types of impurities.

5.3 Explain the possible methods
of  preventing  groundwater
pollution and contamination.

5.1 Explain sources of
impurities  in
groundwater

5.2 Identify  the
sources  of
pollution.

5.3 Explain  methods
of  preventing
groundwater
pollution  to  wells
e.g grouting, deep
placement  of
screens etc.

 Instructional
Manual.

 Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board, etc.

T
ransportation.
Field  water
quality  testing

Demonstrate   the
sources of impurities in
groundwater

Show  the  causes  of
specific  types  of
impurities.

Show  the  possible
methods  of  preventing
groundwater  pollution
and contamination.

Prepare  relevant
guides on the visit
and  explain  the
different  sources
of pollution

Name  the
sources  of
impurities  in
groundwater
Explain  the
causes  of
specific
types  of
impurities
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equipment

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will
make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.

Competency:    Students expected to have in depth knowledge of ground water location, movement, quality and harnessing Techniques.

Reference: 1.  Hydrogeology (1959) Wister G. O. John Wiley

                          2.  Hydrogeology (1966) Davis S.W. John Wiley
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Department/Programme:   NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN
HYDROLOGY  AND  WATER
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course  Code:  HWR
127

Contact Hours: 1 – 0 - 4

Subject/Course:   Basic Principles of Surveying Theory:  1  hours/week

Year: ND I Semester: 1st Pre-requisite: Practical:   4 hours/week

General Objectives
1.0 Know fundamental concepts of surveying
2.0 Appreciate surveying trigonometry
3.0 Know basic survey drawing techniques
4.0 Understand leveling
5.0 Know traversing
6.0 Know triangulation
7.0 Know tachometry
8.0 Understand the procedure and methods of third order theodolite and total station traversing.
9.0 Understand the basic principles and methods of using total station and GIS Equipment.
10.0 Understand problems involved in producing contoured plans.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course:   Basic  Principles  of
Surveying

CODE: HWR 127 CONTACT HOURS:   1 – 0 - 4

Goal:  The student on completion of  this  course should  have a sound understanding of  basic  principles  of  surveying and be able  to
undertake field surveying required fo rHydrology Water Resources Management

Course Specification: THEORETICAL CONTENT PRACTICAL CONTENT

Week General Objective 1.0: Know the fundamental concepts of surveying.

Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Define Surveying
1.2 Distinguish  between  the

following  major  divisions
of surveying:

(i) geodetic surveying
(ii) plane surveying

1.3 State  the  uses  of  plane
surveying (e.g. maps    and
plans,  geographical,
geological  engineering,
military purpose etc,).

1.4  Explain the three stages of
surveying process.
(i) reconnaissance
(ii)  observation  and
measurement
(iii) presentation

1.5 Illustrate  the  basic
principles  of  surveying
measurements  (linear  and

1.1 Develop  instructional
manual  for  teaching
this course.

1.2 Explain  the
fundamental  concepts
of surveying.

1.3 Explain  the  relevance
of surveying to mining
industry  and  the
various  professions
where  surveying  is
significant

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen, Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  Distinguish
between  the
following
major
divisions  of
surveying:
(i)  geodetic
surveying
(ii)  plane
surveying
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angular)
1.6 State  the  branches  of

surveying  in  mineral
exploration  and
exploitation.

General Objective 2.0: Appreciate surveying trigonometry.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

Evaluation

2 2.1 Review  trigonometric
ratios of common angles.

2.2  Solve problems involving
triangles  (sine  rule,  cosine
rule,  area  of  triangle,
Napier's tangent rule).

2.1 Revise  trigonometric
ratios  and  solve
problems  involving
triangles

2.2 Evaluate the students
In  Solving  problems
involving  triangles
(sine rule, cosine rule,
area  of  triangle,
Napier's tangent rule).

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen, Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  

General Objective 3.0: Know basic survey drawing techniques
Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Resources

3 3.1 Explain  the  use  of  scales
and  handling  of  other
drawing instruments.

3.1 Explain  the  use  of
basic  survey  drawing
techniques

3.2 Evaluate the students

a. Instructional
Manual.

b. Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture notes,
Whiteboard,

a. Identify  all  the
drawing
instruments
(compasses,
dividers,
protractors,  set
squares,  pencil,
etc.) 

a. Develop
practical
manual  for
laboratory/
workshop
exercises  in
this course.

b. Prepare

Explain  the
use of scales
and
handling  of
other  draw-
ing
instruments.
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PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

b. Demonstrate  the
simple  procedure
for ink-drawing and
lettering techniques

practical  as
indicated  in
the manual

General Objective 4.0: Understand leveling

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

Evaluation

4-5 4.1 Define leveling
4.2 Explain  the  following

terms  related  to  leveling:
datum;  level  surface,  line
of  collimation,  mean  sea
level, bench mark.

4.3 Describe the basic principle
of leveling

4.4 Explain  the  following
leveling procedure:
(a) compound leveling
(b) flying level
(c) profile leveling
(d) reciprocal leveling.

4.5 Explain  the  reduction  of
leveling results by

(a) rise and fall method, and 

(b)  height  of  collimation
method.

4.6 Describe the effect of each
curvature  and  atmospheric
refraction on leveling.

4.1 Explain  the  terms
related to leveling

4.2 Describe  basic
principles of leveling

4.3 Evaluate the students
4.8 Explain  the  following

leveling procedure:
(a) compound leveling
(b) flying level
(c) profile leveling
(d)  Reciprocal
leveling.

4.9 Explain  the  reduction
of leveling results by

(a)  rise  and  fall  method,
and 

(b)  Height  of  collimation
method.

4.4 Describe  the  effect  of
each  curvature  and
atmospheric  refraction
on leveling

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen, Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, 

Practical
Manual.

Theodolite,
ranging  rods,
ranging  staff,
survey  record
book etc.

Measure horizontal and
vertical  angels  using
theodolite.

 Develop
practical
manual  for
laboratory/w
orkshop
exercises  in
this course.

 Prepare
practical  as
indicated  in
the manual.

 Identify
working
components
of theodolite
and measure
horizontal
and  vertical
angles  with
theodolite.

Explain  the
following
terms.
principle  of
leveling
 datum;
level
surface,  line
of
collimation,
mean  sea
level,  bench
mark.
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4.7 State  typical  errors  that
may occur in leveling.

General Objective 5.0: Know traversing

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

 Evaluation

7 5.1 Define Traversing.
5.2 Describe  the  principle  of

traversing
5.3 Explain  the  methods  of

adjustment  of  closed
traverses,  -  Bowditch
method and transit method.

5.4 Perform  calculations  of
bearings, distances and Co-
ordinates  from  traverse
surveys

5.1 Explain the concept of
traversing

5.2 Solve  problems  of
bearings, distances and
coordinates  from
traverse surveys.

a. Instructional
Manual.

b. Recommend
ed
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

  Describe the
principle  of
traversing

General Objective 6.0: Know triangulation
Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Evaluation

8 6.1 Define triangulation
6.2 Describe  the  principle  of

triangulation
6.3 State  application  of

triangulation
6.4 Enumerate  other

parameters of triangulation
such  as  selection,

6.1 Describe  the
triangulation
principles  and  its
methods  of
measurement

6.2 Asses the students

a. Instructional
Manual.

b. Recommende
d  textbooks,
e-books,
lecture notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint

  Describe the
principle  of
triangulatio
n
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beaconing,  numbering  of
triangulation  stations,
baseline,  azimuth
determination, extension of
connected  triangles,
angular  repetition,
reciprocal  observations,
angular  misclosures,  field
measurement checks etc.

6.5 Explain  methods  of
measurement  of
triangulation  angles  (re-
iteration  and  repetition
methods)

6.6 Explain  methods  for
adjusting  values  of
triangulation  angles
(triangle,  braised
quadrilateral and polygonal
adjustments).

6.7 Write  angular observations
in conventional forms.

6.3 Explain  methods
of measurement of
triangulation  an-
gles  (re-iteration
and  repetition
methods)

6.4 Explain  methods
for  adjusting
values  of
triangulation
angles  (triangle,
braised
quadrilateral  and
polygonal
adjustments).

Write  angular
observations  in
conventional forms

Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

Explain
methods  of
measuremen
t  of
triangulatio
n angles (re-
iteration and
repetition
methods)

General Objective 7.0: Know tacheometry
Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Evaluation

9 7.1 Define tachometry
7.2 Describe  the  principle  of

the  stadia-system  (fixed-
hair  and  sub  tense
tacheometers)

7.3 Describe the determination
of tachometric constants.

7.4 Describe  the  sub  tense

7.1 Explain  the  concept
tachometry,

7.2 Describe  the
determination  of
tachometric  constants
and 

7.3 Describe  sub  tense
system

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes,
Whiteboard,
PowerPoint

 Conduct  a
tachometric
exercise.

 Determine
tachometric
constants from field
measurement.

 Plot  contours  from

 Develop
practical
manual  for
laboratory/
workshop
exercises  in
this course.

 Prepare

Define
tachometry
Describe the
principle  of
the  stadia-
system
(fixed-hair
and  sub
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system
7.5 Outline  the  optical  wedge

system.
7.6 Explain  tachometric

methods  for  plotting
contours

7.4 Asses the students Projector,
Screen, Magnetic
board,  flip
charts, etc.

tachometric
measurements  in
7.8 above.

practical  as
indicated  in
the manual

tense
tachometers

Staff

Ranging
Poles

10 7.7 Observe  small  vertical
angles  precisely  by
repetition.

7.8Determine  horizontal
distance  using  vertical
stage and tachometer.

7.9Explain  the  special
characteristics  and  use  of
self reducing tachometers.

7.10 Measure  distances
using  a  theodolites  as
tachometer.

7.11 Determine  spot-heights
and  survey  detail  by
tachometry.

Illustrate  with  good
examples  activities  in  1.1
to 1.5 and ask the students
to  solve  problems  on
them.

Assess the student

Engineer’s level

Field book

Compass,
drawing  paper,
scales,  pencil,
rules, eraser

a. Carry out compass
traversing  of  a
closed figure

b. Produce  the  plan
and make graphical
adjustment.

a. Demonstrat
e  compass
traversing
and  direct
the  student
to  produce
plan.

Determine
horizontal
distance
using
vertical
stage  and
tachometers.
Explain  the
special
characteristi
cs  and  use
of

Week General Objective 8.0: Understand the procedure and methods of third order theodolite and total station traversing.

11 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

8.1 List  specifications  for
measurement of angles and
distance.

8.2 Determine  bearings  and
tolerable linear and angular

8.10 List  specifications
for  measurement  of
angles and distance.

8.11 Determine
bearings and tolerable

Theodolite 

Tapes

 Identify the various
items  of  equipment
used  in  theodolite
and  total  station
traversing.

 Supervise
the  use  of
traversing.

 Direct  the
students  to

 Theodo
lite,  total
station,
targets,
poles,
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misclosures  for  secondary
and tertiary traverses.

8.3 Explain  the  need  for
connection  to  and
procedure  for  verification
of existing controls.  

8.4 Describe  field  method  of
traversing  using  surface
taping.

8.5 Explain  the  various
precautions  in  field
measurements.

8.6 Describe  the  field  checks
applicable.

8.7 Use  the  force  centering
equipment  explaining
special advantage thereof.

8.8  Explain  the  role  of
theodolite  and total  station
traversing  in  provision  of
control for surveys.

8.9  Carry  out  traverse  using
surface  taping  2.1.   Verify
the  control  to  which  the
survey 2.9 is connected, the
surveying  of   adjacent
details  (by  radiation  and
intersection), computing the
traverse,  adjusting
distances,  bearings and co-
ordinates,  and producing  a
plan in ink 

linear  and  angular
misclosures  for
secondary and tertiary
traverses.

Explain the need for.

8.12 Describe  field
method  of  traversing
using surface taping.

8.13 Explain  the
various precautions in
field measurements.

8.14 Describe  the  field
checks applicable.

8.15 Use  the  force
centering  equipment
explaining  special
advantage thereof.

8.16  Explain  the  role
of theodolite and total
station  traversing  in
provision  of  control
for surveys.

 Carry out traverse using
surface taping 2.1.  Verify
the  control  to  which  the
survey  2.9  is  connected,
the surveying of  adjacent
details  (by  radiation  and
intersection),  computing
the  traverse,  adjusting
distances,  bearings  and
co-ordinates,  and

 Carry out theodolite
traversing  of  the
roads  surrounding
the school Compute
and  plot  the
traverse.

use  reduced
bearing  and
distances  to
plot  a
traverse.

drawing 
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producing a plan in ink
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General Objective: 9.0 Understand the basic principles and methods of using total station and GIS Equipment.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

12 9.1 Describe  a  total  station  and  its
accessories.

9.2 Compare  total  station  with  a
theodolite.

9.3 Explain the working principles of
a total station.

9.4 Describe  the  procedures  of
observation with a total station.

9.5 Carry out a simple survey using a
total station. 

9.6 Retrieve the measured data from
a total  station field data on to a
PC.

9.7 Process the data from the PC.
9.8 Plot the plan of the surveyed area

manually.
9.9 Describe  the  various  types  of

GPS  equipment  e.g.  hand  held
and tripod types.

9.10 Explain  the  working
principles of GPS.

9.11 Carry  out  GPS  observations
on selected points.

Illustrate  with  good
examples  activities
in 9.1 to 9.11.

Total station

Targets

Computer

GPS

Software
Paper,
pencil,
eraser.

Theodolite,
staff.

Use theodolite along with
staff  to  obtain  distances
and heights.

Use total station to obtain
values

Supervise  the  use
of  theodolites  as
in  tachometric
surveys.

Describe  a
total  station
and  its
accessories.

Retrieve  the
measured
data  from  a
total  station
field data on
to a PC.

General Objective: 10.0   Understand problems involved in producing contoured plans.
Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teacher
Activities

Evaluation

13 5.1 Name  the  different  reference
Illustrate with good

 Lev   Explain
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directions for contoured plan.
5.2 Explain basic need for heights in

topographical  Engineering  and
Township Surveys.

5.3 Illustrate optimum distribution of
spot heights for contoured plans.

5.4 Describe  the  use  of  grids  of
levels.

5.5 Carry  out  contouring  at  0.5m
vertical  interval  from a mesh of
spot heights.

examples
activities  in
5.1 to 5.5.

els
 The

odolite

basic  need
for  heights
in
topographica
l
Engineering
and
Township
Surveys.

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will
make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.

Revision : 2 weeks.  Revise main topics, give worked examples etc.

References : Surveying for Engineers (1994) Uren J  Macmillan and Price WF, Setting Out Procedures (1998) Sonlorove BM

Butterworth Heinemann.

Competency: The student who completes this unit should be proficient in using levels and theodolites, capable of undertaking simple surveys and
be able to set out buildings with confidence.

STUDENTS’ INDUSTRIAL WORK EXPERIENCE SCHEME (SIWES)
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PROGRAMME: WATER RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY
COURSE: INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
DURATION: 4 MONTHS

TASK INVESTORY
1.0 Goal: The industrial training is designed to familiarize student the structure of organization and management in hydrology and

water resourses.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of the Industrial Training Scheme, the students should be able to    

1.0 Understand the objectives and structure of the organization.
2.0 Understand simple operational knowledge of hydrological data collections.
3.0 Understand the methods of data management in hydrology and water resources.
4.0 Understand the use of basic instruments in hydrological data collection. 
5.0 Understand the geomorphologic processes affecting water resources.
6.0 Understand the basic aspects of groundwater level and groundwater flow measurements and as well conduct pumping 

             test
7.0 Acquire practical skills in areas of surveying relevant to civil engineering
8.0 Understand the preparation of water resources account
9.0 Acquire basic skills in the analysis of water and waste water.
10.0 Understand the maintenance and management of gauge stations and equipment handling in hydrology and water 

             resources.
11.0 Appreciate the importance of keeping accurate record of work experience.
12.0 Appreciate the importance of the host company’s monitoring SIWES students.
13.0 Appreciate the importance of polytechnic’s supervision SIWES student as related to his Professional training
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Course: Industrial Training Course Code: HWR 128 Duration: 4 Months

Course Specification: Theoretical Content

General Objective 1.0: Understand the objective and structure of the organization

Week Specific Learning Outcome Teachers Activities Resources

1.1 List the objectives of the organization.

1.2 Draw the organization chart/organogram of the company.

1.3 Maintain cordial relationship with the members of staff.

1.4 Make safe and adequate use of equipment,  instruments,
tools and materials

1.5 Put on appropriate clothing

1.6  Record  and  maintain  a  log-book  of  his  day-to-day
activities

•  Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request  and mark  reports,  Grade report  and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 2.0: Understand simple operational knowledge of hydrological data collection

Week Specific Learning Outcome Teachers Activities Resources

2.1 list the types of data in hydrology and water resources.

2.2   list the sources of hydrological data

2.3 itemize  the  problems encountered  and the  limitation  of
hydrological data.

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request  and mark  reports,  Grade report  and
submit to SIWES office
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Course Specification: Theoretical Content

General Objective: 3.0 Understand the methods of data management in hydrology and water resources.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

1.1 Explain the importance of hydrologic data

3.2 . Explain the methods of data preservation in hydrology-
hard and soft data.

Supervise the students on monthly basis to check
logbook  in  accordance  with  the  expectations
here

•  Request  and  mark  reports,  Grade  report  and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 4.0: Understand the use of basic instruments in Hydrology and water Resources.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

4.1   Give   some  basic  background  on  the  use  of  basic
instruments-  rain  gauges,  current  meter,  evaporimetres,
sunshine dial, thermometers, etc..

4.2 Use different  instruments

4.3    Explain  the   errors   encountered  in  the  use  of  these
instruments..

4.4 Explain the problems encountered while comparing results
from different instruments of different models and different
calibration.

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports, Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

Course: Industrial Training Course Code: Duration:  4
Months
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Course Specification: Theoretical Content

General Objective 5.0:  understand the geomorphological processes affecting water resources and basin hydrology.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

5.1 Perform the following on soil  with appropriate  tools and
equipment  sieve analysis,  , hydrometer,  rate  of erosion,
sediment load, sediment yield.. 

5.2 Draw curves and compute appropriate data for the above
tests.

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports, Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 6.0:  understand the basic aspects of groundwater level and flow measurements as well as conduct pumping
test.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

6.1  Perform  groundwater  flow  experiment  on  well  cuttings
using appropriate equipment.

6.2  Measure  changes in groundwater levels from shallow and
boreholes. 

6.3 Participate in well drilling and development  exercises 

6.4 Prepare borehole log.

6.5  Perform  hydraulic draw down, specific yield and  pumping
test  

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

Course Specification: Theoretical Content

General Objective 7.0: Acquire practical skills in areas of surveying relevant to civil engineering.
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Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

7.1  Carry  out  jobs  involving  the  use  of  the  following
instruments,  chains,  tape;  ranging  poles,  optical  squares,
level; theodolites, total station, digital levels, EDM etc.

7.2 Carry out profile leveling and cross-sections

7.3 Extra setting out details and data from plan.

7.4 Set out frame work for bridges, drainage, building, roads,
etc. from known reference point.

7.5 Compute bearings and coordinates of points from horizontal
angle measurements.

7.6 Reduce levels of various points.

7.7 Plot plan, cross-section, profiles and contours.

7.8 Determine areas and volumes from survey data.

raSupervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 8.0: Understand the preparation of water resource account.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

8.1 Get acquainted with the components of water budget .

8.2 Estimate runoff.

8.1 Estimate rainfall.

8.3 Estimate evaporation.

8.4 Compute water Budget..

8.5 Draw  water budget graphs

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office
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Course Specification: Theoretical Content

General Objective  9: Acquire basic skills in the analysis of water and waste.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

12.1 Carry out the following tests on water samples:

a. Physical tests e.g.colour, odor and TDS and taste.

b. Chemical tests e.g. hardness, salinity, PH etc.

c. Bacteriological test e.g. coliform count.

12.2 Carry  out  biochemical  test  on waste  water  (BOD) and
COD).

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General  Objective  10.0:  Understand the maintainace  of  gauge station and equipment handling in hydrology and water
resources.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

13.1  Identify the factors involved in the selection of gauge
sites. 

13.2 Install hydrometry equipment.

13.3 Carry out basic readings from these equipment. 

13.4 Identify basic principles of equipment handling.

Supervise  the  students  on  monthly  basis  to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

•  Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 11.0: Appreciate the importance of keeping accurate record of work experience.

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources
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15.1 collect design data: tables charts, standards and codes.

15.2  Collect  sample  drawings  of  projects  for  study and  report
writing.

15.3 Draw programme of works.

15.4 Obtain project cost estimates.

15.5 Collect equipment and instruments Specifications.

15.6 Write concise report on training experience in good, simple
and clear English.

Supervise the students on monthly basis to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

• Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 12.0: Appreciate the importance of host company’s monitoring SIWES students

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

16.1 Supervise training scheme of students.

16.2 Check reports during and after training duration

16.3 Comment on reports and performances of students

16.4 Scope student participation.

Supervise the students on monthly basis to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here

• Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office

General Objective 13.0: Appreciate the importance of polytechnic supervision of SIWES student as relates to his professional
training

Week Special Learning Objective: Teachers Activities Resources

17.1 Supervise training scheme.

17.2 Assess performance on training scheme of:

a. student

Supervise the students on monthly basis to
check  logbook  in  accordance  with  the
expectations here
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b. host company
17.3 Grade the reports.

• Request and mark reports Grade report and
submit to SIWES office
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Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT 

Course Code: HWR 231 Credit Hours: 3

Course:  Introduction  to  Water
Resources Management 1

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 2

Semester: 1 Practical: 1

1.0 Course Main Aim/Goal:  Goal:  The course is designed to provide students with the scope and concept of water resources
management

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On Completion of this course the students will be able to
1.0 Understand the scope and concept of water resources management
2.0 Understand the concept of water budget
3.0 Understand the concept of surface runoff
4.0 Understand the impact of human interference on water balance 
5.0 Understand the principle of water allocation and balancing demand and supply
6.0 Estimate urban water demand and pricing of urban water
7.0 Estimate agricultural water demand and yield response due to water shortage
8.0 Estimate environmental water requirements
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Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course: Introduction to Water Resources Management 1 Course Code: HWR 231 CH/CU Hour:

Goal:
General Objectives 1.0: Understand the scope and  concept of  Water Resources Management
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1-2 1.1 Discuss  the  origin
and  characteristics
of water resources.

1.2 ii.  Explain  the
concept  of  water
cycle  and
integrated  water
development.

1.3 iii.  Discuss  the
approaches  to
water  resources
sustainability.

1.4 iv.  Highlight  the
institutional aspects
of  water  resources
development.

1.1 Explain  the
concept  of
water  cycle,
and
integrated
water
resources
management
and  the
characteristi
cs  of  water
as  well  as
the
approaches
to  water
resources
sustainabilit
y+.

Charts,
White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Identify  different
water resources
ii.  Explain  the
concept  of  water
cycle  and
integrated  water
resources mgt
iii.  Identify  the
methods  of  water
resources
sustainability
iv.  Explain  the
institutional
aspects  of  water
resources mgt. 

Show samples of
different  water
resources  and
draw  a  diagram
of  the  water
cycle  on  the
projector  or
white  board  to
aid  the
understanding of
the learners.

Discuss  the  origin
and  characteristics
of  water  resources
with  Practical
demonstrations  on
the  white  board  or
overhead  projector
in  the  hydrology
Lab.

General Objectives 2.0: Understand the Origin of Water Resources
3-4 2.1 Describe the origin

of water resources 
2.1 Describe  the

concept  of
Charts,
White  board,

illustrate  water
balance.

Draw  a  diagram
of  the  water

Describe  the  origin
of water resources 
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2.2 Explain  the
concept  of  water
balance 

2.3 Explain  the  forms
of  ground  water
resources

2.4 Explain  surface
water  and  their
forms

2.5 Explain  the
concept  of
catchment  yield
and  water
budgeting

2.6 Identify  the
impacts  of humans
on  the  water
balance

water
balance  and
the  forms  of
surface  and
ground water
occurrence.
Explain  the
concept  of
catchment
yield  and
water budget
and  the
impacts  of
humans  in
modifying
the  water
balance

Marker,
Duster,
Laptop,  chat
or table,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

ii.  Identify  the
forms  of  surface
and  ground  water
occurrence
ii.  Explain  the
concept  of
catchment  yield
and water budget.
iii.  Identify  the
methods  of  water
resources
sustainability
iv.  Explain  the
institutional
aspects  of  water
resources mgt. 

balance  on  the
projector  or
white  board  to
aid  the
understanding of
the  learners  and
list  the  factors
that  influence
catchment  yield
and  the  water
balance.

Explain the concept
of water balance 
Explain  the  forms
of  ground  water
resources

General Objectives 3.0: Understand the Water Allocation Principles
3-6 3.1 Describe  the

principles  of  water
allocation 

3.2 Explain  issues  in
water allocation

3.3 Estimate  the
balance  between
water  demand  and
supply

3.1 Identify  and
explain  the
principles  of
water
allocation
and   the
major  issues
in  water
allocation
and  estimate
water
demand  and
supply

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Illustrate   the
principles of water
allocation
ii.  Explain  issues
in water allocation
iii. Estimate water
demand  and
supply balance.

Take  students  to
Federal/State
water  boards for
practical
exposure them to
the  principles  of
water  allocation
and  estimate  of
water  demand
and  supply
balance
 Explain   the
principles   and

3.1 Describe the
principles of
water
allocation 

3.2 Explain
issues  in
water
allocation
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balance issues   involve
in  water
allocation  and
describe  the
methods  of
estimating  water
demand  and
supply balance

General Objectives 4.0: Understand Urban Water Demand
7-8 4.1 Describe  the

determinants  of
urban  water
demand

4.2 Identify  the
methods  of
estimating  urban
water demand

4.3 Discuss the method
of  determining  the
pricing  of  urban
water demand

4.1 List  and
explain  the
determinants
of  urban
water
demand and
the  methods
of estimating
urban  water
demand.

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Discuss  the
determinants  of
urban  water
demand.
ii.  Identify  the
methods  of
estimating  urban
water  demand
pricing.  

Give  worked
examples  in  the
class.

Describe  the
determinants  of
urban  water
demand

Identify  the
methods  of
estimating  urban
water demand
.

General Objectives 5.0: Understand Agricultural Water Demand
9-10 5.1 Identify  the

different
components  of
agricultural  water
demand

5.2 Explain
agricultural  yield
response to water

5.3 Determine  crop
water requirements

5.4 Determine

5.1 Explain  the
components
of
agricultural
water
demand  and
agricultural
yield
response  to
water
shortage  and

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

identify  the
components  of
agricultural  water
demand.
ii. Determine crop
water
requirements  and
yield  reduction
due  to  water
shortage.

Show   samples
of  different  crop
yield  in  varying
water  condition
on  the  projector
or   white  board
to  aid   the
understanding of
the students

Visits  major
agricultural  sites
under varying water
conditions  to
expose the students
to the subject 
matter.
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agricultural  yield
reduction  due  to
water shortage

discuss  crop
water
requirements
.

General Objectives 6.0: Understand Environmental Water Requirements
11-12 6.1 Highlight  the

different
components  of
environmental
water requirements

6.2 Explain  the
methods  of
quantifying
environmental
water requirements

6.1 Describe  the
different
components
of
environment
al  water
requirements
and  their
methods  of
quantificatio
n.  

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Identify  the
components  of
environmental
water
requirements.
Determine  the
methods  of
quantifying
environmental
water needs.

Demonstrate  the
components  of
environmental
water  needs  and
their  methods of
quantification on
the  white
boards/projectors

Give class exercises
to  evaluate  the
understanding  of
the  students  on
highlight  the
different
components  of
environmental
water requirements

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total
Theoretical 20 20 40
Practical 20 40 60%
Total 100%
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 Programme:  NATIONAL  DIPLOMA  IN
HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course  Code:  HWR
232 Total Contact Hours: 3

Course  Title:   Introduction  to  Hydro  data
Processing

HWR  232 Theoretical:  2 hours/week 

Semester: Three Pre-requisite:  Practical: 1 hours /week 

Course  Main  Aim/Goal:  Goal:  The  course  is  designed  to  provide  students  with  the  methods  of  data  collection,  processing,
classification and archiving in hydrology.
General Objectives:

On Completion of this course the students will be able to:

1.0 Understanding the basic methods of data collection, processing, classification and archiving in hydrology.

2.0 Understand issues associated with Hydrologic data.

3.0 Understand the techniques of measuring precipitation data, stream flow data, water quality data, and ground water data.

4.0 Understand the application of Geographic information Systems and Remote Sensing in Hydrologic data collection and
processing.
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Title:  Introduction to  Data Processing in
HydroMet.

Course Code: HWR 232 Total Contact Hours: 5

HWR 232 Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Semester: Three Practical:  3    hours /week

Theoretical Content Practical Content

General Objective 1.0:  Hydrologic Data 

Week/s Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s
activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s activities Evaluation

 General Objective: Collection of Hydrologic data

1.1 Describe  the  different
methods  of  collecting
Hydrologic data 

1.2 Classification  of
Hydrologic Data:

a. Time
oriented
data, 

b. Space
oriented
data 

c. Relation
oriented

Describe  the
different  methods
of  collecting
Hydrologic data 

Classification  of
Hydrologic Data:

d.
T

e.
a

Video tabs
,Overhead
projector,
White
Board 

1.1 Highlight  the
different methods of
collecting
hydrologic  such  as
direct  measurement,
remote  sensing  and
the  use  of  chemical
tracers

1.2  Identify and discuss
the  different  classes
of hydro data

At  the  weather
station,  demonstrate
how  rain  gauge  is
used  in  collecting
precipitation  data,
how  the  data  are
processed,  stored
and interpreted.

Describe
the
different
tools  used
for  data
Hydro
data
collection.
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data Relation

General Objective 2.0: Data validation in Hydrology 

Explain the following:
a. Levels of data validation
b. Primary validation
c. Secondary validation
d. Hydrologic validation
e. Validation of Climate data

Explain
the
following

Levels  of  data
validation
Primary
validation
Secondary
validation
Hydrologic
validation
Validation  of
Climate data

Video tabs
Overhead
projector,
White
Board 

a. Collect  the  of
erroneous data 

b. Show  the need for
data  validation  or
quality  control  in
hydrology 

 Visit to the weather
station  and
laboratory,
Demonstrate
Hydrologic  data
validation process.

Show  the
use  of
different
tools  used
for  data
Hydro
data
collection.

General Objective 3.0: Measurement and Processing of Precipitation data 
Explain the following:

3.1 Precipitation gauges
3.2 Rain gauges
3.3 Autographic rain gauge
3.4 Tippling bucket rain gauge
3.5 Precipitation  measurement  by

weather radar
3.6 Measurement  of  snow  data  and

properties by Remote Sensing
3.7 Processing of rainfall data
3.8 Spatial average of rainfall data
3.9 Storage of precipitation data in data

bank
3.10 Rain storm analysis

Describe
the
methods
of
measuring
precipitati
on  data
and
compute
precipitati
on data to
aid  the
students

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector 

a. Measure
precipitation data

b. Show  the
techniques  of
validation,
processing  of
precipitation  and
Spatial
consistency
check

a. Sketch or present
the  different
types  of  rain
gauge  standard
or  oriented  rain
gauge,  self
recording  rain
gauge,

b. Automotive  rain
gauge  with  data
lopper,
demonstrate  the
use  of  the  rain

Describe
the
methods
of
measuring
precipitati
on  data
and
compute
precipitati
on data.
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understan
ding.

gauge  in  respect
of  snow  and
precipitation data
collection

General Objective:4.0  Measurement and processing stream flow data

4.1 Measure River flow 
4.2 List types of station control
4.3 Use Main  element  of  stream

flow gauging station
4.4 Measure  and  record  river

slope
4.5 Use  Non-recording  of  river

stage gauges
4.6 Use  Depth  sounding  and

suspension equipment
4.7 Use Water level recorder

Explain  the
process  of
measuring a 
River flow 

List  types  of
station control,
stream  flow
gauging station,
and record river
slope
Explain  the  use
of  Non-
recording  of
river  stage
gauges
Use  Depth
sounding  and
suspension
equipment
Use Water level
recorder

  

Video
tabs,  ,
Overhead
projector,
White
Board 

illustrate  the  process  of
measuring a 
River flow 

Show  types  of  station
control,
stream  flow  gauging
station,
Record river slope
Use  Non-recording  of
river stage gauges
Use Depth sounding and
suspension equipment
Use Water level recorder

a. Show   the
techniques  of
acquisition  of
river stage data

b. Describe  the
techniques  of
acquisition  of
river  discharge
data

c. Illustrate  the
advanced
techniques  of
acquisition  of
river  discharge
data

In  a  given
sample
measure  a
flow of the
river.
Use  Depth
sounding
and
suspension
equipment
to measure
water dept
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General Objective 5.0 : Measurement and processing of water quality data

5.1 Define  Basics  of  water
quality

5.2 Collect Water quality data
5.3  Use  Water  quality

indicators
5.4 Analyze   water  quality

samples
5.5 Calculate Sediment  related

data processing of water
5.6 Process bed material data
5.7 Calculate  Water  quality

index

Explain the Basics
of water quality
Water quality data
Water  quality
indicators
Laboratory
analysis  of  water
quality samples
Sediment  related
data processing of

5.8 Processing
of  bed
material
data

Water  quality
index

  -

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector 

Use  the  different
techniques  of
acquisition,  validation
and processing of water
quality data. 

Employ  the  methods
above  in  measuring
water quality.

Show  techniques of
a  acquisition,
validation  and
processing  of  water
quality data
  
2. show  the methods
of  processing
sediment related data

3.  show  the  IHO
water  quality
standards and index.

4.  show  the  various
indicators  of  water
quality

 
Use
laboratory
to
investigate
water
quality
using
water
indicator 
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Do-
General Objective 6.0:  Ground water data

6.1 Collect Time invariant
ground water data

6.2 Collect  Time  variant
ground water data

6.3 Validate  ground water
data

6.4 Field  validation  of
ground water data

6.5 Calculate  Primary
validation

6.6 Secondary validation
6.7 Tertiary validation
6.8 Sample  ground  water

from  bore  wells  for
water quality analysis

6.9 Present  ground  water
quality data

6.10 Show
Reservoir  and  lake
data

 Explain  process  as
listed below:
invariant  ground  water
data
Time  variant  ground
water data
Validation  of  ground
water data
Field  validation  of
ground water data
Data entry validation
Primary validation
Secondary validation
Tertiary validation
Sampling ground water
from  bore  wells  for
water quality analysis
Presenting  ground
water quality data
Reservoir and lake data

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector 

Measure  invariant  ground
water data

Calculate  Time  variant
ground water data

Show  validation  of  ground
water data
Use Data entry validation of
Primary validation
Secondary validation
Tertiary validation

Analyze  Sampling  ground
water  from  bore  wells  for
water quality analysis
Present ground water quality
data reservoir and lake data

Guide  students
in  Measurement
of  invariant
ground  water
data

Ways  of
calculating Time
variant  and
ground  water
data

Show  validation
of  ground water
data
Use  Data  entry
validation of
Primary
validation
Secondary
validation
Tertiary
validation

Analyze
Sampling
ground  water
from bore  wells

In  a  given
sample
Calculate
Primary
validation
Secondary
validation
And
Tertiary
validation
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for water quality
analysis
Present  ground
water  quality
data  reservoir
and lake data

General Objective 7.0 : Acquisition and management of spatial data

7.1 Describe  the  methods  of
spatial data acquisition and
management.

7.2 Give examples of the types
of spatial data, (Point data,
Linear  data:-River,
Drainage  network,  Stream
profile-,  Area  Data:  River
Cross  Section,  Volumetric
data, Topographic maps

7.3 Identify  the  emerging
technologies  for  spatial
data  Acquisition  and
management  such  Remote
Sensing  (Physical
properties  of
Electromagnetic  Energy,
Interaction  of
Electromagnetic  Energy,
Basic  components  of  a
Remote  sensing  System,
Reflectance  characteristics
of  different  Objects  and
Digital image processing)

Describe  the
methods of  spatial
data  acquisition
and  identify  the
emerging
technologies  used
in the management
of
 Spatial data. 
Give  examples  of
the types of spatial
data,  (Point  data,
Linear data:-River,
Drainage  network,
Stream  profile-,
Area  Data:  River
Cross  Section,
Volumetric  data,
Topographic maps
Identify  the
emerging
technologies  for
spatial  data
Acquisition  and
management  such

Video
tabs,
Overhead
projector
ArcGIS
User
Guide,
GIS
Software,
Maps
Aerial
maps
Digital
maps.

a. Illustrate  spatial  data
and  types  of  spatial
data, the processes of
acquisition  and
management.

b. Show  the  emerging
technologies  (GIS
and  remote  sensing
technology)  used the
management  of
hydrologic  data
acquisition.  

7.4 Show  examples  of
the  types  of  spatial
data,  (Point  data,
Linear  data:-River,
Drainage  network,
Stream profile-, Area
Data:  River  Cross
Section,  Volumetric
data,  Topographic
maps

c. Classify  the
emerging
technologies  for

Describes
spatial  data  and
types  of  spatial
data,  the
processes  of
acquisition  and
management.
Identify  the
emerging
technologies
(GIS and remote
sensing
technology)
used  the
management  of
hydrologic  data
acquisition.  
Give  examples
of  the  types  of
spatial  data,
(Point  data,
Linear  data:-
River,  Drainage
network,  Stream
profile-,  Area

Describe
the
methods
of  spatial
data
acquisition
and
manageme
nt.
Give
examples
of  the
types  of
spatial
data,
(Point
data,
Linear
data:-
River,
Drainage
network,
Stream
profile-,
Area Data:
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7.4 List the emerging technologies
for spatial data Acquisition and
management  such  Remote
Sensing (Physical properties of
Electromagnetic  Energy,
Interaction  of Electromagnetic
Energy, Basic components of a
Remote  sensing  System,
Reflectance  characteristics  of
different  Objects  and  Digital
image processing)

Remote  Sensing
(Physical
properties  of
Electromagnetic
Energy, Interaction
of Electromagnetic
Energy,  Basic
components  of  a
Remote  sensing
System,
Reflectance
characteristics  of
different  Objects
and  Digital  image
processing).

spatial  data
Acquisition  and
management  such
Remote  Sensing
(Physical  properties
of  Electromagnetic
Energy, Interaction of
Electromagnetic
Energy,  Basic
components  of  a
Remote  sensing
System,  Reflectance
characteristics  of
different Objects and
Digital  image
processing)

Data:  River
Cross  Section,
Volumetric  data,
Topographic
maps
Identify  the
emerging
technologies  for
spatial  data
Acquisition  and
management
such  Remote
Sensing

River
Cross
Section,
Volumetric
data,
Topograph
ic maps

General Objective 8.0: Geographic Information System 
 

8.1 Outline the advantages of GIS ( Spatial
data representation, Map projection.

8.2 Describe  the  procedure  of  GIS
operations and spatial data analysis.

8.3 Outline the applications of GIS

Identif
y  the
advant
ages  of
GIS
and  its
applica
tions. 

Video tabs
,
Overhead
projector
QGIS
User
Guide
GIS
Software
Maps
Aerial
maps
Digital
maps 

 
Students  should  understand
GIS  application  in
hydrological data acquisition
and management

a. Display  the
different
projected
maps and its
features  in
the  GIS
Laboratory.
Also  discuss
GIS
application
in
hydrological
data
acquisition

Outline
the
advantages
of  GIS
(  Spatial
data
representat
ion,  Map
projection.

-Do-
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and
management

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total

Theoretical 20 20 40

Practical 20 40 60%

Total 100%

Programme:   NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code:  HWR 233 Credit Hours: 3 hour

Course:  Introduction to Watershed
Management

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week

Semester: Practical:

Course Main Aim/Goal: 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
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Programme:    NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: Introduction to Watershed Management Course  Code:

HWR 233
CH/CU Hour: 3

Goal:
General Objectives 1.0:  understand the scope and content of water shed management and its basic concepts
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Explain  the
meaning  of
watershed

1.2 Consider  the
definitions  of
watershed
management

1.3 Introduce  the
basic concepts of
watershed
management-
land  use,  eco-
hydrology, water
governance,
watershed
boundary
delineation,
water  resource
plan, etc.

1.4 Explain
watershed
management as a
subset  of
hydrology

Explain  the
meaning  of
watershed

Consider  the
definitions  of
watershed
management
Introduce  the
basic  concepts  of
watershed
management-land
use,  eco-
hydrology,  water
governance,
watershed
boundary
delineation, water
resource plan, etc.
Explain
watershed
management.

management  as  a
subset  of

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector

Identify  watershed
Hydrology  as  a
subset of hydrology

Mentions  the
definitions  of
watershed
Management
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1.5 Discuss  the
principles  of
sustainable water
distribution.

hydrology
Discuss  the
principles  of
sustainable  water
distribution

General Objectives 2.0: Understand  elementary modelling in  watershed management
2-3 2.1 Highlight  the

relevance  of
watershed
models  to
environmental
management.

2.2 Explain  rainfall
runoff relations

2.3 Discuss  the
black  box
models-  unit
hydrograph,
rationale
formulad

2.4 Discuss  the
Lumped models-
soil conservation
curve  number,
Stanford
watershed
model.

2.5 Discuss  the
Distributed
models-
unsteady state.

2.6 Explain  system
thinking  in

Highlight  the
relevance  of
watershed
models  to
environmental
management.

Explain  rainfall
runoff relations

Discuss the black
box  models-  unit
hydrograph,
rationale formula
Discuss  the
Lumped  models-
soil  conservation
curve
number,  Stanford
watershed model.
Discuss  the
Distributed
models-  unsteady
state.
Explain system 
thinking in 
hydrology

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Model
software

Use specific/
hypothetical  but
simple example to
demonstrate
software using the
black box, lumped
models  and
distributed
models.

Demonstrates
The software to
illustrate
rainfall-  runoff
relations

List  the  types  of
watershed models.
List  the  advantages
of system thinking in
watershed
management
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hydrology 
General Objectives 3.0: Understand causes and solutions to problems of soil erosion
4-5 3.1 Explain  the

processes  of  soil
erosion I: e rainfall,
surface  runoff,
rivers,  wind,  mass
movement.

3.2 Discuss  the  causes
of  soil  erosion  -
climate,  soil
characteristics,
agricultural
practices,  land  use
and  cover,
deforestation,
urbanization  and
roads,  land
degradation, etc.

3.3 Explain  the
methods  of
controlling  soil
erosion- windbreak,
terracing,
mulching,
monocropping,
crop rotation, etc.

3.4 Demonstrate  Soil
erosion  modelling
using the Universal
Soil  Loss  Equation
(USLE).

3.5 Explain  the

3.1 Discuss  the
agents  of  soil
erosion

3.2 Highlight  the
causes of  soil
erosion

3.3 Illustrates  the
control
methods

etc.
Explain  the
methods  of
controlling  soil
erosion-
windbreak,
terracing,
mulching,  mono-
cropping,  crop
rotation, etc.

Demonstrate  Soil
erosion  modeling
using  the
Universal  Soil
Loss  Equation
(USLE).
Explain the 
measurement of 

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Sediment
traps,
Erosion pins

a. Demonstrate
the  USLE
formular

b. Demonstrate
the  use  of
erosion  pins
and 

c. Sediment traps

Show  the
procedure  for
using  sediment
traps  and
erosion pins

a. Describe  the
processes  of
soil erosion.

b. Described
how to check
soil erosion
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measurement  of
soil erosion- Use of
sediment traps, Use
of erosion pins

soil erosion- Use 
of sediment traps,
Use of erosion 
pins

General Objectives 4.0: Understand the relationship between land use and water quality
6-7 4.1 Explain land use

types
4.2 Discuss the land

management
techniques

4.3 Discuss  the
problems  of
waste
management 

4.4 Discuss  river
siltation  and
sedimentation  of
open  water
bodies

4.5 Explain  the
quality of water-
physical,
biological  and
chemical
characterises  of
water

Identify  the
land use types

Emphasize  the
linkage  between
land  use  and
water pollution
Discuss  the
problems  of
siltation  of
tropical rivers and
reservoirs

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Chemical
reagents  and
appropriate
laboratory
apparatuses

a. Show  the
procedure
for
determinin
g  physical,
chemical
and
biological
properties
of water.

a. Highlight  the
linkage
between  land
use and water
pollution

General Objectives 5.0: understand the  causes and flood mitigation in the tropics
8-9 5.1 Discuss  the

nature of tropical
storms

5.2 Explain  Flood
generating

Discuss  the
nature  of
tropical
storms
Explain Flood

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,

Field trip Visit  to  flood
plains  design
and
administration
of questionnaire

What causes 
Flood?
Using  Least  Square
Method predict flood
for 5 years.
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mechanisms
5.3 Highlight  the

types of floods
5.4 Explain  the

negative impacts
of floods

5.5 Explain  the
positive  impacts
of floods

5.6 Discuss  Flood
damages

5.7 Explain  flood
mitigation
strategies.

5.8 Introduce
elementary flood
forecasting

generating
mechanisms
Highlight  the
types  of
floods
Explain  the
negative
impacts  of
floods
Explain  the
positive
impacts  of
floods
Discuss Flood
damages

Explain  flood
mitigation
strategies.
Introduce
elementary  flood
forecasting

Flood
forecasting
softwares

observation  of
flood damages
Field  testing  of
flood  relief
strategies.
 flood
forecasting
software
exposure  to
flood  routing
techniques

General Objectives 6.0: understand  causes of drought its mitigation and adjustment strategies
10-11 6.1 Classify drought

6.2 Highlight  the
causes  of
droughts-
climatic,
anthropogenic,
natural, etc.

6.3 Explain  the
Impacts  of
drought

6.4 Discuss  Drought

Classify drought
Highlight  the
causes  of
droughts

Climatic,
anthropogenic,
natural, etc.
Explain  the
Impacts  of
drought

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Rainfall  data
for a minimum
of 30 years

Estimate  dry  years
using  the
Standardized
Anomaly  Index
(SAI, RAI, SPI)
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Mitigation 
6.5 Examine  ways

of  adjusting  to
drought

Discuss  Drought
Mitigation 
Examine ways of
adjusting  to
drought

General Objectives 7.0: understand river basin management approaches
12-13 7.1 Explain the river

basin as a unit of
development

7.2 Explain
conjunctive
water use,

7.3 Discuss  the
concept  of
Integrated  river
basin
management
(IRBM)
approach

7.4 Introduce  to
river  basin
instrumentation 

Lecture White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Weather
Station
Meteorological
charts  and
graph sheets.

Demonstrate  the
methods  of
gauging,
estimating  and
calculating  basic
hydro
meteorological
variables.
Demonstrate  the
use  of  graphs  in
data presentation.

Introduce  them
to selected basin
instrumentation
using  both
analogue  and
automated
equipment.

What  is  conjuctive
water use?
Explain IRBM

General Objectives 8.0: understand the methods of water conservation
14-15 8.1 Explain  the

goals  of  water
conservations

8.2 Identify  and
discuss the types
of  water
conservation
strategies-social,
household,
commercial,

Explain  the
goals of water
conservations

Identify  and
discuss  the  types
of  water
conservation
strategies-social,
household,
commercial,

White board,
Marker, duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector

A  field  trip  to
Showing  the
methods  of  water
conservation  in
the  local
environment

Field
demonstration
of  the  local
water  storage
and
preservation
methods

How  can  you
conserve water?
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agricultural,
water re use.

agricultural

Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA  IN  HYDROLOGY
AND  WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 234 Credit Hours: 3.0

Course: WATER  QUALITY
ASSESSMENT

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 3

Semester: 3 Practical:

Course  Main  Aim/Goal:  This  course  is  designed  to  enable  students  acquire  the  necessary  knowledge  and  skill  water  quality
assessment

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On completion of the course the student should be able to:
1.0 Understand physical properties of water.
2.0 Understand chemical properties of water
3.0 Understand parameter and categories of water quality
4.0 Understand methods of water sample collection for water quality analysis
5.0 Understand methods in water quality analysis
6.0 Understand water pollution, sources of pollution and control.
7.0 Understand water borne diseases and control measures
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Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT Course Code: HWR 234 CH/CU

Hour:
Goal: This course is designed to enable students acquire the necessary knowledge and skill water quality assessment
General Objectives 1.0: Understand physical properties of water.
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Wee
k

Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s Activities Resources Specific
Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Explain  the  physical
properties of water.

1.2 Outline  the  physical
properties of water and
their importance 

1.1 Explain  the  physical
properties  of  water  e.g.
Melting  point,  boiling
point,  exists  in  liquid,
solid  and  gaseous  form,
high  specific  capacity,
colorless,  odourless,taste
less etc

1.2 Outline  the  physical
properties  of  water  and
their importance e.g. high
specific  heat  capacity
enable it to heat up slowly

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
Water
samples
from various
sources
Thermomete
r

show  the
physical
properties  of
water

show  the
physical
properties  of
water

List  the
physical
properties  of
water

General Objectives 2.0: Understand chemical properties of water.
2 2.1 Explain  the  chemical

properties of water.
2.1 Explain  the  chemical

properties  of  water  e.g.
chemical  composition
(H2O), hydrogen bonding,

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead

Examine  the
chemical
properties  of
water

Examine  the
chemical
properties of

Outline  the
chemical
properties
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2.2 Outline  the  chemical
properties of water and
their importance 

universal  solvent,  pH  7
etc.

2.2 Outline  chemical
properties  of  water  and
their  importance  e.g.
hydrogen bonding enables
water to have high boiling
point.

projector
pH meter
 DO meter
Litmus
paper
Water
samples
from
different
sources

General Objectives 3.0: Understand parameter and categories of water quality General Objectives
3 3.1 Outline  water  quality

parameters  that  can be
measured  e.g.
temperature,  DO,
turbidity,  conductivity
etc.

3.2 Explain  temperature,
its  importance,
methods  of  measuring
them

3.3 Explain  dissolved
Oxygen,  its
importance, methods of
measuring them

3.4 Explain  pH,  its

Outline  water  quality
parameters  that  can  be
measured  e.g.  temperature,
DO,  turbidity,  conductivity
etc.
Explain  temperature,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring them

Explain dissolved Oxygen, its
importance,  methods  of
measuring them

Explain  pH,  its  importance,
methods of measuring pH

Explain  salinity,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring salinity

Explain  conductivity,  its

Overhead
projector
pH meter
 DO meter
Litmus
paper
Water
samples
from
different
sources

Test  the  pH,

List  physical
water  quality
parameters

Differentiate
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importance, methods of
measuring pH

3.5 Explain  salinity,  its
importance, methods of
measuring salinity

3.6 Explain  conductivity,
its  importance,
methods  of  measuring
conductivity

3.7 Explain  hardness,  its
importance, methods of
measuring hardness

3.8 Explain  transparency,
its  importance,
methods  of  measuring
transparency

3.9 Explain  total  dissolved
solid,  its  importance,
methods  of  measuring
total dissolved solid

3.10  Explain  algae,  its

importance,  methods  of
measuring Conductivity

Explain  hardness,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring hardness

Explain  transparency,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring transparency

3.1 Explain  total  dissolved
solid  e.g.  sodium,
chloride,  potassium,
calcium,  manganese,  etc.
their importance, methods
of measuring them.

3.2 Explain  algae,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring  algae
population in water

3.3 Explain phytoplankton, its
importance,  methods  of
measuring  phytoplankton
abundance

3.4 Explain  bacteria,  its
importance,  methods  of
measuring them

List and explain categories of

its
importance,
methods  of
measuring
pH

Test  the
salinity,  its
importance,
methods  of
measuring
salinity

Measure  the
conductivity

Test  the
hardness,  of
water

Identify
methods  of
measuring  of
hardness

Measuring
transparency

Calculate
total
dissolved

Identify
common  plank
tonic algae

between
conductivity
and hardness
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importance, methods of
measuring  algae
population in water

3.11  Explain
phytoplankton,  its
importance, methods of
measuring
phytoplankton
abundance

3.12  Explain  bacteria,
its  importance,
methods  of  measuring
them

3.13 List  and  explain
categories  of  water
quality

water  quality  e.g.  human
consumption,  industrial,
domestic  use,  environmental
water quality

solid,  its
importance,
methods  of
measuring
Draw
common
planktonic
algae

General Objectives 4.0: Understand methods of water sample collection for water quality
7 4.1 Explain  methods  of

collecting water sample
for  water  quality
analysis

4.2 Explain  methods  of
storing  water  sample
for analysis

4.1 Explain  methods  of
collecting  water  sample
for  water  quality  analysis
e.g. for chemical analysis,
for  BOD,  COD,  heavy
metal and pollutants

4.2 Explain  methods  of
storing  water  sample  for
analysis

White
board,
marker,
Winkler
bottles,
Reagents
Plastic
containers

Make  field
trip to collect
water sample
from
different
water bodies

Practical
demonstratio
n of methods
of  water
sample
collection

Explain
methods  of
collecting
water sample
for  water
quality
analysis

General Objectives 5.0: Understand methods in water quality analysis
8 5.1 Explain  methods  in

water  quality  analysis
based on the purpose.

5.1 Describe  methods  in
water  quality  analysis
on  the  purpose  of

White board
White  board
marker

Conduct
practical

Practical
demonstration of
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5.2 Explain the effect of in-
situ  and  ex-situ  water
quality analysis 

5.3 Explain  methods  of
analysing

a. Chemical parameters
5.4 Explain  methods  of

analysing
DO
2. pH
3. Salinity
4. Nitrogen
5. Phosphorus
6.  Major  cations  e.g.
Sodium, potassium
7. Heavy metals

5.5 Explain  methods  of
analysing

b. Physical parameters
1. Temperature
2. Transparency
3. Conductivity
4. Turbidity
etc

analysis  e.g.  Drinking
water  analysis,
ambient water analysis
for  rivers,  lakes,
coastal  water  bodies,
natural  disaster,
pollution studies

5.2 Explain  the  effect  of
in-situ  and  ex-situ
water quality analysis

5.3 Describe  methods  of
analysing

a. Chemical
parameters

b. DO
c.  pH
d. Salinity
e. Nitrogen
f. Phosphorus
g. Major  cations

e.g. Sodium
h. Heavy  metals

e.g.  Lead,
Mercury etc.

5.4 Describe methods of 
Analyzing   Physical
parameters

a. Temperature
b. Transparency

Overhead
projector

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
Multi-probe
water
analysis
meter,  water
analysis kit

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector
Multi-probe
water
analysis
meter,  water
analysis kit
Conductivit
y meter
Secchi disc
White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

demonstratio
n  to  analyse
water sample
for BOD and
COD

Conduct
practical
demonstratio
n  to  analyse
water sample
for BOD and
COD

Conduct
practical
demonstratio
n  to  analyse
water sample
for BOD and

analyzing:
1.  DO
2. pH
3. Salinity
4. Nitrogen
5. Phosphorus
6. Major cations
e.g. Sodium
7. Heavy metals
e.g.  Lead,
Mercury etc

Practical
demonstration of
analyzing:
1.  Temperature
2. Transparency
3. Conductivity
4. Turbidity
5. 

Practical

Explain  the
effect  of  in-
situ  and  ex-
situ  water
quality
analysis 
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5.6 Explain  methods  of
analysing

a. Total  solid
content

b. Settleable
solids

c. Suspended
solids

d. Filterable
solids

5.7 Explain  methods  of
analysing  for  BOD,
COD,  coliform  count,
other  bacteriological
indicators

5.8 Explain  methods  of
analysing  for
radioactive substances

c. Conductivity
d. Turbidity

5.5 Describe methods of 
analysing

a. Total  solid
content

b. Settleable
solids

c. Suspended
solids

d. Filterable
solids

5.6 Describe methods of 
analysing  for  BOD,
COD,  coliform  count,
other  bacteriological
indicators

5.7 Describe methods of 
analysing for radioactive
substances

COD demonstration of
analysing  BOD
and COD

Outline  the
methods  for
measuring
Temperature,
Transparency
,
Conductivity
Turbidity

Differentiate
between
BOD  and
COD

General Objectives 6.0: Understand water pollution, sources of pollution and control.
12 6.1 Define  pollution

and pollutant

6.2 Explain  types  of
pollution

6.3 List  sources  of
water pollution

6.4 Explain

6.1 Define  pollution  and
pollutant

6.2 Explain  types  of
pollution:  water
pollution,  air
pollution,  noise
pollution,  land
pollution

White board
White  board
marker
Overhead
projector

State  five
water
pollutants
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Eutrophication 6.3 List  sources  of  water
pollution: 

6.4 Define Eutrophication.

6.5 List  causes  of
eutrophication

6.6 Describe  effect  of
eutrophication  on
water  bodies  and
aquatic organisms

Identify
polluted
water
systems,  the
cause and the
source  of
pollutant 
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General Objectives 7.0: Understand water borne diseases and control measures
13 7.1 Explain  water

borne diseases

7.2 Explain  the
different  types  of
water  borne
diseases:  micro-
organisms,
biotoxin,  toxic
contaminants

7.3 List  water  borne
diseases  causing
micro-organisms  

7.4 List  biotoxin  that
can  cause  water
borne diseases 

7.5 List  toxic
contaminant  that
can  cause  water
borne diseases

7.1 Explain water  borne
diseases

7.2 Explain the different
types of water borne
diseases:  micro-
organisms,  biotoxin,
toxic contaminants

7.3 List  water  borne
diseases  causing
micro-organisms:
Bacteria  (Typhoid,
cholera,  diarrhoea
etc)  Virus  (Viral
gastroenteritis,
Hepatitis)

7.4 Amoeba (Dysentery,
giardiasis)

7.5 List  biotoxin  that
can  cause  water
borne  diseases  e.g.
mycotoxin,
zootoxin, phytotoxin

7.6List  toxic
contaminant that can

White
board
White
board
marker
Overhead
projector

White
board
White
board
marker
Overhead
projector

White
board
White
board

Explain
water  borne
disease
caused  by
bacteria

Explain
water  borne
diseases  that
is not caused
by  living
thing
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cause  water  borne
diseases  e.g.
metals, toxins 

7.7produced  by
bacteria,  and human
or  animal  drugs,
pesticides,  fertilizers
etc.

marker
Overhead
projector
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NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 235 Contact Hours: 1 – 0 - 2

Subject/Course:  Introduction  to
Hydrometry

Theoretical:  1  hours/week

Year:  1I                                            Semester:
2nd  

Pre-requisite:  WRE 102 Practical:      2 hours /week

This course is designed to provide the learner with the understand the types, installation and maintenance of gauging stations

General Objectives

1.0    Understand the types, installation and maintenance of gauging stations 
2.0 Understand water level measurements and installation procedures 
3.0 Understand principles of discharge measurement.
4.0 Understand the principles of discharge computation.
5.0 Understand the basics of gauging station management.
6.0 Know the basic concepts of sediment discharge and water quality measurements.
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PROGRAMME:     NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Course: Introduction to Hydrometry Course Code:   HWR 235 Contact Hours:    1 – 0 - 2

Course Specification:     Theoretical Content:  1  hrs Practical Content:   2 hrs

Year:      ND II             Semester: 2 Prerequisite  :     

Course Objectives 1.0:   Understand the types, installation and maintenance of gauging stations

Week

1-2

General Objective 1.0: 

Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Resources

1.1 Explain Hydrometric
1.2 Describe  features  and

components  of  a  gauging
station

1.3 Describe the criteria used in
selecting gauging station.

1.4 Describe  types  of  channel
conditions.

1.1 Lecture
1.2 Illustrate  with

relevant
diagrams.

a. Instructional
Manual.

b. Recommended
textbooks,
lecture notes, 

c. PowerPoint,
d. Projector  &

Screen,

Identify  some
gauging stations

Show   some
gauging stations

Explain
Hydrometric

Week General Objective 2.0:   Understand water level measurements and installation procedures.

3-4 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Resources

2.1 Explain water level/stage
2.2 Describe types of water level

instruments.
2.3 Show  the  usage  and

2.1 Lecture  and
show  the
students  the
various

a. Instructional
Manual.

b. Recommended
textbooks,  e-

a. Identify
various  water
level
instruments.

a. Prepare  the
equipments
for  the
outdoor

Explain the use
of  Water  level
instruments
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maintenance  of  water  level
instruments.

2.4 Explain  the  installation  of
the  various  water  level
instruments.

2.5 Explain  errors  affecting
water level measurements.

instruments
used  in
measuring
water level.

2.2 Show  how  to
install  water
level
instruments.

books,  lecture
notes,

c. PowerPoint,
d. Projector  &

Screen,
e. Magnetic

Board,  flip
charts, 

f. Water  level
instruments

b. Carry  out
installation  of
water  level
gages.

c. Carry  out
maintenance
of  water  level
gages.

d.  Keep a record
of  water  level
readings.

activity

General Objective 3.0:   Understand principles of discharge measurement and estimations.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Evaluation

5-6 3.1   Explain the terms: discharge,
stream flow, and runoff. 

3.2   Explain the different methods
of discharge measurement.

3.3    Describe  the  different
instruments  needed  for
discharge measurement.

3.4 Describe  methods  of
velocity measurement.

3.5 Explain  the  different
indirect  methods of discharge
measurement.

3.6 Explain  the errors affecting
discharge measurements

3.1 Lecture
3.2 Show  the

equipments
necessary  for
discharge
measurement.

a. Marker,
b.  board,
c. Water  level

gages
d. Current meter.
e. Float
f. Typical solution
g. etc

a. Identify  the
different types
of  current
meters

b. Carryout
outdoor
activities  to
measure
discharge  by
direct  and
indirect
methods.

c. Carry  out  the
maintenance
of  current
meters.

d. Convert  water

a. Prepare
practical  as
indicated  in
the manual.

b. Identify
working
components
of  current
meters.

Explain  gauges
of  different
types,
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levels  record
to  discharge
record. 

General Objective 4.0:   Understand the principles of discharge computation and discharge rating curve.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Evaluation

7-8 4.1 Explain  the  different
methods  of  discharge
computation.  Like
arithmetic  and  graphical
method etc

4.2 Explain  stage-discharge
relationship

4.3 Explain the construction of
discharge rating curve

4.4 Explain extension of stage-
discharge curve

4.5 Describe  the  factors
affecting  stage-discharge
relationship

4.1 Show
examples  of
discharge
computations

4.2 Illustrate  the
construction
of  discharge
rating curve

a. Marker,  board
and projector

a. Develop
stage-
discharge
curve

b. Compute  the
discharge of a
river 

a. Coordinate
the activities
As  stated  in
column  five
5

Use
Computer
and  related
software  to
Develop
stage-
discharge
curve
Compute
the
discharge of
a river

General Objective 5.0:   Understand the basics of gauging station management.

Week Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Evaluation

9-10 5.1 4.1  Describe  conditions
affecting  gauging  station
stability.

5.2 Explain  the  factors

5.1 Lecture
5.2 Draw a  gauging

station
management
plan.

a. Marker and board   
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affecting  level  checks  and
discharge measurements.

5.3 Describe  station
management plans.

Week General Objective  6.0:     Know the basic concepts of sediment discharge and water quality measurements

10-12 Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers Activities Resources
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Evaluation

6.1 Explain  sediment
production  in  a  river
channel/water reservoir.

6.2 Outline  the  factors
affecting  sediment
production.

6.3 Explain various methods of
sediment measurement.

6.4 Explain  determination  of
daily  mean  sediment
concentration.

6.1 Lecture
6.2 Perform

illustration  by
solving  a
calculation
based problem

a. Marker and board,
b. PowerPoint
c. Projector  and

screen,
d. Sediment sampler
e. Water  sample

bottles.

Sampling  bottles,
sediment sampler

a. Carryout  water
sampling  from  a
given  river
channel

b. Compute
sediment
concentration
using  various
methods.

c. Draw  sediment-
rating curve.

a. Select  a
suitable site
and
coordinate
the
activities

Explain
sediment
production
in  a  river
channel/wat
er reservoir

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will make up for the
remaining 60% of the total score.
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Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 236 Credit Hours: 5

Course:  Research  Methodology  in
Hydrology

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week 1

Semester: 3 Practical: 4

Course Main Aim/Goal: this course is design to expose the students to the nature of and scientific method research: 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

On Completion of this course the students will be able to: 
1.0 Understanding the nature of research: The scientific method
2.0 Describe observation variables  
3.0 Understanding data analysis and hypothesis formation
4.0 Understand research modelling 
5.0 Understand the Formulation of scientific research proposal in methodology 
6.0 Understanding the procedures in the presentation of Hydrological Findings 
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Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course: Research Methodology in Hydrology Course Code: HWR 236 CH/CU Hour:5

Goal: Theoretical: 1
General Objectives 1.0:  Nature of Research Practical: 4
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1 1.1 Define the scientific
methods

1.2 List  of  steps  in  the
scientific methods

Define  the
scientific
methods
List  of  steps  in
the  scientific
methods

White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

General Objective 2.0: Observation of  Variables
2 2.1 Describe  the

observation  of
variables

2.2 Explain
experimental
designs

2.3 Determine  casual
relationship  or
quantify  the
magnitude  of
response  of  a
variable

2.4 Describe

Describe  the
observation
of variables

Explain
experimental
designs
Determine
casual
relationship  or
quantify  the
magnitude  of
response  of  a
variable

White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector
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observations
2.5 Explain  Data

gathering  and
generation

Describe

General Objectives 3.0: Data Analysis and Hypothesis Formation
3-4 3.1 Explain  Analytical

and Numerical data
3.2 Describe  the

quantitative  and
qualitative data

3.3 Describe  the
graphical  and
Analytical  tools  of
research

Explain
Analytical  and
Numerical data
Describe  the
quantitative  and
qualitative data
Describe  the
graphical  and
Analytical  tools
of research

White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

General Objectives 4.0: Research Modelling
7 4.1 Explain  Research

Methodology  and
Modelling
Techniques

4.2 Describe  Statistical
Techniques  in  the
Analysis  of
Meteorological data

4.3 Describe  Data
Analysis

Explain
Research
Methodology
and  Modeling
Techniques
Describe
Statistical
Techniques  in
the  Analysis  of
Meteorological
data
Describe  Data
Analysis

White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Expose  cadets  to
field  work  for  data
collection  and  ask
cadets  to  formulate
a  research  topic
with  relevant
questionnaire
design.

General Objectives 5.0 Scientific Proposal in Research Methodology
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8-9 5.1 Explain  the
background  to  the
research problem

5.2 Explain  the  data
collection
procedures

5.3 Describe  the
questionnaire design
procedures

5.4 Describe  literature
review

5.5 Explain  theoretical
formulation  of  the
Research problem

Lecture White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

General Objectives 6.0: Result Presentation and Report Writing
10-12 6.1 Explain  oral

presentation  of
Results

6.2 Explain
Research/Report
Writing

6.3 Explain  publication
in scientific Journals

Lecture White  board,
duster,
marker,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Cadets should write
a  mini  research
proposal

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total
Theoretical 20 20 40
Practical 20 40 60%
Total 100%
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Course Title:  

Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 4

 Water  Resources Management II
HWR   241

Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Semester: 4TH Practical:  2     hours /week

Theoretical Content           Practical Content

General Objective 1.0: Understand the Development and Management of Water Resources

Week/
Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s
ac
tiv
iti
es

Resources Specific  Learning
Outc
omes

Teacher’s activities Evaluation

1-2 1.1 Define  water  resources  and
differentiate  between  water
development and management

1.2 Explain  the  approaches  to  water

Explain  the
concept  of
water  resources
management

a. Charts,
b. White

board,
Marker,
Duster,

a. Explain the
approaches
to  water
resources
developme

a. Highlight
the
approaches
and

Define
water
resources
and
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resources  development  and
management

1.3 Describe  the  advantages  and
disadvantages  of  each  of  the
approaches

1.4 Highlight  the  problems  of  water
resources  development  and
management in Nigeria

and
development  ,
the  approaches
to  water
resources
development
and  the
challenges  of
water
development
and
management.

Laptop
c. Video

tabs  ,
Overhead
projector 

nt  and
manageme
nt

b. Identify the
advantages
of  each  of
the
approaches

c. Explain the
problems
of  water
resources
developme
nt  and
manageme
nt. 

problems of
water
resources
developme
nt  and
managemen
t  on  the
white
board/proje
ctor  for  the
students
understandi
ng.   

differentiat
e  between
water
developme
nt  and
manageme
nt
Explain the
approaches
to  water
resources
developme
nt  and
manageme
nt

General objective 2.0: Understand the Concept of Drainage Basin

3-5 2.1 Define  drainage  basin  and
discuss  the  features  of  drainage
basin 

2.2 Explain  major  concepts
associated with drainage basin 

2.3 Discuss the patterns of drainage
basin

2.4 Compute  morphometric
parameters/indices  of  drainage

Define  the
concept  of
drainage  basin
and  associated
features.
Compute  the
morphometric
parameters  of
drainage  basin
and  explain  the

Charts,
White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop,  chat
or table,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

a. Illustrate
the concept
of drainage
basin.

b.  Calculate
the
morphomet
ric
parameters
of drainage

Take  students  for
excursions  –  visits
the  nearest  river
basin  development
authority  to acquaint
the students with the
concept  of  drainage
basin   Give  worked
examples  of  the  the
morphometric

Define
drainage
basin and
discuss
the
features
of
drainage
basin 
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basin  using  topographical  maps
or GIS software

2.5 Enumerate  the  relevance  of
drainage  basin  to  National
development  using  river  basins
as case studies

relevance  of
drainage basin to
National
Development.

basin
c. Identify the

relevance
of drainage
basin  to
National
Developme
nt. 

parameters  of
drainage basin  using
topo  maps  or  GIS
software  on  the
white  board  to  aid
the  understanding of
the students.

General Objective 3:Understand Surface Hydrological Processes

6-8
i.  Define  surface  hydrological  processes-
precipitation,  interception,  soil  moisture,
evaporation and evapotranspiration, run-off 

ii. Explain the types and factors influencing
surface hydrological processes

iii.Estimate  precipitation,  infiltration,  soil
moisture,  evaporation  and  evapo-
transpiration using appropriate instruments. 
iv.Differentiate  between  quick  flow  and
delayed run-off and identify the sources and

Define  the
different
types  of
surface
hydrological
processes,
identify  the
factors
influencing
surface
hydrological
processes

White board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Identify  surface
hydrological
processes

.identify  the
factors influencing
surface
hydrological
processes.

 Calculate the rate
of infiltration, run-

 
Demonstrate  the  use
of  the  relevant
surface  hydrological
processes
instruments  in
measuring  the
components  of
surface  hydrological
processes  to  the
students.

Expose
the
students
to the use
of
relevant
instrume
nt  in
measurin
g  surface
hydrologi
cal
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components  of  run-off  (channel
precipitation,  overland flow, thorough flow
and ground water flow)

and  describe
the  use  of
relevant
measuring
instruments
use  in
measuring
the  different
types  of
surface
hydrological
processes. 

off,  precipitation,
soil  moisture,
evaporation  and
evapotranspiration
using  relevant
instruments. 

processes
in  the
field   

General Objective 4: Understand Ground Water Resources

7-8 I .Define ground water resources

ii.  Discuss the formation of ground water

iii.  Describe the problems of ground water
resource development and management

Define
ground water
resources and
discuss  the
mode  of
formation
and problems
of  ground
water
resource
development
in Nigeria.

White board,
Marker,
Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Illustrate ground water
resource.
ii. Show the formation
and  problems  of
ground  water  resource
development  in
Nigeria.  

Give  an
highlight  of  the
processes  of
formation  of
ground  water
and problems of
ground  water
development  in
Nigeria.

. Define
ground
water
resources

General Objective 5: Understand Surface Water Resources

8-9
h. Define surface water resources

Define
surface water
resources and

White board,
Marker,

Show  surface  water
resources.

Highlight  the
sources  of
surface  water

Distingui
sh
between
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ii.  Distinguish  between  overland  flow and
stream flow

iv. Discuss  the  sources  of
surface water pollution

iv. Identify the possible control measures of
surface water pollution

distinguish
between
overland  and
stream  flow.
Identify  the
sources  of
surface water
pollution and
control
measures. 

Duster,
Laptop
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

Show  the  sources  of
surface water pollution
and  possible  control
measures.

pollution  and
control measures
on  the  projector
or  white  board
to  aid  the
understanding of
the students. 

overland
flow  and
stream
flow

General Objective 6: Understand Environmental Water Requirements

11-12
i.  Highlight  the  different  components  of

environmental water requirements

ii.  Explain  the  methods  of  quantifying
environmental water requirements

Describe the
different
components
of
environment
al  water
requirement
s  and  their
methods  of
quantificatio
n.  

White  board,
Marker,
Duster,
Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector

i.  illustrate   the
components  of
environmental  water
requirements.

ii.  Determine  the
methods  of
quantifying
environmental  water
needs.

Demonstrate
the components
of
environmental
water  needs
and  their
methods  of
quantification
on  the  white
boards/projecto
rs

 Explain
the
methods
of
quantifyin
g
environme
ntal  water
requireme
nts

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total

Theoretical 20 20 40

Practical 20 40 60%
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Total 100%

Programme:  NATIONAL
DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND
WATER  RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Course Code: HWR 242 Credit Hours: 3

Course:  Hydrological  Analysis  and
Forecasting

Pre-Requisite Theoretical: Hours/Week

Semester: Practical:

Course Main Aim/Goal: this course is design to provide students with the understanding of the use of GIS and river basins
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1. Understand uses of models

2. Understand the use of statistics in forecasting

3. Understand  simulation of river basins

4. Understand the use of statistics in forecasting

5. Understand  the use of GIS in  hydrological modeling

6. understand   engaged basins

Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Course:  Hydrological Analysis and Forecasting Course  Code:

HWR 242
CH/CU Hour:
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Goal:
General Objectives 1.0: Understand uses of models
Course Specifications:          THEORETICAL CONTENT

Theoretical Content Practical Content
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes
Teacher’s
Activities

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s
Activities

Evaluation

1-2 1.1 Define  hydrological
models  and
hydrological
forecasting. 

1.2 Explain  the  use  of
models in hydrology
and water resource

1.3 Identify  the  role  of
forecasting  in
hydrology

Define
hydrological
models  and
hydrological
forecasting. 
Explain  the  use
of  models  in
hydrology  and
water resource
Identify  the  role
of  forecasting in
hydrology

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector, 
Hydrological
software’s,
Statistical
software’s

Display  software’s
and 

Show
characteristics  and
assumption  s  and
limitations

Display
software’s and 

Show
characteristics
and assumption s
and limitations

What   are   the
uses of models in
hydrology

General Objectives 2.0: understand  types of model
2-3 2.1 Described the Types

of  hydrological
models

2.2 Highlight  the
methods  of  model
calibration  in
hydrology and water
resources 

Described  the
Types  of
hydrological
models
Highlight  the
methods  of
model
calibration  in
hydrology  and
water resources 

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Model
softwares r

Identify
hydrological
models
Demonstrate
types  and
yardsticks  of
model
calibration  in
hydrology

What  is  model
calibration?

General Objectives 3.0: Understand  simulation of river basins
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4-5 3.1 Discuss  purpose  of
runoff  simulation
hydrological
simulation  of  river
basins

3.2 Explain the  place of
hydrological data  in
runoff simulation

3.3 Classify
hydrological
models:  stochastic
and  process  based
models

Discuss  purpose
of  runoff
simulation
hydrological
simulation  of
river basins
Explain  the
place  of
hydrological
data  in

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Software  

Show  the
differences  in  the
nature  of  the
software

Show  the
differences in the
nature  of  the
software

What  are   the
role  of  data  in
simulations?
List the types of
hydrological
models.

General Objectives 4.0: understand the use of statistics in forecasting
6-7 4.1 Explain  the  role  of

statistics  in
hydrological
modelling  and
statistics

4.2 Discuss  the  use  of
running mean, trend
analysis  in
elementary
prediction.

4.3 Explain  time series
characteristics   of
hydrological events-
cycles,
periodicities’,
seasonality  and
persistence

Explain  the  role
of  statistics  in
hydrological
modeling  and
statistics
Discuss  the  use
of running mean,
trend analysis  in
elementary
prediction.
Explain   time
series
characteristics
of  hydrological
events-  cycles,
periodicities’,
seasonality  and

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
Statiscal
Softwares, 
SPSS, 
ArcGIS, 
SAS

Demonstrate  the
operations  of  the
softwares  using
simple  and  less
complex scenarios.

Solve  different
examples  on
statistics  in
hydrological
modeling  and
statistics

Highlights  how
statistics  is
relevant  to
hydrological
models.
Define  any  two
of the following
- Cy+les
- persistence
- Periodicities
- seasonality
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4.4 Explain  the  role
Probability theory in
modelling – Poisson
distribution,

persistence
Explain  the  role
Probability
theory  in
modeling  –
Poisson
distribution,

General Objectives 5.0: understand  the use of GIS in  hydrological modelling
7-8 5.1 The  use  of  GIS  in

hydrologic
modelling,  DEM,
ordinary  and
universal Kringing

 The use of GIS
in  hydrologic
modeling,  DEM,
ordinary  and
universal
Kringing

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
ArcGIS,
 ERDAS, 
ILWIS

Demonstrate
The  uagae  of  GIS
and remote sensing
images  in  water
resources 
modelling.
Demonstrate   the
procedure   for
digitization  and
geo-referencing

solve  simple
examples
form the student
into study groups
and give tasks.

Mention  2  GIS
based
hydrological
model

General Objectives 6.0: understand   ungauged basins
9-10 6.1 Explain the problem

of ungauged basins
6.2 Highlights  the

procedure  used  in
the  prediction  of
ungauged  basins-
SWAT  analysis,
Statistical methods

Explain  the
problem  of
ungauged basins

Highlights  the
procedure  used
in the prediction
of  ungauged
basins-  SWAT
analysis,
Statistical
methods

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,

SWAT,
SPSS,
STATGRAPH

Demonstrate  the
use  of  appropriate
software  at
prediction  of
runoff,

solve  simple
examples
form the student
into study groups
and give tasks

Mention  a
procedures  for
estimating runoff
on  any  unpaged
basin
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General Objectives 7.0: understand  rainfall forecasting
7.1 Demonstrate  using

Statiscal packages at
prediction  low flow
and peak flow using
simple examples

Demonstrate
using  Statiscal
packages  at
prediction  low
flow  and  peak
flow  using
simple examples

White board,
Marker,
duster,
Laptop,  video,
overhead
projector,
SPSS
SAS
STATGRAPH

Demonstrate  using
Statiscal  packages
at  prediction  low
flow and peak flow
using  simple
examples

Solve  simple
examples by 
forming   the
student  into
study groups and
give tasks

Using  any
method  of  your
choice forecast 5
year rainfall
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 Programme: National Diploma in Hydrology and
Water Resources Management.

Module:  ND

Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 5

Course Title:   Geographic  Information System
(GIS) and Remote Sensing

HWR 243 Theoretical:  1 hours/week 

Semester: 4th  Pre-requisite:  Practical: 4 hours /week 

General Objectives:

On Completion of this course the students will be able to: 

1.Understand the basic principles of GIS and Remote Sensing
2.Understand Geographic Information Concepts and Spatial Models
3.Understand practical issues associated with managing data capture project
4.Understand Data acquisition and processing
5.Understand Spatial Databases
6.Understand Spatial Data Infrastructures
7.Apply Remote Sensing techniques to the study of climate changes
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Course Title:  
Course Code: Total Contact Hours: 5

Geographic  Information  System  (GIS)
and Remote Sensing

Theoretical:  1  hours/week

Semester: 1st Practical:  4     hours /week

Theoretical Content Practical Content
General Objective 1.0:   Introduction to GIS 

Week/
Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s
a
c
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s

Resources Specific  Learning
Outcom
es

Teacher’s activities Evaluation

1

1.1 Define  GIS  and  its  functionality:
concepts,  components,  scope  and
application; 

1.2 Explain relationship of GIS to other
field  i.e.  Atmospheric  sciences,

Define  GIS
and  its
functionality:
concepts,
components,
scope  and

Video tabs
, Overhead
projector
White
Board,
Marker,

Use  GIS  and  its
functionality:
concepts,
components,  scope
and application; 

Define  GIS and its
functionality:
concepts,
components,  scope
and application; 

Define  GIS
and  its
functionalit
y: concepts,
components
,  scope and
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meteorology  and  oceanography.
Identify  various  GIS  and  their
components.

application; 

Explain
relationship
of  GIS  to
other  field
i.e.
Atmospheric
sciences,
meteorology
and
oceanography
.  Identify
various  GIS
and  their
components

duster  and
Power
point
projector.
GIS
Hardwar
e  and
Software

Show relationship of
GIS to other field i.e.
Atmospheric
sciences,
meteorology  and
oceanography.
Identify  various  GIS
and their components

 

Explain relationship
of  GIS  to  other
field  i.e.
Atmospheric
sciences,
meteorology  and
oceanography.
Identify  various
GIS  and  their
components.

application;

Explain
relationship
of  GIS  to
other  field
i.e.
Atmospheri
c  sciences,
meteorolog
y  and
oceanograp
hy.  Identify
various GIS
and  their
components
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General Objective 2.0: Geographical Information Concepts and Spatial Model

2
2.1Explain  Conceptual

models  of  spatial
information;  alternative
representation  of  spatial
information.

Explain
Conceptual
models  of  spatial
information;
alternative
representation  of
spatial
information

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster and Power
point projector.
GIS Hardware
and Software

a. Use  the
application
of  GIS  to
illustrate  the
Conceptual
models  of
spatial
information;
alternative
representatio
n  of  spatial
information.

a. Exposing the
cadets  to
GIS
laboratory
and  Image
processing
equipments

Explain
Conceptua
l  models
of  spatial
informatio
n;
alternative
representat
ion  of
spatial
informatio
n

General Objective 3.0:  Geographic data in the computer

3
3.1 Describe the ways in which

spatial  data  may  be
efficiently  coded  into  a
computer system to support
the operation of GIS; 

3.2 Explain the topology and its

Explain   the
ways  in  which
spatial  data  may
be  efficiently
coded  into  a
computer system

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster  and
Power  point

Use  the application
of  GIS,  data
conversion  and  its
functions

Show   the ways in

a. Exposing  the
cadets to

b. GIS
laboratory
and  Image

Explain
the  ways
in  which
spatial
data  may
be
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utilization; data quality and
data exchange standards; 

3.3 Identify  various  geographic
data formats: ”Open” format
(XML,  GML  SVG);
Perform  basic  data
conversion functions;  raster
to vector and vice- versa.

to  support  the
operation  of
GIS; 

3.4 Explain
the
topology
and  its
utilizatio
n;  data
quality
and  data
exchange
standards
; 

Identify  various
geographic  data
formats:  ”Open”
format  (XML,
GML  SVG);
Perform  basic
data  conversion
functions; raster 

projector.
GIS
Hardware
and Software

which  spatial  data
may  be  efficiently
coded  into  a
computer  system  to
support  the
operation of GIS; 
Explain the topology
and  its  utilization;
data quality and data
exchange standards; 

Show   various
geographic  data
formats:  ”Open”
format (XML, GML
SVG); Perform basic
data  conversion
functions; raster

processing
equipments.
Perform
basic  data
conversion
functions;
raster  to
vector  and
vice-  versa
using ArcGIS
software  or
QGIS.

efficiently
coded  into
a
computer
system  to
support
the
operation
of GIS; 

General Objective  4.0: Data acquisition and processing

4

4.1 Identify  Sources  of
Geographic  data;
Explain methods of data
collections  and
providers;  data
acquisition  (manual,
semi  automatic,
automatic),

Identify  Sources  of
Geographic  data;
Explain methods of
data collections and
providers;  data
acquisition
(manual,  semi
automatic,

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board and Power
point projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software,

Illustrate  Sources  of
Geographic data;  

Show   methods  of
data  collections  and
providers;  data
acquisition  (manual,
semi  automatic,

a. At  the
laboratory,
demonstrate
how GIS data
are  acquired
using
different  GIS

Explain
the
processes
of
preliminar
y  data
processing
,  data
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4.2 Explain the processes of
preliminary  data
processing, data storage,
retrieval  and  display;
data  capture,  Geo-
referencing,  storage,  up
date, retrieval, query and
output  operations  on
spatial data sets: 

4.3 Explain  Data
visualization techniques;
select  appropriate
visualization  techniques
for a specific problem.

automatic),

Explain  the
processes  of
preliminary  data
processing,  data
storage,  retrieval
and  display;  data
capture,  Geo-
referencing,
storage,  up  date,
retrieval, query and
output  operations
on spatial data sets: 

Explain  Data
visualization
techniques;  select
appropriate
visualization
techniques  for  a
specific problem.

GPRS  device,
scanner,
digitizer  and
large  format
printer

automatic),

Illustrate   the
processes  of
preliminary  data
processing,  data
storage, retrieval and
display;  data
capture,  Geo-
referencing,  storage,
up  date,  retrieval,
query and

data
acquisition
instruments

storage,
retrieval
and
display;
data
capture,
Geo-
referencin
g,  storage,
up  date,
retrieval,
query  and
output
operations
on  spatial
data sets: 
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General Objectives  5.0: Spatial databases
5.1
      Explain Relational database; 
5.2 Identify  structural

differences  between  spatial
and  non-  spatial  databases;
conceptual,  logical  and
physical  modeling of spatial
databases; 

5.3
Design  and  build  a  spatial
database;  describe  and  use
spatial  query  languages:
concept  and  design
principles  of  metadata,
database  structuring;
formulate  database  queries
using GIS.

Explain
Relational
database; 
Identify
structural
differences
between
spatial  and
non-  spatial
databases;
conceptual,
logical  and
physical
modeling  of
spatial
databases; 
design  and
build a spatial

 database;
describe  and
use  spatial
query
languages:
concept  and
design
principles  of
metadata,
database
structuring;

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster and Power
point projector.
GIS Hardware
and Software

a. Apply   GIS,
data
processing
and  storage
in a structure
as  well  as
designing  a
GIS  data
base.

a. At  the
laboratory,
demonstrate
how GIS data
are  acquired
using
different  GIS
data
acquisition
instruments,
data  storage
processes and
data  base
creation

Explain
Relational
database; 
Identify
structural
differences
between
spatial and
non-
spatial
databases;
conceptual
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formulate
database
queries  using
GIS.

General Objective 6.0: Spatial  data infrastructure

15

6.1 Explain  spatial  data
infrastructure;

6.2 List   means  of  facilitating
and  coordinating  exchange
and sharing spatial data.

Explain  spatial
data
infrastructure;
List   means  of
facilitating  and
coordinating
exchange  and
sharing  spatial
data.

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster  and
Power  point
projector.
GIS  Hardware
and Software

a. Show  GIS
data structure
and means of
sharing  such
data.

a. demonstrate
how GIS data
are  acquired
using
different  GIS
data
acquisition
instruments,
data  storage
processes and
data  base
creation

 

General Objective 6: Remote Sensing.
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15

6.1 Explain  the  Concept  of
Geometrical  principles  of
imagery  (air  photos,
satellite image); 

6.2 Explain  the  basic
topographic  features  –
coastline; continental shelf
etc;

6.3 List  Remote  sensing
techniques  applicable  to
Bathymetry  and  Coastal
mapping

Explain  the
Concept  of
Geometrical
principles  of
imagery  (air
photos,  satellite
image); 

Explain the
basic
topographi
c features –
coastline;
continental
shelf etc;

List  Remote
sensing techniques
applicable  to
Bathymetry  and
Coastal mapping

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster  and
Power  point
projector.
GIS
Hardware
and
Software,
aerial
photographs

a. Use  Remote
Sensing  data
structure  and
means  of
sharing  such
data.

a. At  the
laboratory,
display
different
remote
sensing
images  and
air
photographs,
explain  their
application in
remote
sensing.

Explain
the
Concept of
Geometric
al
principles
of imagery
(air
photos,
satellite
image); 

General Objective 7.0: Remote sensing application

13

7.1 Describe  how  laser  and
radar  Altimetry  are  used
for  water  surface
mapping.  Describe  the
use of remote sensing for
Oil  Spill  mapping;
Process  remotely  sensed
data  to  determine
Bathymetry  and  Map

Describe  how
laser  and  radar
Altimetry  are
used  for  water
surface  mapping.
Describe  the  use
of remote sensing
for

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Marker,
duster and Power
point projector.
GIS Hardware
and Software,
aerial

a. Identify  GIS
data structure
and means of
sharing  such
data.

a. Display
different
remote
sensing
images  and
air
photographs,
explain  their
application in
remote

Describe
how  laser
and  radar
Altimetry
are  used
for  water
surface
mapping
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Water surface features. photographs sensing.

General Objective 8.0: Climate change mitigation

13

8.1Explain  the  International
political  response;
flexibility  mechanism  of
the  Kyoto  protocol,  other
international  legislation
and response.

Explain  the
International
political
response;
flexibility
mechanism  of
the  Kyoto
protocol,  other
international
legislation  and
response

Video  tabs  ,
Overhead
projector  White
Board,  Power
point slide show,
projector.
aerial
photographs

Explain  the
International
political  response;
flexibility
mechanism  of  the
Kyoto  protocol,
other  international
legislation  and
response

Coursework/ Laboratory Reports Final Total

Theoretical 20 20 40

Practical 20 40 60%

Total 100%
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Department/  Programme:  ND  Water
Resources Engineering Technology

Course Code: HWR  244 Contact Hours: 2 – 0 - 3

Subject/Course:  Introduction  To  Water
Supply & Waste Water  Technology

Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Year:  1I                                            Semester:
2nd  

Pre-requisite: Practical:      3 hours /week

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:  

On completion the student is expected to be able to:

1.0 Know how to estimate water demand
2.0 Know sources of water
3.0 Know the principles of intake design
4.0 Know the different types of pump and their selection
5.0 Understand the basic water treatment processes
6.0 Understand methods of storage and distribution of treated water
7.0 Know the general principles involved in rural water supply

8.0               Know the sources and characteristics of waste water.

9.0               Understand basic methods and processes of sewage treatment.
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10.0             Know major sewer appurtenances

11.0             Understand the effects of pollution and the methods of control.

PROGRAMME:   NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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Course:   Introduction to Water Supply
and Wastewater Technology

Course Code: HWR  244 Contact Hours:  2 – 0 - 3

Course Specification:  Theoretical Content: 2 hours Practical Content:  3 hours

Course Objectives:  This course is designed to expose the students to the basic principles of water supply  and wastewater technology

Week General Objective 1.0: Know methods of estimating water demand

Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teacher Activities Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Resources
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1

1.1 State  various  uses  of
water.

1.2 Explain the hourly, daily
and seasonal variation.

1.3 Identify  the  factors
affecting  water
consumption.

1.4 Describe  various
methods  of  population
prediction  such  as
Arithmetic  and
Geometric methods.

1.1 List  the
various uses
of water

1.2 State factors
affecting
water
consumptio
n (peak and
low
demand)

1.3 Explain
different
methods  of
estimating
population

1.4 Learn  solve
calculation
based
problems on
population
estimation

 White  board,
marker,  slides,
charts  and
pictures

a. Estimate  population  using
different methods

b. Estimate  household  demand
of  drinking  water  for  a
family

c. Assist
students in the
Estimation  of
population
using different
methods

d. Estimation  of
household
demand  of
drinking water
for a family

a.

Explain  the
hourly,  daily
and  seasonal
variation

General Objective 2.0: Know sources of water
Week Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers Activities Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Evaluation

2.1 Identify  the  various
sources  of  water
(streams,  lakes,  Rain

2.1 Explain  the
various
sources  of

White  board,
marker,  slides,

a. Identify  the  various
sources  of  water
(streams,  lakes,

Take  students  to  see
various  sources  of
water (streams, lakes,

Explain  the
various
sources  of
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2

and underground).
2.2 Identify  factors  for

source selection.

water
2.2 Explain  the

water cycle
2.3 List  the

factors
affecting
sources  of
water

charts and pictures underground)  in
immediate environment

underground)  in
immediate
environment

water

General Objective 3.0: Know the principles of intake design
Week Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Resources Specific Learning Outcome Teacher Activities Resources

3.1 Explain  different  types
of intakes

3.2 State principles of intake
design

3.1 Sketch various
types  of
intakes

3.2 Show wet  and
dry  intakes
structures

3.3 Explain  why
one  intake  is
chosen  over
the other

a. White  board,
marker,  slides,
charts  and
pictures

a. Identify  various  types  of
intakes  at  different  water
works

a. Arrange  visits
to  intake
works

Explain
different types
of intakes

General Objective 4.0: Know the different types of pumps and their selections.
Week Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Evaluation

4.1 Explain  the  need
for pumping water

4.2 Describe  different
types of pumps

4.3 Recognize  the

Explain  the
workings  of
different  types  of
pumps
Discuss  pump

White  board,
marker,  slides,
charts and pictures

a. Visit  a pumping station in a
treatment plant 

b. Identify  various  types  of
pumps and basis of selection
for use.

a. Arrange  visit  to
treatment plant

Describe
different types
of pumps
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3 criteria  for  pump
selections.

4.4 Identify  types  of
pumping stations.

4.5 Prepare a plan of a
pumping station

selection   using
various charts
Learn  solve
calculation  based
problems

c. Draw  a  plan  of  a  pumping
station

General Objective 5.0: Understand the basic water treatment processes.
Week Specific  Learning

Outcome:
Teachers
Activities

Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Evaluation

4-6

5.1 Explain  the  desirable
standards  of  water  for
domestic and other uses
–  WHO  and  other
standards.

5.2 Explain  the  reasons  for
establishing  these
standards.

5.3 Describe  surveillance
and  sampling
techniques.

5.4 Explain  methods  of
water analysis.

5.5 Recognize  the  effect  of
pollutants in water.

5.6 Explain  physico-
chemical  treatment
methods.

5.7 Define  aeration,
screening, sedimentation
and filtration.

Explain  the
desirable  standards
of  water  for
domestic and other
uses  –  WHO  and
other standards.
Explain the reasons
for  establishing
these standards.
Describe
surveillance  and
sampling
techniques.
Explain methods of
water analysis.
Recognize  the
effect  of  pollutants
in water.
Explain  physico-
chemical  treatment
methods.

White  board,
marker,  slides,
charts and pictures

a. Treatment
plant,  jar  test
apparatus,  pH
meter,  DPD
tablet,  burette,
pipette,
Atomic
absorption
spectrophotom
eter(AAS),spe
ctrophotomete
r,  filter  paper,
etc.

Logistics  and
transport

a. Distinguish  between  all
essential  water  treatment
processes and components

b. Collect  effluent  water
samples  from  the
sedimentation,  coagulation,
filter  and  chlorination  tank
and perform experiments on
the water samples for colour,
odour,  taste,  turbidity,
acidity,  alkalinity,   hardness
heavy  metals,  nitrate,  Total
suspended  solids,  total
dissolved solids, total solids.
Submit reports for marking.

c. Perform  coagulation
experiments using the jar test
apparatus,  to  establish
optimum  coagulant  dosage
on  various  raw  water
samples.  Submit  reports  for

a. Show  step  by
step processes
of  drinking
water
treatment 

b. Teacher  to
plan
experiment
visit  to  a
treatment
plant  for
sample
collection.
Technologist
to  guide
students   in
performance
of
experiments
under
teacher’s

Explain  the
desirable
standards  of
water  for
domestic  and
other  uses  –
WHO  and
other
standards.
and  the
reasons  for
establishing
these
standards.
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5.8 Define  coagulation  and
flocculation.

5.9 Outline  different  types
of filtration such as slow
sand  filters,  rapid  sand
filters  and  pressure
filters.

5.10 Explain  back
washing operation

5.11 Describe  basic
principles  of
disinfection.

5.12 Describe  different
methods  of  disinfection
and  advantages  of  each
method.

5.13 Distinguish  between
disinfection  and
sterilization.

5.14 Define  ‘Breakpoint
Chlorination’.

5.15 Describe  different
methods   of  removing
chemicals  such  as  Fe
and MI compounds from
water.

5.16 Explain  how  to
control taste and odour.

Define  aeration,
screening,
sedimentation  and
filtration.
Define  coagulation
and flocculation.
Outline  different
types  of  filtration
such  as  slow  sand
filters,  rapid  sand
filters  and pressure
filters.
Explain  back
washing operation

marking. supervision
c. Mark  and

grade  all
reports

General Objective 6.0: Understand methods of storage and distribution of treated water
Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teachers’ Activities Evaluation
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7-8

6.1 Describe  the  general
layout  of  public  water
supply schemes.

6.2 Explain  the  purpose  of
services/storage
reservoirs.

6.3 Name the types of water
distribution system.

6.4 Explain  the  need  for
water metering.

6.5 Recognize  problems
associated with the types
of distribution systems.

6.6 Identify  the  types  of
pipe materials for water
supply projects.

6.7 Describe  different  types
of  pipe  beddings  for
laying of pipe.

6.8 Describe  basic  pipe
networks.

6.9 Identify  the  types  of
joints,  valves  used  and
their functions.

6.10 Explain  the
functions  of  fire
hydrants,  washout
chambers,  thrust  block,
etc.

6.11 Calculate  simple

Explain the general
principles  of  pipe
layout  in  a  public
water schemes
Explain  different
types  of
distribution  and
there  problems,
advantages  and
disadvantages
Explain  the
functions  of
different
appurtenances  in  a
pipe network
Use  different
methods  to
calculate  head
losses in pipes

 White  board,
marker,
slides,  charts
and  pictures
Pipes
network,
pipes
connections,
bends,  etc.,
plumbers’
toolbox

 White  board,
marker, slides,
charts  and
pictures

 Draw  water  storage  and
distribution systems.

 Carry out the construction of
water distribution line.

 Calculate simple head losses
in pipe or in a pumping line.

 Illustrate  the
connections  to
and  from  storage
reservoirs

Explain  the
general
principles  of
pipe layout in
a public water
schemes
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 head losses in pipes.

General Objective 7.0: Know the general principles involved in rural water supply.

Week Specific  Learning
Outcome:

Teachers
Activities

Resources Specific Learning Outcome: Teacher Activities Evaluation

 9

7.1 Identify  different
sources  of  rural  water
supply.

7.2 Describe  the  different
types of wells  and their
constructions.

7.3 Explain  the  treatment
methods  of  rural  water
supplies.

7.4 Draw rural water supply
lines.

7.1 Explain
various
sources  of
rural  water
supply
(lakes, well,
borehole,
spring, etc)

7.2 Explain
treatment
given  to
rural  water
supply  (e.g.
filtration,
chlorinating
well)

a. White  board,
marker,  slides,
charts  and
pictures

a. Visit  sites  where
construction  of  wells  and
rural  water  supply  lines  is
being  carried  out  in  your
area of operation and submit
report of site visit.

b. Draw a  plan  of  rural  water
supply lines

a. Organize  site
visit  to
construction
site 

b. Grade  site
visit reports

Describe
the
different
types  of
wells  and
their
constructi
ons

General Objective 8.0 :   Know the sources and characteristics of waste water
Specific  Learning
Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s activities evaluation

8.1     Identify the sources
of waste water 8.1 Illustrate

with  good

a. Instruction
al Manual.

a. Prepare plan and drawing of
sewers and manholes.

a. Teacher
should explain
important

Define  sewer,
sewage  and
sewerage
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10 8.2 Define  sewer,  sewage
and sewerage.

8.3 Explain  the
characteristics  and
composition  of
sewage.

8.4    Differentiate between
pollution  and
contamination.

examples
activities  in
8.1 to 8.4.

8.2 Ass
ess  the
student

b. Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

components
expected in the
diagram  in
Preparing  plan
and drawing of
sewers  and
manholes

General Objective 9.0:  Understand basic methods and processes of sewage treatment
Week Specific  Learning

Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources

 

11-12

9.1 Describe  physical
treatment,

9.2 Describe  chemical
treatment

9.3 Describe  biological
treatment

9.4 Define  primary
sedimentation.

9.5 Describe  the  use  of
primary sedimentation

9.6 Describe  major
conventional

Explain  physical
treatment,
 chemical treatment
biological
treatment

Define  primary
sedimentation.

Describe the use of
primary
sedimentation

a. Instruction
al Manual.

b. Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,

a. Draw  the  plan  of  a  house
drainage  system  and  show
wastewater  from  latrines,
sinks,  urinals,  bathrooms
and washbasins.

b.  Estimate  household
wastewater for a family 

c. Observe,  draw  and  label  a
septic tank and a soakaway
pit.

d. Undertake  site  visits  to

a. Lecturer  to
arrange for site
visit  to
selected
sewage
treatment
plant.  

b. Give  and
grade
assignments to
students.

Explain
physical
treatment,
 chemical
treatment
biological
treatment
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treatment  methods  –
activated  sludge,
trickling filters.

9.7 Explain  aeration  and
its importance

9.8 Explain  secondary
sedimentation/clarific
ation.

9.9 Describe  the  use  of
clarification.

9.10 Identify  the
advantages  and
disadvantages  of  the
conventional
treatment processes.

9.11 Explain  flow diagram
of  the  conventional
treatment processes.

9.12 Explain  stabilization
ponds  and  aerated
lagoons;  their
advantages  and
disadvantages.

9.13 Describe  different
types  of  on-site
disposal  systems such
as septic tanks.

9.14 Explain  methods  of
disposing  septic  tank
effluents  such  as  by
soakaways,  sub-
surface  irrigation  and

Describe  major
conventional
treatment  methods
–  activated  sludge,
trickling filters.
Explain  aeration
and its importance
Explain  secondary
sedimentation/clari
fication.
Describe the use of
clarification.
Explain  flow
diagram  of  the
conventional
treatment
processes.
Explain
stabilization  ponds
and  aerated
lagoons;  their
advantages  and
disadvantages.
Describe  different
types  of  on-site
disposal  systems
such  as  septic
tanks.
Explain methods of
disposing  septic
tank  effluents  such

PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

a. Drawing
board,
drawing  pen,
pencil,  eraser,
scale  rule,  set
squares,  T-
square,
drawing sheet.

water  and  wastewater
treatment  plants  and  write
reports. 

e. Draw all the components of
a sewage treatment plant
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drainfield.
9.15 Define cesspool, aqua

privy  and  pit  latrines
(including  V.I.P
latrine).

Draw  all  components  of
sewage treatment. 

as  by  soakaways,
sub-surface
irrigation  and
drainfield.
9.16 Define

cesspool, aqua
privy  and  pit
latrines
(including
V.I.P latrine).

Draw  all
components  of
sewage treatment.

General Objective 10.0: Know major sewer appurtenances

Specific  Learning
Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources

13-14

10.1 Explain  what
appurtenances are

10.2 Explain the following
appurtenances

a. Manhole
b. Building  sewers/house

connections and
c. Siphons
10.3 Describe the different

types of manholes
10.4 List the functions and

objectives  of

Explain  what
appurtenances are
Explain  the
following
appurtenances
d. Manhole
e. Building

sewers/house
connections and

f. Siphons
Describe  the
different  types  of

Instructional
Manual.

Recommended
textbooks,  e-
books,  lecture
notes, Whiteboard,
PowerPoint
Projector,  Screen,
Magnetic  Board,
flip charts, etc.

a. Prepare the plan and drawing
or  sewers  and  manholes,
Building  sewers/house
connections and Siphons

b. illustrate  a  house  with  a
drainage system

a. Show  and
explain  the
important  of
the
components
expected in the
diagram

Explain  what
appurtenances
are
Explain  the
following
appurtenances
g. Manhole
h. Building

sewers/ho
use
connectio
ns and
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manholes
10.5 Explain the following

in  relation  to
manholes:

a. Spacing
b. frame  and

covers and
c. channel  and

benching
10.6 Identify  the  types  of

materials  suitable  for
house connections

10.7 Describe  the  proper
procedures for laying
and making of house
connections  to
sewers.

10.8 Identify the following
as  waste  water
measuring devices

i. Weirs
ii. Parshall flume
iii. venturi flume

10.9 Explain  the  working
of these devices

10.10Draw  the  devices
enumerated above.

Enumerate how to calculate
discharges  in  the  above
devices.

manholes
List  the  functions
and  objectives  of
manholes
Explain  the
following  in
relation  to
manholes:

d. Spacin
g

e. frame
and  covers
and

f. channel
and
benching

Identify  the  types
of  materials
suitable  for  house
connections
Describe the proper
procedures  for
laying  and  making
of  house
connections  to
sewers.

Identify  the
following

Drawing  board,
drawing  pen,
pencil,  eraser,
scale  rule,  set
squares,  T-square,
drawing sheet.

Siphons
.
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General Objective 11.0     Understand the effects of pollution and the methods of control.

Week Specific  Learning
Outcomes Teacher’s activities Resources Specific Learning Outcomes Teacher’s activities Evaluation

15

11.1  Explain  the  concepts
of water pollution

11.2 Identify  the  causes
of  tastes  and  odour
in water.

11.3 Outline the effects of
pollution  on  surface
waters  and
groundwater.

11.4 Define
eutrophication  and
self-purification.

11.5 Describe  the  causes
of  oxygen  depletion
in steams.

11.6 Explain  the
stratification of lakes
and reservoirs.

11.7 Describe the effect of
stratification  on  water
quality

11.1 Illustrate
with  good
examples
activities  in
11.1 to 11.7

11.2 Assess  the
student

a. Instruction
al Manual.

b. Recommen
ded
textbooks,
e-books,
lecture
notes,
Whiteboar
d,
PowerPoint
Projector,
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,  flip
charts, etc.

a. Carryout  experimental
analyse  on  waste  water
samples  for  colour,  odour,
taste,  turbidity,   acidity,
alkalinity,   hardness  and
heavy metals, nitrate etc

b. Report  experiments  and
submit to teacher

a. Arrange  for  site
visit  to  selected
wastewater
treatment  plants.
Give assignments
to students.

b. Supply  the
equipment  with
full  explanation
under  the
supervision of the
lecturer.

 Technologist  to
demonstrate  the
processes  of
analysis  and
students  to
follow.

 Teacher  to  mark
and  grade
experimental
reports

Explain  the
concepts  of
water
pollution
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ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will make up for
the remaining 60% of the total score.

Competency:  Students exposed to activities of water supply industry waste water collection and disposal.
Assessment: Coursework 20%; Course tests 20%; Practicals 20% Examination  40%

References: 1. Chadwick, A.J. and Morfatt, J.C. “Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering” Rontledge, 1998.

                             2. Henry, J.G. and Heinke, G.W. “Environmental Science and Engineering” Prentice Hall, 1989.

                             3.Venugopala Rao P. Textbook of Environmental Engineering Prentice Hall, India,  2004

Department/  Programme:  ND  Water
Resources Engineering Technology

Course  Code:  HWR
245

Contact Hours: 2 – 0 – 0

Subject/Course: Introduction  to  Technical
Report Writing

Theoretical:  2  hours/week

Year: II                         Semester: 1st Pre-requisite:  - Practical:      0   hours /week
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General Objectives:

1.0 Understand the Content of a Technical Report
2.0 Understand the methodology and sequence of writing Technical Report
3.0 Understand the information that is required in Technical Report  Writing
4.0 Know how to analyze data.
5.0 Know how to present information/data

Course:  Introduction  to
Technical Report Writing

Course Code: HWR 245 Contact Hours: 2-0-0

Theoretical:   2  hours/week

Year:  II         Semester: 1st Pre-requisite:  - Practical:        0 hours /week

Theoretical Content Practical Content
General Objective 1.0:  Understand the Content of a Technical Report
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Week/s
Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s activities Resources Specific
L
e
ar
ni
n
g
O
ut
c
o
m
e
s

Teacher’s Resources

 1 – 2

1.1 Explain  the meanings  of
technical reports.

1.2 Identify  the  purpose  of
technical       reports.

1.3 Explain types and uses of
technical reports.

1.1 Discuss  the
concept  of
technical report

1.2 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

1.3 Give examples

1.4 Give
assignments

Whiteboard/

White  marker
Board

/Projector

  

General Objective 2.0:   Understand the methodology and sequence of writing technical report 

2.1 Discuss  the  methods  of
determining  the
following  in  technical

2.1 List  the
methodology
and sequence of

Whiteboard/

White  marker
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 3 – 5

reports;
a. Topic and title.
b. Justification of title.
c. Abstract or synopsis of

the report.
d.  Aim and objectives of

the report.
.

e. Scope and limitation of
project.

f. Classification of data
g. Data  analysis

(Graphical  method,
tabular  method
descriptive method).

h. Presentation  of  data
(use of appendices).

writing
technical report.

2.2 Explain  the
methods  and
sequence  of
writing
technical report.

2.3 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

2.4 Give examples
2.5 Give

assignments

Board/

Projector

General Objective 3.0:  Understand the information that is required in technical report writing

6 – 9

3.1 Explain the various types of
information  that  would  be
required in reports

3.2 Explain  the  factors  that
influence solutions.

3.3 Select  criteria  required  in
case studies.

3.4 Determine  critical  analysis
of case studies.

3.5 Produce summary.
3.6 Make propositions (Author’s

Propositions).
3.7 Develop  conclusion  to  a

3.1 Discuss  the
various types
of
information
required  for
writing
technical
report.

3.2 Use
questions and
answer
technique

Whiteboard/

White  marker
Board/

Projector
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technical report.
3.8 Write  a  bibliography  in

standard format.
3.9 Explain terms of reference in

report.
3.10 Explain  the  difference

between facts and opinions.
3.11 Explain  how  facts  and

opinions  may  be
distinguished  in  writing
report.

3.12 Write reports on selected
technical matters.

3.13 Rewrite the abstract.

3.3 Give
examples

3.4 Give
assignments

General Objective 4.0:  Know how to Analyze data. 

10 - 12 

4.1  Mention  main  sources  of
data. 

4.2 Discuss techniques of data

      collection: 

 Laboratory.
 Field

survey/measurement.
 Questionnaire.
 Oral interviews. 

4.1 Guide  student
on  techniques
involved  in
sourcing data

4.2 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

4.3 Give examples
4.4 Give

assignments

Whiteboard/

White  marker
Board/

Projector

  

General Objective 5.0:  Know how to present information/data
5.1 Explain  how  to  present

data in a manner suitable
for writing       technical

5.1 Guide  student
on  techniques
involved  in

Whiteboard/

White  marker
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13 - 15 report  in  the  following
form:  Tables,  Graphs,
Charts,

5.2 bars. 
5.3 Input  information  into

computer.
5.4 Print out results. 

presenting
information/
data

5.2 Use  questions
and  answer
technique

5.3 Give examples
5.4 Give

assignments

Board/

Projector

Computers.

Softwares.

ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester
Examination will make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.
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GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSMENT OF ND STUDENTS’ PROJECTS

PART A: SUPERVISOR’S ASSESSMENT

Title of Project
Name of Student
Registration Number
Course

Maximum

Score

Actual

Score

1 Presentation of Report (if conformity with standards) 6

2
Understanding of the problem(s) and the pursuit of it to
achieve the set objectives

7

3

Report  content  (Data  collection,  Test  procedures,
Design/Construction,

results and discussions)

12

4
Does the report read as an integrated whole? (e.g. Details
of work should be put in appendices)

12

5
Quality  of  English  (Sentence  construction,  grammar,
spelling)

6

6 Conclusion, Recommendations and summary 7
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Total 50

Brief Remark

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Name of Reader _________________________________________________

Signature _________________________ Date ______________________

PART B: PANEL’S ASSESSMENT

Title of Project

Name of Student

Registration Number

Course
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Maximum Score
Actual

Score

1 Presentation of Report  (if  conformity  with
standards)

10

2 Report  content  (Data  collection,  Test
procedures, Design/Construction,

results and discussions)

20

3 Knowledge of theory 10

4 Conclusion and summary 10

5 Total 50

Brief Remark

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________

______________________________________________________________________
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NATIONAL DIPLOMA 

Guidelines for textbook writers (ND AND HND)

The following guidelines are suggestions from the Engineering Committees to the writers of the textbooks for the new curricula. They are
intended to supplement the detailed syllabuses which have been produced, and which define the content and level of the courses.

Authors should bear in mind that the curriculum has been designed to give the students a broad understanding of applications in industry and
commerce, and this is reflected in the curriculum objectives.

• One book should be produced for each syllabus

• Page size should be A4

• The front size should be 12 point for normal text and 14 point where emphasis is needed

• Line spacing should be set to 1.5 lines

• Headings and subheadings should be emboldened

• Photographs, diagrams and charts should be used extensively throughout the book, and these items must be up-to-date

• In all cases, the material must be related to industry and commerce, using real life examples wherever possible so that the book is not just a
theory book. It must help the students to see the subject in the context of the ‘real word’

• The philosophy of the courses is one of an integrated approach to theory and practice, and as such, the books should reflect this by not making
an artificial divide between theory and practice.

• Illustrations should be labelled and numbered. • Examples should be drawn from Nigeria wherever possible, so that the information is set in a
country context.

• Each chapter should end with student self-assessment questions (SAQ) so that students can check their own master of the subject

• Accurate instructions should be given for any practical work having first conducted the practical to check that the instructions do indeed work
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• The books must have a proper index or table of contents, a list of references and an introduction based on the overall course philosophy and
aims of the syllabus.

• Symbols and units must be listed and a unified approach used throughout the book

• In case of queries regarding the contents of the books and the depth of information, the author must contact the relevant curriculum committee
via the National Board for Technical Education

• The final draft version of the books should be submitted to Nigerian members of the curriculum working groups for their comments regarding
the content in relation to the desired syllabus.
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES

LIST OF MINIMUM RESOURCES

LIST OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Programme Laboratory
Studio/Drawing
Room and Other

Hydrology and Water Resources (ND) 1. Hydraulics /  
    Hydrology
2. Water Quality

1. Drawing Room
2. Computer/ Geo-informatics
    Studio
3. Safety Equipment (for each 
    Workshop)

LIST OF LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

S/No 1. FLUID MECHANICS/ HYDRAULICS / HYDROLOGY  (for ND) No. Required
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Anemometer
Evaporation pan
Current meters (Global Water)
Rain gauges
Water tank
Barometer,
 Piezometer
Hydrometer
Surge tank demonstration set
Pitot tube
Float (hydrometry)
Stop watches
Measuring tapes
Meteorological station (with equipment)
Rain fall simulator

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
1
1
2
2 set
2
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Water Hammer apparatus
Drying ovens
Balances e.g. analytical balance triple beam
Thermometers
Measuring cylinders
Soil hydrometers
Crucibles, spatulas, funnels
Desiccators
Stop watches
Glass wares
Porcelain motor & pistle
Mallet
Specific gravity test apparatus
Density test apparatus 
Thermometers
Measuring cylinders
Resistivity Meter
Software for Groundwater Investigation Analysis

3
3

5 of each
5
3
5
6
10
Assorted
25
2
3
3
5 of each
5
1
-

LIST OF STUDIO/DRAWING ROOM AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

S/No 1. STUDIO/DRAWING ROOM (For ND/ HND) No. Required

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Drawing table 
T-Square
Set square
Drawing pen
Chalkboard set square
Chalkboard protractors
Chalkboard divider
Chalkboard pair of compasses
Chalkboard wooden straight edges

30
30
3
3
2 sets
2
2
2
2
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10
11
12
13
14
15

Chalkboard lettering set
Templates
Plastic curves
French curves (metric) set
Projector
Engineering scale rules

2 sets
2 sets
2 sets
2 sets
1
Assorted  10 each

S/No 2.SURVEYING EQUIPMENT STORE No. Required
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Compasses with tripods
Mirror  Stereoscope (HND)
Staves
Ranging Poles
Surveying Umbrella
Chains
Steel arrows
Planimeters
Tapes(30m, 50m, 100m)
Optical square
Pocket altimeter
Steel band

3
3
5
20
6
5
15
3
4 each
3
2
3

S/NO 3.COMPUTER & GIS LABORATORY No. Required

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2

Hard wares
Pentium Base Computers
9 Second Total Station and Accessories
Handheld GPS (HND)
EDM (HND)
Digital Theodolite
Printers

Software
DBMS
SURFER-S

5
2
1 pair
1
1
1
3
1
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3
4
5
5
6
7

MAPMAKERS
Spreadsheet
Word-processing
ILWIS
ARCVIEW/ARCINFO/MAPINFO

S/NO 5. SAFETY EQUIPMENT (For each Workshop)) No. Required
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

First aid box
Safety goggles
Safety helmet
Rubber boots
Leather apron
Leather palm gloves
Fire extinguisher
Fire buckets
Safety charts and drawings
Shower

1
32
32
32 pairs
32
32 pairs
2
2
Assorted
1
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

S/N NAME ADDRESS DESIGNATION E-MAIL
1 Dr. John O. Esin Department  of  Hydrology  /  Water

Resources, School of Nautical Studies
MAN, Oron

Lecturer johnesin2@gmail.com

2 Prof. Y.A. Asiwaju-Bello Department  of  Applied  Geology,
School of Earth and Minerals  Sciences,
Federal  University  of  Technology,
Akure

Professor ayoasiwajubello@gmail.com

3 Dr. Ifabiyi, Ifatokun Paul Department  of  Geography  and
Environmental  Management,
University of Ilorin, Ilorin

Associate Professor tokunifabiyi@yahoo.com

4. Prof. Abubakar Ismail Department  of  Water  Resources  and
Environmental Engineering. Faculty of
Engineering, A.B.U. Zaria

Professor abuismail1@gmail.com
aismail@abu.edu.ng 

5 M. Musa Isgogo NBTE, Kaduna Director  (Polytechnic
Programmes)

dujiisgogo@yagoo.com 

6 Mrs. Helen Oduntan NBTE, Kaduna Director  (Monotechnic
Programmes)

7 Dr. Rufai Ibrahim NBTE, Kaduna Deputy Director (Agric) rufai75@gmail.com

8 Engr. Godwin Okpe NBTE, Kaduna Chief  Programmes
Officer

godwinokpe946@gmail.com

9 Dr. Kubura Jauro D. NBTE, Kaduna Assistant  Chief
Programmes Officer

kuburagombe@yahoo.com

10 Dr. Fatima Kabir Umar NBTE, Kaduna Chief  Programmes
Officer

fatikmama@yahoo.com 
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	Map Reading and Photo Interpretation
	*GNS 102
	Communication in English I

	Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry
	Introduction to Water Resources Management 1
	Introduction to Hydro Data Processing
	Water Resources Management II
	Programme: National Diploma in Hydrology and Water Resources Management

	General Objectives:
	Course Title:
	Week
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Evaluation


	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
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	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
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	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	ASSESSMENT: The continuous assessment, tests and quizzes will be awarded 40% of the total score. The end of the Semester Examination will make up for the remaining 60% of the total score.
	NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
	Year: 1 Semester: 1
	Pre-requisite: -
	Practical: 3 hours /week


	General Objectives
	Course: Technical Drawing
	Week/s
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Evaluation


	a. Two square-prisms meeting at right angles.

	b. Two dissimilar square prisms meeting at an angle.
	General Objectives
	General Objective: Understand Constitution
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.
	Recommended textbooks, e-books, lecture notes, Whiteboard, PowerPoint Projector, Screen, Magnetic Board, flip charts, etc.

	Goal: the course is designed to accustom the learner with procedures for collecting and summarizing hydro statistical data
	General Objectives:
	Goal: the course is designed to provide the learner with knowledge of units and its and application for Force, Area, Pressure in hydrology.
	Goal: the course is designed to provide the learner with basic introduction to GIS
	Recommended textbooks, lecture notes, Whiteboard, Marker, etc
	a. Illustrate with good
	examples activities in 2.1 to 2.8 and ask the students to solve problems on them.
	
	Guide students to Illustrate with good examples activities in 2.1 to 2.8 and ask the students to solve problems on them.
	
	Illustrate with good examples activities in 4.1 to 4.19 and ask the students to solve problems on them.
	

	5.1 Explain sources of impurities in groundwater
	5.2 Identify the sources of pollution.
	5.3 Explain methods of preventing groundwater pollution to wells e.g grouting, deep placement of screens etc.
	Illustrate with good examples activities in 5.1 to 5.5.
	
	Programme: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

	General Objectives:
	NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
	Year: 1I Semester: 2nd
	Pre-requisite: WRE 102
	Practical: 2 hours /week

	PROGRAMME: NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
	Course Title:
	Semester: 4TH
	Practical: 2 hours /week
	Theoretical Content
	Practical Content
	Week/s
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Evaluation


	Programme: National Diploma in Hydrology and Water Resources Management.
	Module: ND
	Semester: 4th
	Pre-requisite:
	Practical: 4 hours /week


	General Objectives:
	Course Title:
	Semester: 1st
	Practical: 4 hours /week
	Theoretical Content
	Practical Content
	Week/s
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Evaluation


	Department/ Programme: ND Water Resources Engineering Technology
	Year: 1I Semester: 2nd
	Pre-requisite:
	Practical: 3 hours /week
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	evaluation


	8.1 Illustrate with good examples activities in 8.1 to 8.4.
	8.2 Assess the student
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Evaluation

	11.1 Illustrate with good examples activities in 11.1 to 11.7
	11.2 Assess the student

	b. Supply the equipment with full explanation under the supervision of the lecturer.
	Department/ Programme: ND Water Resources Engineering Technology
	Year: II Semester: 1st
	Pre-requisite: -
	Practical: 0 hours /week


	General Objectives:
	Course: Introduction to Technical Report Writing
	Year: II Semester: 1st
	Pre-requisite: -
	Practical: 0 hours /week
	Theoretical Content
	Practical Content
	Week/s
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources
	Specific Learning Outcomes
	Teacher’s activities
	Resources


	LIST OF MINIMUM RESOURCES
	S/No



